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IMPORTANT NOTICE
READ ME FIRST!

September, 1995

Dear Awards of Excellence Administrative Manual User,

During 1995-96, the Awards of Excellence Program is undergoing a transition from the "As Is"
to the "Should Be" Awards Process state. This draft of the Awards Administrative Manual
describes the Awards Process as it "Should Be." Therefore, it has been written as though the
process were in place. Please note that during this transitional year:
• Some materials are in the process of being developed. Therefore, they are not included in

this draft of the Administrative Manual.
• Some process steps will not be (or have not been) executed, but are included in this draft for

future years.
• Some process steps are not (or will not be) aligned with the timing described in this

Administrative Manual.

Please contact your 1995-96 Awards Co-Chairs, Ann Parkman (770-458-4080) or Eileen Mager
(602-488-2666) should you have any questions or concerns regarding the process steps described
for the role you are assuming. We hope these materials help you as you participate in the
Awards of Excellence Program and look forward to the improvements you contribute to this draft
as you work with and use the materials.

-;;:;;:

(!

Best Wishes,bt...~~-,~-.....
Byron Stock, Awards Redesign Chair
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October 30, 1995
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Randy James

Alicia Rojas
Carol Valen

Draft Awards of Excellence Administrative Manual Revisions

Thank you for all your feedback. I know the timing was tight, but your
input will certainly help ensure that we send out a "roughly right" draft of
the Administrative Manual to our Subcommittee Chairs.

Following is a list of the major revisions to the manual:
• Role of Deputy Chair added to the process by the ISPI Board -- This

individual will by appointed by the ISPI President with significant input
from the newly appointed Awards Chair. Since this individual will
perform the same tasks as the Awards Chair, the role has simply been
added to that of the Awards Chair.

• Elimination of B3 - Approve Marketing Plan -- The Board may review
and make recommendations, but it does not approve.

• Extension of the timing for selection of Evaluators -- Ann and Eileen
pointed out that the timing was too tight. The timing changes from mid-
October to mid-November.

In addition to the major revisions, there were a few minor revisions. Some
of these have already been included in the revised draft; others will be made
later. Since these are minor and those individuals directly involved/affected
know about them, I will not take up your time to detail them.

A few of you asked if Subcommittee Chairs needed the entire manual or
just their version of the "world?" As usual, my response was, "I don't
know." Right now I feel that they do need the manual for the first one or
two years as we pin down and streamline the process. Byron and I are
always for sharing the process to ensure clarity of communication. Sharing
the entire process will also provide a more knowledgeable pool from rvhich
to select Awards Chairs and Deputy Chairs. However, maintenance,
production, and distribution issues always add cost and work. Perhaps this
is a question we can ask our Subcommittee Chairs as we progress through
the process.

Enclosed arethe revisions, collated by section/role. The following list of
revisions details t'iose pages/sections that are to be replaced. Please feel
free tc call should you have any questions.

Thanks for all your help,

~~
Nancy Stock
Byron Stock & Associates
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List of Revisions

10/30/95

~Section/Role Page#/Code #of Action/Comment
Pages

Table of Contents 1 Replace

Introduction 1 1 Replace -- Reflects addition of Deputy Chair role

Process Map Please mark-up your colored map to reflect
the major changes

ISPI Board (see Comment) Replace entire section~'--......
ISPI Headquarters Timeline 1 Replace
Staff HS-3 1 Replace

HS-12 2 Replace

HS-13 1 Replace

HS-14 1 Replace

HS-24 4 Replace

HS-27 1 Replace

Awards Chair & (see Comment) Replace entire section
Deputy Chair If you wish, you may replace the tab label (a

fingernail will lift the existing label)

Sub•..ommittee Chair Timeline 1 Replace

SC-3 1 Replace

SC-L!· 2 Replace

SC-5 2 Replace- - ..

Evaluator Timeline 1 Replace

B-1 1 Replace

E-2 1 Replace

E-3 1 Replace

Award Recipient Timeline 1 Replace

AR-4 1 Replace
-"
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INTRODUCTION

About this
Administrative
Manual

Awards of
Excellence Roles

Administrative
Manual Contents
Description

How to Use this
Manual

This manual serves as a tool to assist individuals assuming the
various roles and responsibilities within the Awards of
Excellence Program.

The roles within the Awards of Excellence Program include:
• ISPI Board • Nominee/Submitter

• ISPI Headquarters Staff • Nominator
• Awards Chair & Deputy Chair • Award Recipient
• Awards Subcommittee Chair • Stakeholder

• Evaluator

As noted in the Table of Contents, this manual contains:
• This Introduction describing the overall Awards System.
• One tabbed section for each of the roles listed above. Each of

these tabbed sections includes:
A description of responsibilities
A timeline listing tasks and approximate timing
A detail of each task's input, process, and output,
including insights which might be helpful to those
performing the task
As appropriate, examples and samples of outputs for a
task

• Appendices which contain various materials used by those
individuals participating in the process:
1. Calls -- Call for Nominations and Call for Evaluator

Nominations
2. Submission Packets (one for each Award category)
3. MarketinglPublicity

1. Read this introduction to gain an overall understanding of the
Awards of Excellence System. Be sure to review the Awards
Process depicted in the large, colored, fold-out process flow
diagram at the end of this Introduction to identify your
individual tasks and how they interact within the process.

2. Refer to your role's tabbed section and use it to assist you as
you perform your individual tasks.
Please note that the samples following task descriptions are intended to
serve as performance aids, not a "right" or "accurate" way of doing a
task. It is expected that each individual will enrich the process (and the
materials in this document) through his or her unique strengths and
capabilities.

3. Use the appendices as directed in the your task descriptions.

Awards of Excellence 1
September, 1995
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INTRODUCTION

Background The following provides a summary of the efforts resulting in the
development of the current Awards of Excellence System and
this supporting document. Please refer to the Acknowledgment
for a listing of all those individuals who contributed their time
and talents to redesign the Awards System.

In 1989, the ISPI Board appointed a task force, chaired by
Kathleen Whiteside, to revise the ISPI Awards of Excellence
Program. The project was seen as a multi-year effort. As a result
of the preliminary work:
• Responsibility for chapter awards was moved to the chapter

vice president.

• Awards were established for contributions to both the
technology and the Society.

• The concept of criterion-referenced and norm-referenced
awards was established.

In Apri11992, Karen Wallace and Guy Wallace were appointed
to conduct an analysis and design for the Awards Program. The
results of their team's work included alan:
• Values statement
• Communication plan
• List of core values
• List of principles
• Awards System Architecture and macrodesign

In May of 1994, the Board approved a plan for the awards
redesign process chaired by Carol Valen. At that time, the Valen
team initiated the conversion of the Awards System to criterion-
based evaluation and submitted for Board approval an Awards
Redesign Concept which included two parts:
• Logistics -- proposed changes to the application process,

evaluation process, recognition for Award Recipients and
ISPI, and the awards presentation

• Award Categories -- accomplishment, research, and
publication

In January 1995, Byron Stock was appointed as the Awards
Redesign Chair. The Stock team managed the implementation of
the newly defined Awards System and the development of the
initial supporting materials and documentation.

Awards of Excellence Administrative Manual2
September, 1995



INTRODUCTION

Awards System
Purpose/Mission

Awards System
Core Values

Awards System
Principles

The following values statement imparts the purpose/mission of
the Awards System.

The International Society for Performance Improvement
(ISPI) is committed to identifying and rewarding exemplary
performance in all aspects of Society activity -- leadership,
technology enhancement, and service. Recognition of
exemplary performance is extended to all Society members
regardless of their work-setting, membership status, or
personal characteristics.
The primary means of accomplishing such recognition is the
ISPI Awards System. By means of this System, the Society
will set standards for excellence, create models for
practitioners of the technology, provide reinforcement to
exemplary performers, and define for its members and other
stakeholders what the Society values in the field of
performance improvement. V

The following is a list of core values to be celebrated by the
implementation of the redesigned ISPI Awards System.
• Effective application of Human Performance Technologies in

the workplace that will enhance productivity and benefit
society

• Advancement of Human Performance Technologies through
scholarship, innovation, and practices

• Consistent application of professional and ethical standards in
the work we do

• Continuous professional development of members

The Awards System was designed in alignment with the
following principles.
• Fairness (independent, valid, and reliable rating, nonpolitical)
• Accessible to applicants (cost and time)
• Aligned with all ISPI values
• Balance of performance and instruction
• Nonbureaucratic process (cost and cycle time)
• Defined processes that are in control, stable, and maintained
• Criteria-referenced awards that reflect best-in-class
• Norm-referenced awards that reflect top performers

Awards of Excellence 3
September. 1995
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INTRODUCTION

ISPI Awards
System
Architecture and
Macroprocess

Awards Categories

ISPI Awards
Process

The Awards System is comprised of the six (6) processes
depicted in the following diagram developed by SWI • Svenson
& Wallace, Inc.

System Architecture
The System Architecture is represented by the six processes and
their interrelationships depicted by the arrows.

Macroprocess
The Macroprocess is depicted by the three tiers which represent
a systematic map of a top-down view of processes, instead of the
typical bottom-up view, which often leaves gaps and overlaps.
This method of organization separates processes into three
categories:
• Leadership Processes - drive all processes
• Products/Services Processes - consist of the mainstream

processes of the organization
• Support Processes - serve and support mainstream processes

Leadership Governance
Process

- - .- - - - -,- - - - - -
~ Nomination Screening & Awards--.- Evaluation ~ PresentationProcess

Process Process

- - - - - - -.- - - - -I- -
Marketing & Evaluator

'---- Selection &
Promotion ~ CertificationProcess Process

j

Products!
Services

Support

To meet stakeholder requirements and embrace the articulated
ISPI Awards System core values, the awards categories are
consistently reviewed and subject to change upon ISPI Board
review, revision, and approval. Please refer to the first Appendix
which contains the current year's Call for Nominations for a
listing of the awards categories and their grouping.

The following fold-out page depicts the Awards of Excellence
process. Each role within the process along with its respective
tasks and their inter-relationships with other tasks is represented.
The colors indicate Awards System processes.

Awards of Excellence Administrative Manual4
September, 1995



ISPI BOARD

Responsibilities The ISPI Board, working closely with Headquarters and the
Awards Chair assumes major responsibility for the governance of
the Awards of Excellence Program. Some key areas of
responsibility include:
• Appointing the Awards Chair and Deputy Chair

• Evaluating, reviewing, and approving changes in principle to
the Awards process

• Approving the Awards budget
• Revising the Awards policies and approving changes

Contents This ISPI Board section contains the following:
• A timeline depicting each ISPI Board coded process task

[The entire Awards process is documented in the Awards Administrative
Manual. The manual contains a large, fold-out process flow diagram
which depicts the Board tasks starting in April. These tasks are coded (B)
and sequenced (I, 2, 3, etc.).]

• For each ISPI Board coded process task, a page(s) depicting
the timing (in the header) and describing the task's inputs,
process, and outputs, as well as insights gained from past
experiences

Awards of Excellence B
September, 1995
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IS PI BOARD

Timeline
April July August September

ISP/ Board Awards Tasks

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

)~t~::::"::i~mi~1~:~Mi*:i::¥:~11t~:"B~Mi.1~:j,&:~ij~gWlg"::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~" "::"":"::::t:1." ::::::":ri"i: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :!:::::::::::::::::::;:::::j::::::::::!
I I I I I

I I I I D I
I I I I I

I I I I I

B-2 President appoints Awards Deputy Chair tJ
I

I

B-4 Revise A wards policies & approve changes

LEGEND

D One full week

April July August September:
I

Awards of Excellence B
September, 1995
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ISPI BOARD
April

_ODD

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

President appoints Awards Chair

• Last year's Awards Deputy Chair

• Contact last year's Awards Deputy Chair and verify that
he/she is still able/willing to assume the role of this year's
Awards Chair.

• Contact Headquarters and instruct them to send an Awards
Administrative Manual to the newly appointed Awards Chair.

• Awards Chair appointed

• Since the Deputy Award Chair assisted the past year's
Awards Chair, he/she will have a thorough understanding of
the Awards Chair role and responsibilities.

• Be sure to enlist the help of the newly appointed Awards
Chair to appoint an Awards Deputy Chair for this year.

Awards of Excellence Administrative ManualB-1
September, 1995



ISPIBOARD
April

_ODD

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

President appoints Awards Deputy Chair

• Input from newly appointed Awards Chair

• Network of colleagues

• Gain input from the newly appointed Awards Chair and
review your combined network of colleagues to generate a
prioritized list of candidates for the Awards Deputy Chair
position.

• Jointly with the Awards Chair, contact candidates, describe
the roles and responsibilities of the Awards Deputy Chair,
and gain a commitment from an individual to serve in this
role.

• Contact Headquarters and instruct them to send an Awards
Administrative Manual to the new Awards Deputy Chair.

• Awards Deputy Chair appointed

• The Awards Deputy Chair assists the Awards Chair with
his/her responsibilities and assumes full Awards Chair status
the following year. This approach ensures that there is a
qualified Awards Chair successor each year.

• Candidates are individuals who served in previous years as an
Awards Subcommittee Chair.

Awards of Excellence B-2
September, 1995
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ISPIBOARD July
00_0

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

Evaluate, review, and approve changes in
principle

• Change requests from stakeholders
• Awards Chair's report on evaluation results and

recommended changes to the Awards process

• Evaluate and review change requests and changes
recommended in the Awards Chair's report.

• Approve changes in principle to the Awards process.

• Approved changes in principle to the Awards process

• When approving changes, it is critical to reinforce the
importance of coordinating changes throughout this
Administrative Manual in terms of the tasks, the process flow
diagram, and the samples.

Awards of Excellence Administrative ManualB-3
September, 1995



ISPIBOARD September
00_0

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

Revise Awards policies and approve changes

• Awards process change plan

• Review Awards policies and process change plan and
approve changes.

• Approved policy changes to the Awards process

Awards of Excellence Administrative ManualB-4
September, 1995



IS PI BOARD
September
00_0

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

Approve Awards budget

• Proposed Awards budget
• Last year's Awards budget and actual

• Review and approve an Awards budget.

• Approved Awards budget

A wards of Excellence B-5
September, 1995
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF

Responsibilities

Contents

IMPORTANT:
Awards
Administrative
Manual Continuous
Improvement

The Director of Programs of the ISPI Headquarters Staff,
working closely with the Awards Chair(s) and Subcommittee
Chairs, assumes major responsibility for the Awards of
Excellence Process providing administrative support to and
coordination of all Awards processes:
• Evaluator Selection • Screening & Evaluation

• Nomination • Presentation

• Governance • Marketing & Promotion

Some key areas of responsibility include:
• Execution of marketing/publicity activities
• Tracking, monitoring, and administering the receipt and

shipment of all Awards process materials (Nomination
Forms, Evaluator Application Forms, Submission Packets,
Submissions, surveys, etc.)

• Tracking, monitoring, reporting, and archiving Awards
Process statistics (financial, nomination, submission, etc.)

• Recommending, developing, and managing changes to the
Awards of Excellence Process

• Informing Award Recipients of Conference activities

This ISPI Headquarters Staff section contains the following:
• A timeline depicting each ISPI Headquarters Staff coded

process task
[For a view of the entire Awards process, refer to the large, fold-out
process flow diagram in the introductory section of this manual. Notice
that Headquarters Staff tasks start in August and are coded (HS) and
sequenced (1,2,3, etc.).]

• For each ISPI Headquarters Staff coded process task:
A page(s) depicting the timing (in the header) and
describing the task's inputs, process, and outputs, as well
as insights from past experiences of staff members
As appropriate, samples of letters, forms, etc. that you
may find helpful as you perform each task

As you work with and use this Administrative Manual, please:
• Continuously update/improve the tasks' descriptions (inputs,

process, outputs, and insights) and samples referencing all
updates/improvements by task code.

• When the Awards Chair returns his/her manual, include your
improvements in the revised/updated version.

Awards of Excellence Administrative ManualHS
September. 1995



ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF

Timeline October November

I. I. . I

j! ••

HS-18 Receive submissions & expense reports, reimburse expenses

HS-20 Return, hold, or destroy submissions

HS-22 Verify A ward Recipient attendance, send Publicity Kit

HS-24 Send certificates to evaluators & Subcommittee Chairs

1

HS-28 Send Awards Administrative Manual to Awards Subcom. Chairs
1

..:::::.-:::~::...·~:~;:;~:;:::;~~;;;~;1~··:":': :=. :'::::.:::: '.'
I

HS-30 Develop a change plan for the A wards Process I
I

.""';""""""""""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"""""""""""""""",."" :':::O;'{,. . '" : ..:.,., ,.,.,.,.,.,.,., , .. :·:d·:·'·' '.'.'.',',.....,: :'.',.: :..:.:.,:::':):':.:/':::::':/::.:'::.:.:(\:iL:,
HS-32 Prepare & recommend Awards budget

* AC·15 is a task/or which others have primary responsibility, but/or
which the ISPI Headquarters Staff provides significant input.

Awards of Excellence HS
September, 1995
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF
August

DO_DO

8S·1 Prepare and send Call for Nominations

Inputs • Awards Chair's edits/revisions to the Call for Nominations
(see Appendix)

• Awards Process change plan

• Marketing plan

Process • Review Awards Process change plan and marketing plan.

• Use the Awards Chair's edits to revise the Call for
Nominations:

Dates (based on current calendar year):
-- Cover and back
-- page 2 (two places)
-- page 3 (one place)
Award categories
Award category descriptions
Nomination Form

• Send master for reproduction to designated sources (i.e.,
News & Notes).

Outputs • Call for Nominations prepared and sent

Insights

Awards of Excellence HS-l
September. 1995
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF August00 _

8S-2 Coordinate development of marketing plan

Inputs • Marketing/publicity ideas from the current and new Awards
Chairs, the Conference Chair, and others who might
informally provide input

• Existing marketing plan

• List and samples of current marketing/publicity activities (see
Appendix)

• Recommended changes to the Awards Process

• Process statistics

Process • Review the existing marketing efforts, recommended changes
to the Awards process, and various Award process statistics.

• Discuss marketing/publicity ideas provided by current and
new Awards Chairs, the Conference Chair, and others.

• Draw conclusions about marketing efforts.

• Coordinate with the current/new Awards Chairs and
Conference Chair to develop a plan which includes specific

.~ marketing activities that will be executed throughout the
entire awards process (pre, during, and post-Conference).

Outputs • A marketing plan

Insights

Awards of Excellence HS-2
September, 1995
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF
Ongoing

ODD.

8S-3 Execute marketing/publicity activities
(ongoing)

Inputs • List and samples of current marketing/publicity activities (see
Appendix)

• Marketing Plan

Process • Schedule monthly marketing activities on your calendar.

• Execute each activity per the Marketing Plan, using the
samples in the Administrative Manual (see Appendix) as a
guide.

• Continuously update samples with the newest versions.

Outputs • Monthly marketing/publicity activities scheduled on personal
calendar

• Monthly execution of marketing/publicity activities
• Updated documentation of marketing/publicity samples

Insights

Awards of Excellence HS-3
September, 1995
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF September
_ODD

OS-4 Prepare press release for Awards
Nominations Process

Inputs •
•

Process •

•

Outputs •

Insights

Marketing plan
Awards Nominations Process press release (see Appendix)

Review the marketing plan and revise the Awards
Nominations Process press release.

Send release to sources as designated by the marketing plan.

Awards Nominations Process press release prepared and sent

Awards of Excellence HS-4
September. 1995
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF September
0_00

HS-5

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

Prepare and send Call for Evaluator
Nominations

• Awards Chair's edits/revisions to the Call for Evaluator
Nominations (see Appendix)

• Awards Process change plan

• Marketing plan

• Review Awards Process change plan and marketing plan.
• Use the Awards Chairs edits to revise the existing Call for

Evaluator Nominations:
Dates (based on current calendar year)
Award categories
Award category descriptions
Evaluator Nomination Form

• Send master for reproduction to designated source (i.e., News
& Notes).

• Call for Evaluator Nominations prepared and sent

Awards of Excellence Administrative ManualHS-5
September. 1995



ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF Sept. - Dec.
0 •..."'0

OS-6 Compile preliminary nomination forms

Inputs • Completed preliminary nomination forms sent by nominators

Process • As they are received, sort and track preliminary nomination
forms by:

Award category
Individuals who must be contacted to determine if they
are willing to submit (i.e., those nominated by others)

Outputs • Compiled nomination forms
• Identified nominees, by Award category, to whom

Submission Packets must be sent
• Identified nominees, by Award category, who must be

contacted to determine if they are willing to submit in the
Awards of Excellence Program

Insights • Since the information (i.e., number of nomination forms
received, number of individuals who must be contacted, etc.)
will be used as a statistic to identify trends, this task is a
prime candidate to sort and track using a computer data base.
However, many methods will accomplish this task:

Sort the actual nomination forms into piles by Award
category, flagging (by "Post-it®," etc.) those whose
nominees must be contacted to determine if they are
willing to submit
Use a tracking form such as the sample which follows
Use a computer data base

Awards of Excellence HS-6
September, 1995
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF Sept. - Dec.
0 ••...••0

Sample Call/or Nominations Tracking Form

Award Category:

Directions:
1. Enter the Award Category above (one category for each form).
2. Enter each nominee's name, address, and phone number below and check the appropriate column,

indicating whether a Submission Packet must be sent or the nominee must be contacted to determine if
he/she is willing to submit.

Nominee Send Contact
Name Address Phone Submission Willing to

Packet Submit?

-

TOTAL

Awards of Excellence HS·6
September. I 995
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF
Sept. - Dec.
OIL. "'0

8S-7 Notify nominee if different from nominator

Inputs • Compiled nomination forms
• Identified nominees, by Award category, who must be

contacted to determine if they are willing to submit in the
Awards of Excellence Program

• Call for Nominations -- description of Award categories
which includes each category's qualifications for submitting

Process • Contact each nominee who was nominated by someone other
than himself/herself and inform him/her that s/he has been
nominated to submit in an Award category.

• Provide the nominee with the Call for Nominations Award
category description which includes the qualifications for
submitting.

• Schedule a follow-up time to determine nominees'
willingness to submit.

Outputs • Nominees (who are not nominators) notified of their nominee
status

• Scheduled follow-up times to determine nominees'
willingness to submit

Insights • The method by which you contact a nominee may vary
depending on the timing of the nomination:

If the nomination is made early (i.e., well ahead of the
submission deadline}, you may use a formal letter of
notification which includes the page(s) from the Call for
Nominations describing the Award category submission
qualifications.
If the nomination is closer to the submission deadline,
you should use a faster method to inform the nominee
(i.e., phone and/or fax) and determine if the nominee is
willing to submit (next task) as soon as possible.

• Remember to mark your personal calendars, noting the
scheduled follow-up timing to determine if the nominees are
willing to submit.

Awards of Excellence HS-7
September, 1995
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF Sept. - Dec.
0&""0

Sample letter to Nominees

(Date)

(Name & Address)

Dear (Name),

It is my pleasure to inform you that you have been nominated to submit in the
International Society for Performance Improvement's (ISPI's) Awards of Excellence
Program for the (Award Category). The nomination itself is a great honor as it indicates
that others recognize your contributions to the Field of Human Performance Technology
and wish to see you receive formal recognition through ISPI's Awards of Excellence
Program. Perhaps, more importantly, the Awards of Excellence Program serves as a way
to share your outstanding contributions and advance the technology.

I have attached a description of the (Award Category) submission qualifications to help
you determine whether or not your contribution meets the basic submission qualifications
for (Award Category). If you decide you are willing to submit, I will send a (Award
Category) Submission Packet which contains all the information and directions required
to submit in the Awards of Excellence Program.

Please feel free to call should you have any questions. I look forward to your
participation in the Awards of Excellence Program. I will contact you on (enter date
indicating week of contact) to learn of your decision. In the mean time, feel free to
contact me to let me know of your decision.

Congratulations,

(Your Name)
(Title)

Attachment: (Call for Nominations -- Award Category Description)

cc: Awards Chair

Awards of Excellence HS-7
September, 1995
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF Sept. - Dec.
OIL. "'0

HS-8 Determine if nominee is willing to submit

Inputs • Notified nominees

• Scheduled follow-up timing to determine nominees'
willingness to submit

Process • Contact each nominee who was notified of his/her
nomination status.

• Ask the nominee if s/he is willing to submit.

• Indicate (track) his/her response (willing/not willing to
submit) in your records (i.e., data base, sorted piles of Call for
Nominations, tracking form, etc.).

Outputs • Identified nominees, by Award category, who are willing to
submit and to whom Submission Packets must be sent

• Identified nominees, by Award category, who are not willing
to submit

• Nominee response (willing/not willing to submit) tracked

Insights • If the nomination is received close to the submission
deadline, you should determine the nominee's willingness to
submit as soon as possible.

Awards of Excellence HS·8
September, 1995
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF Sept. - Dec.
O~ "'0

8S-9 Send Submission Packets

Inputs • Identified nominees, by Award category, who are willing to
submit and to whom Submission Packets must be sent (both
those nominating themselves and those who were nominated
by others)

• Awards Chair's edits/revisions to the Submission Packets (see
Appendix)

Process • Revise all Submission Packets based on the Awards Chair's
edits/revisions.

• For each Award category, copy the appropriate number of
Submission Packets.

• Send the appropriate Submission Packet to each nominee,
tracking the number sent by Award category.

Outputs • Current, revised Submission Packets sent to nominees
• A record indicating number of Submission Packets sent by

Award category

Insights • With the exception of those listed below, each Award
category has a separate, unique Submission Packet:

Research and Student Research (the criteria are the same;
submitters indicate the Award category in their
submission)
Chapter of Merit Program Awards (although the criteria
for the Award categories are different, they are packaged
in one (1) Submission Packet)

• A computer data base is an ideal method for tracking the
number of Submission Packets (by category) sent. However,
other methods are certainly more than adequate:

Flag (with a check-mark, etc.) your sorted piles of Call
for Nomination Forms, indicating that Submission
Packets were sent. Total the number sent and enter this
number on the top of each Award category pile.
Flag (with a check-mark, etc.) the sample Nomination
Tracking form, indicating that Submission Packets were
sent. Total the number sent and enter this number at the
bottom of each Award category's form.

Awards of Excellence HS-9
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF Sept. - Dec.
O&. "'0

US-I0 Send rejection notices to nominators

Inputs • Identified nominees, by Award category, who are not willing
to submit

• Original, completed Call for Nomination Forms with the
names and addresses of nominators who nominated
individuals not willing to submit

Process • Identify the nominator who nominated an individual who was
not willing to submit.

• Send a letter to the nominator indicating that the nominee is
not willing to submit.

• Track, by Award category, the number of rejection notices
sent.

Outputs • Rejection notices to nominators sent
• A record, by Award category, of the number of rejection

notices sent

Insights • Again, a variety of methods may be used to track the number
of rejection notices, by Award category, sent:

Computer data base
Tally by Award category
Etc.
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IS PI HEADQUARTERS STAFF Sept. - Dec.
0 ••....••0

Sample tally of rejection notice to Nominators

Award Categories Tally of Rejection
Notices to Nominators

Communication

Human Performance Intervention

Performance Aid

Instructional Product or Intervention

New Systematic Application

Chapter of Excellence

Distinguished Chapter

Chapter Communication

Research

Student Research
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Sept.. Dec.
OIL "'0

Sample rejection notice to Nominators

(Date)

(Name & Address)

Dear (Name),

Thank you for participating in the International Society for Performance Improvement's
(ISPI's) Awards of Excellence Program. Your nomination of (name of nominee) is
greatly appreciated.

I have contacted your nominee, informing (him/her) of the Awards of Excellence
submission requirements. Although (name of nominee) appreciates your recognition of
(his/her) contributions, (he/she) is unable to participate in the Awards of Excellence
Program at this time.

Please feel free to call should you have any questions. ISPI looks forward to your
continued participation in the Awards of Excellence Program.

Very truly yours,

(Your Name)
(Title)

cc: Awards Chair

Awards of Excellence HS-lO
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Sept. - Dec.
0'" "'0

US·II '.

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

Log all submissions and inform
Subcommittee Chairs

• Completed submissions

• Verify that each submission is complete:
Five (5) copies/samples of the submitted entry (the actual
communication, performance aid, human performance
intervention, etc.)
Five (5) copies of the Submission Guide response (written
documentation for the entry)
One (1) completed (signed) copy of each of the following
forms:

Permission Affidavit Form
Submission Return Form*
Award Specification Form

* Since Chapters of Merit submissions are not returned,
the Submission Return Form is not required for
Chapter of Excellence, Distinguished Chapter, and
Chapter Communication.

• If the submission is not complete, contact the entrant and
inform him/her of missing and/or incompl~te components.

• Track and log all submissions by Award category, noting the
name of the entrant(s) and the title of the submission.

• Notify each Subcommittee Chair of the number of
submissions, including name of entrants and titles of
submissions.

• Submissions logged
• Subcommittee Chairs informed

• Again, many methods may be used to track and log
submissions:

Computer data base
Submission log
Etc.
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Sept. - Dec.
CJ&. "'CJ

Sample Submission Log

Award Category:

Directions:
1. Enter the Award Category above (one category for each form).
2. Enter each entrant's name, address, phone number, and title of submission below
3. Verify that each submission is complete by checking the appropriate boxes under the "Submission

Complete?" column. Note Chapters of Merit submissions do not require a Submission Return Form.

Entrant (name. address. & phone) Title of Entry Submission Complete?
5 copies each of: 1 copy each of 3 forms:
0 Entry 0 Permission Affidavit

0 Submission 0 Submission Return
Guide response 0 Award Specification

5 copies each of: 1 copy each of 3 forms:
0 Entry 0 Permission Affidavit

0 Submission 0 Submission Return
Guide response 0 Award Specification

5 copies each of: 1 copy each of 3 forms:
0 Entry 0 Permission Affidavit

0 Submission 0 Submission Return
Guide response 0 Award Specification

5 copies each of: 1 copy each of 3 forms:
0 Entry 0 Permission Affidavit

0 Submission 0 Submission Return
Guide response 0 Award Specification

5 copies each of: 1 copy each of3 forms:
0 Entry 0 Permission Affidavit

0 Submission 0 Submission Return
Guide response 0 Award Specification

5 copies each of: 1 copy each of 3 forms:
0 Entry 0 Permission Affidavit

0 Submission 0 Submission Return
Guide response 0 Award Specification

5 copies each of: 1 copy each of 3 forms:
0 Entry 0 Permission Affidavit

0 Submission 0 Submission Return
Guide response 0 Award Specification

5 copies each of: 1 copy each of 3 forms:
0 Entry 0 Permission Affidavit

0 Submission 0 Submission Retum
Guide response 0 Award Specification

5 copies each of: 1 copy each of 3 forms:
0 Entry 0 Permission Affidavit

0 Submission 0 Submission Return
Guide response 0 Award Specification
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8S-12 Compile evaluator nomination forms

Inputs • Completed Evaluator Nomination Forms
• List of Awards Subcommittee Chairs

Process • Sort the Evaluator Nomination Forms by Award category.

• Copy each pile of Evaluator Nomination Forms.
• Prepare, by Award category, a list of evaluator candidates.
• Send appropriate copies of the Evaluator Nomination Forms

to each Subcommittee Chair.

Outputs • Identified evaluator candidates, by Award category
• Subcommittee Chairs informed of evaluator candidates

Insights
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00 __ 1_000

Sample Evaluator Candidate Tracking Form

Award Category:

Directions:
1. Enter the Award Category above (one category for each form).
2. Enter each evaluator candidate's name, address, and phone number below.

Evaluator Candidate

Name Address Phone
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Ongoing

ODD.

US-13 Track and report financial results (ongoing)

Inputs • Expenses and expense reports

• Awards budget plan for current year

Process • Schedule monthly financial tracking/reporting activities on
your personal calendar.

• Tally expenses by accounts (i.e., materials, printing, shipping,
rental, reimbursements, etc.).

• Compare results to budget and report.

• Recommend budget changes.

Outputs • Monthly financial activities scheduled on personal calendar
• A monthly report for the ISPI Board of the Awards Process

results and recommended budget changes.

Insights
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Ongoing

000_

8S-14 Archive financial report (ongoing)

Inputs • Financial report

Process • File report (monthly log or data base of expenses by account
-- actual vs. budget).

Outputs • Financial report archived monthly

Insights
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF November00 __

US-IS Send Submission Packets & criteria to
evaluators

Inputs • Current Submission Packets
• Lists of evaluators from each Subcommittee Chair

Process • Copy the appropriate number of each Submission Packet (i.e.,
total number of evaluators by Award category).

• Send the appropriate Submission Packet to each evaluator.

Outputs • Submission Packets and criteria sent to evaluators

Insights
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Sample Evaluator List sent by Subcommittee Chairs

To
From

Awards Chair & ISPI Headquarters

(Your Name)
(Award category) Chairperson
(Telephone Number: Fax Number)

Below is the list of my evaluation committee members. Please:
• Send each member the (Award category) Submission Packet.

• As packages of submissions are received, use this list to send
copies of submissions directly to an evaluator:

Allocate the 4 copies to various evaluators, distributing
the workload (i.e., use the "Submissions Sent" column to
make sure no one individual is over-burdened).
Observe the "Notes" column to respect the proprietary
nature of submissions.

• When you have sent all submissions for this Award category,
send (fax) me a copy of:

This list indicating specific submissions sent to evaluators
A complete list of this Award category's entrants (names,
addresses, and phone numbers) and their submission titles

(Category)
Award Evaluation
Committee

Evaluator Notes Submissions Sent
(enter entrant name and submission title)

1. Name Title/Company (Enter special notes here. 1.
Address (not PO Box) For example, if the

2.City, State Zip evaluator is a member of

Phone a company, you may 3.indicate that s/he should
not receive a submission 4.
from that company.)

2. Name Title/Company 1.
Address (not PO Box)

2.City, State Zip
Phone 3. "

4.
3. Name 1.

Title/Company 2.Address (not PO Box)
City, State Zip 3.
Phone 4.

4. Name 1.
Title/Company

2.Address (not PO Box)
City, State Zip 3.
Phone

4.

Etc.
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF December
ODD ••

HS-16 Send submissions to evaluators

Inputs • Entrant submissions containing:
Five (5) copies/samples of the submitted entry (the actual
communication, performance aid, human performance
intervention, etc.)
Five (5) copies of the Submission Guide response (written
documentation for the entry)
One (1) completed (signed) copy of each of the following
forms:

Permission Affidavit Form
-- Submission Return Form
-- Award Specification Form

• Evaluator lists from each Award category Subcommittee
Chair

Process • Sort all submissions by Award category and for each
submission:

Retain at Headquarters:
1 copy of the entry
1 copy of the Submission Guide response
All three (3) forms (one copy each)*

* Submission Return Forms are not required for
Chapters of Merit submissions -- Chapter of
Excellence, Distinguished Chapter, and Chapter
Communication

Prepare the submission for shipment to evaluators by
packaging the remaining submission components into
four (4) separate packages, each containing:
-- 1 copy of the entry
-- 1 copy of the Submission Guide response

• Address each package appropriately (use the Evaluator lists
from Awards Subcommittee Chairs) and send to the
evaluators as directed by the Subcommittee Chairs.

Outputs • Submissions sent to appropriate evaluators

Insights • It is a good idea to note the Award category on each of the
separate packages you prepare.
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF January-_DO
US-17 Prepare nomination/submission statistics

Inputs • Call for Nominations data
• Submission Packet data
• Call for Evaluator Nominations data

• Submission data

Process • Tally by award category:
Call for Nominations data

Total Nomination Forms received
Total Nominees nominated by others
Total Nominees nominated by others and willing to
submit

• Total the number of Submission Packets sent to nominees.
• Total the number of evaluator candidates.
• Total the number of submissions received.

Outputs • Nomination/submission statistics prepared

Insights • Over time, these statistics may reveal significant trends that
will be useful to future Awards Chairs.

• Although Bar Charts and other visual representations of
trends could most efficiently be produced using a computer
data base, alternate methods for preparing nomination!
submission statistics are just as effective.
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Sample Nominations/Submissions Statistics Form

Nomination Nominees Total Total Total Total
Forms Nominated Nominees Evaluator Submission Submissions

Award Categories Received by Otbers Willing to Candidates Packets sent Received
Submit to Nominees

Communications

Human Performance
Intervention

Performance Aid

Instructional Product or
Intervention

New Systematic
Application

Chapter of Excellence

Distinguished Chapter

Chapter Communication

Research

Student Research

TOTAL -
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF February
00_0

US-18 Receive submissions & expense reports,
reimburse expenses

Inputs • Evaluated submissions (sent by evaluators)

• Expense reports submitted by evaluators and Subcommittee
Chairs

Process • Receive and store evaluated submissions.

• Review and approve expense reports.

• Reimburse expenses.

Outputs • Stored evaluated submissions
• Approved expense reports and reimbursed expenses

Insights • Typical expenses include shipping, telephone, fax, etc.
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8S-19

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

Receive & archive feedback

• List of Award Recipients (from Awards Chair and
Subcommittee Chairs):

• Summarized submission evaluations (tallies on master
Evaluation Forms) from Subcommittee Chairs

• Receive and file:
List of Award Recipients
Summarized submission evaluations

• Feedback received and archived

Awards of Excellence Administrative ManualHS-19
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HS-20 Return, hold, or destroy submissions

Inputs • Entrant's completed, signed Submission Return Form

• Evaluated submissions from evaluators

• List of Award Recipients

Process • In turn, follow the directions on each entrant's Submission
Return Form and return, hold, or destroy the submissions as
indicated below:
A ward Recipients:

Retain and hold:
One (1) copy of the entry for the Conference
One (1) copy of the Submission Guide Response for
the Conference
One (1) copy each of three forms (Permission
Affidavit, Submission Return,* and Award
Specification) for archive

* Submission Return Forms are not required for the
Chapters of Merit Awards. These submissions are not
returned and should be disposed of by evaluators.

Return or destroy four (4) copies of the entry and
Submission Response Guide (i.e., those used by the
evaluators)

Non-award recipients:
Retain and archive the Submission Return Form
Return or destroy five (5) copies of the entry and
Submission Guide Response (i.e., those retained at
Headquarters and those used by the evaluators)
Destroy the Permission Affidavit Form and the Award
Specification Form

• For those submissions that are to be returned, bill the entrant's
shipping carrier (i.e., Fed. Ex., UPS, etc.) as indicated on the
Submission Return Form.

Outputs • Submissions returned, held, or destroyed

Insights • Retain and archive all entrants' Submission Return Forms.

• The matrix on the following page may be helpful for this
task.
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Matrix of Return, Hold, or Destroy Submissions

Below is a matrix which may be helpful as you decide whether to return, hold, or destroy
submissions. The numbers in the cells of the columns represent number of copies.

Award Recipient Non-Award Recipient
Archive Hold for Return! Submission Components Return! Destroy Archive

Conference Destroy* Destroy*

1 4 Entry 5

1 4 Submission Guide Response 5

1 Permission Affidavit Form 1

1 Submission Return Form** 1

1 Award Specification Form 1

* Return or destroy these submission components as directed by the entrant's
Submission Return Form

** Chapters of Merit submissions (Chapter of Excellence, Distinguished Chapter, and
Chapter Communication) are not returned (i.e., they do not require a Submission
Return Form). Evaluators should dispose of these submissions.
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF February
CJCJCJ_

OS-21 Order award items

Inputs • List of Award Recipients, by Award category
• Award Recipients' Award Specification Forms
• Plan of Conference Award activities from Awards Chair

Process • Use the Award Recipients' Award Specification Forms to
determine the number of plaques to order and the information
required for each plaque.

• Use the Awards Chair's plan for Conference Award activities
to determine and order additional award items.

Outputs • Award items ordered

Insights • Award Recipients must pay for additional plaques (more than
one) at cost. Remember to arrange for the billing of any
additional plaques.
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF February
ODD.

8S-22 Verify Award Recipient attendance, send
Publicity Kit

Inputs • List of Award Recipients, by Award category
• Plan of Conference Award activities from Awards Chair

• Award Recipient Publicity Kit (see Appendix 3,
MarketinglPublicity)

Process • Coordinate with the Awards Chair and prepare a letter to
Award Recipients:

Informing them of the Conference activities/requirements
Requesting verification of Conference attendance
Providing the Publicity Kit along with the directions for
use

• Follow-up to verify Conference attendance.
• Follow-up on publicity activities as information is sent by

Award Recipients.

Outputs • Award Recipients informed of Conference activities/
requirements

• Award Recipient attendance verified
• Publicity Kit and directions for use sent

Insights • Since the Publicity Kit is sent prior to the formal
announcement of Award Recipients at the Conference, it is
important to stress in your letter that Award Recipients
should use the Kit to plan publicity activities and prepare
marketing materials. However, they should not implement
activities or use prepared materials until after the Conference.
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DDD.

Sample letter to Award Recipients -- attendance verification/Conference
requirements/Publicity Kit

Date (Date)

To (Award Recipient Name and Address)

Re: ISPI Conference -- Award Recipient ActivitieslRequirements

Dear (Name),

Congratulations Once again, congratulations on being selected as an award recipient
in the ISPI's Awards of Excellence Program. All award recipients in
all categories will be announced and receive plaques, recognition,
and applause during the Awards Ceremony:

(Date of Awards Ceremony)
(City)
(Place)

Information
From You

This letter requests some vital information from you, provides you
with information you will need, and includes an Award Recipient
Publicity Kit.

Please call me at (Telephone Number) no later than (Deadline Date)
and let me know who will be accepting the award (i.e., you or a
representative). Chapters also need to let me know who will be
accepting their awards.

Information For Following is information you will need to fully enjoy the Conference
You opportunities offered to our award recipients.

Wall of Fame This year, award recipients' pictures will be displayed in an area
located near the (Place) from (Day through Day) of the Conference.
We will need a 5 x 7 black and white head shot photograph. If your
submission listed more than two names for the awards (group),
please provide a group 5 x 7 head shot photograph. We will list
names for the Chapters of Merit awards, so no photograph is needed.
Your photographs must be received no later than (Deadline Date) to
be included on the wall. Send photos to:

(Name)
(Title)
(Address)
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IS PI HEADQUARTERS STAFF February
CJCJCJ_

Sample letter to Award Recipients -- attendance verification/Conference
requirements /Publicity Kit (contd.)
Information For As is our custom, award recipients display their submission materials
You (contd.) in the Fair of Excellence in the (Place) throughout the Conference. I

Fair of will be sending the copies of submission materials that I have been
Excellence holding for the Conference. However, you are encouraged to send or

bring additional items for display, as you feel appropriate. Items
might include additional or related books and articles, chapter mugs
or pins, photos, and/or a bio of yourself. The attachment to this letter
indicates how much space you have. Let's try to fill it up. Some of
you have already indicated that you are bringing photos, banners, etc.
If you send materials, they should be sent to arrive at the hotel no
later than (Deadline Date) and marked:

(Hotel Name)
(Hotel Address)
Attn: (Name, Convention Services)

HOLD FOR ISPI EXPO (DATE)
Fair of Excellence
(Place of Fair)

You are responsible for removing all items that you want to keep
from the Fair of Excellence display after (Time) and before (Time) on
(Date).

The Opening
Reception

Awards
Cracker
Barrel

On the opening night of the Conference, the Opening Reception will
be held in the (Place) from (Time) on (Date). This reception is in the
area of the Fair of Excellence and your materials will already be on
display. This is an excellent opportunity to stand by your display and
to discuss your submission with passersby. We recommend that you
be available at the very least from (Time).

The Awards Cracker Barrel, patterned after our popular Cracker
Barrel, is an excellent opportunity to showcase your achievement. It
will be held on (Date) at (Place) from (Time). Each award recipient
will host a pre-assigned table. Table assignments will be included in
your registration packet. There will be (Number) of rounds, each
lasting (Number) of minutes.

Each award recipient host is encouraged to briefly explain his/her
award winning submission and focus most of the allotted time on
"lessons learned" during the production of the submission. Some
ideas might include consequences of risks taken, what you might
have done differently, etc. We encourage you to display submission
materials from the Fair of Excellence. For security reasons, these
materials can only be collected at (Time) with identification (i.e.,
valid drivers license). All materials must be returned to the Fair of
Excellence display immediately after the session.
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Sample letter to Award Recipients -- attendance verification/Conference
requirements /Publicity Kit (contd.)
Information For This year's celebration begins at (Time) in the (Place) with cocktails
You (contd.) and light hors d'oeuvres. Please come to the (Place) at (Time). At

Awards that time you will meet the Awards Chair along with their
Ceremony Subcommittee Chairs and various evaluation committee members.

The Wall of Fame display will be in a roped area of the (Place). At
(Time), award recipients are asked to stand in a designated area to
meet passersby and discuss their submissions. At (Time), (ISPI
President) will start the ceremony. The Awards Program will be
briefly described. For each category the process will be as follows:

1. Describe the category.

2. Show a slide of the award recipients.

3. Introduce each winner. Please come quickly to the podium. If
yours is a joint effort, limit the number of people who come to
the podium to no more than 5.

4. Hand you the plaque. Shake hands with us, accept the plaque,
and exit.

Award
Recipient
Publicity Kit

You will be escorted by a volunteer to a specially lighted area for
publicity photos .:

Enclosed you will find an Award Recipient Publicity Kit which
includes complete directions for use. The purpose of the Publicity
Kit is to assist both ISPI and you with publicizing and marketing
your Award Recipient status.

Please use the Kit to plan publicity activities and prepare marketing
materials. However, with the exception of information requested to
be sent to ISPI Headquarters, do not implement publicity activities or
use publicity materials until after formal announcement of the Award
Recipients at the Conference. -

Thank You Thank you in advance for your cooperation. I'm sure everything will
go smoothly. I look forward to seeing you in (City). If you have any
questions, please feel free to give me a call.

Very truly yours,

(Name)
(Title)

Enclosures: (Display Space for Fair of Excellence and Publicity Kit)

cc: Awards Chair
ISPI President
Conference Chair
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DDD.

Sample letter to Award Recipients -- attendance verification/Conference
requirements/Publicity Kit (contd.)

Display Space for Fair of Excellence
We have a total of 22 tables, 6 feet x 30 inches. Let's try to fill them up!

Communication 1 table shared by 2 award recipients

Human Performance Intervention 5 tables shared by 10 award recipients

Performance Aid 3 tables shared by 6 award recipients

Instructional Product or Intervention 6 tables shared by 12 award recipients

New Systematic Application 1 table shared by 2 award recipients

Chapter of Excellence 1 table shared by 2 award recipients

Distinguished Chapter 1 table shared by 2 award recipients

Chapter Communication 2 tables shared by 3 award recipients

Research 1 table shared by 1 award recipient

Student Research 1 table shared by 2 award recipients
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OS-23 Receive and revise Administrative Manuals

Inputs • A "master" marked-up/revised copy of the Awards
Administrative Manual (the Awards Chair will compile all
edits/revisions, including evaluators' and Subcommittee
Chairs' suggestions for improvement in one manual)

• Additional marked-up copies of Awards Administrative
Manuals

Process • Use the Awards Chair's "master" marked-up, revised Awards
Administrative Manual and add your revisions for this ISPI
Headquarters Staff section.

• Revise the current manual based on edits and produce new,
revised versions.

• For the additional marked-up copies of the manual:
Save tabs, color process flow diagram, etc. as is
appropriate based on the revisions.
Discard/recycle appropriate portions of the "guts."

~" Outputs • Revised Awards Administrative Manuals to be used by the
following year's Awards Chair and Subcommittee Chairs

Insights • The new Awards Chair must have access to the revised
manual by mid-April. New ~ubcommittee Chairs must have
the revised manual by late July.

• Since the current Awards Chair must perform several tasks
before relinquishing his/her term, s/he will retain his/her copy
of the manual. Only Awards Chair edits/revisions to date will
be included in the revised manuals.

• In late July the current Awards Chair will provide the
edits/revisions for the last few tasks and these will be
included in the subsequent revision (year following new year
- for example if current year is 95-96 and new year is 96-97,
then these late revisions will be included in 97-98 version).
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HS-24 Send certificates to evaluators and
Subcommittee Chairs

Inputs • List of evaluators
• List of Subcommittee Chairs

• Leadership certificates
• Service certificates

Process • In recognition for their services and on behalf of the ISPI
President and the Awards Chair send each:

Evaluator a cover letter and service certificate
Subcommittee Chair a cover letter and leadership
certificate

Outputs • Recognized evaluators and Subcommittee Chairs

Insights
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Sample leadership/service certificate cover letter

(Date)

(Name & Address)

Dear (Name),

It is our pleasure to present you with International Society for Performance
Improvement's (ISPI's) (Leadership/Service) Certificate. Only through the dedicated
efforts of individuals such as you can ISPI continue to serve as a valuable resource to its
members.

Thank: you for all your help. We look forward to your participation in future Awards of
Excellence Programs.

Congratulations,

(Name)
(ISPI President)

(Name)
(Awards Chair)
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Sample leadership certificate HERE
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Sample service certificate HERE
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8S-25 Prepare screening and evaluation statistics

Inputs • Feedback from Awards evaluation process

• Summary Evaluation Forms for each entrant from
Subcommittee Chairs

• Submission Packets - Evaluation Forms in the back of each
packet (see Appendix)

Process • Tally the following by Award category and look for trends
over time (i.e., # submissions/award recipients):

Number of Submissions
Number of Award Recipients

• Summarize criteria not met by Award category:
Make a copy of each Award category's Evaluation Form
Use these copies and tally, by Award category, the criteria
not met (identified on the Summary Evaluation Forms
provided by Subcommittee Chairs)
Flag those criteria which indicate a problem area (i.e., a
significant percentage of entrants did not meet the
criteria)

Outputs • Screening and evaluation statistics prepared

Insights • Over time, these statistics may reveal significant trends that
will be useful to future Awards Chairs.

• Criteria which are flagged as problem areas may need to be
changed.

• Although Bar Charts and other visual representations of
trends could most efficiently be produced using a computer
data base, alternate methods for preparing screening and
evaluation statistics are just as effective.
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Sample Screening and Evaluation Statistics Form

Total Total
Submissions Award

Award Categories Received Recipients

Communications

Human Performance
Intervention

Performance Aid

Instructional Product or
Intervention

New Systematic
Application

Chapter of Excellence

Distinguished Chapter

Chapter Communication

Research

Student Research
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DODD.

Sample Master Evaluation Form Tally
Marks are a tally of criteria not met (i.e., for this Award category, a tally of all entrants' evaluation results).

llialwUiou Form (coutiuuedJ _

Criteria

0.a.1 0.a.2 O.a.3
Process Stages Process with steps and Tools/methods Relevant people were

sequence was used/followed were used involved
l. Identifying the Performance nulGaD

2. Analyzing for Cause I
3.1 Analyzing the Audience II
3.2 Selecting the Solutions

4. Designing & Developing IIthe Solution

5. Implementing the Solution

6. Evaluating the Solution III
ISP I Awards of Excellence 19 Performance Aid

Evaluation Criteria
1. Identifying the Performance Gap

...•.....•.•.•.•.•.•.....................•.•....... ;.:.:.:.:.:::::.:.:.:.:::::::::::.:.: :.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.;.;.;.;.::;.:.:.:.:.;.;.:.;.:.;.;.;.;.:.:.;.;.;.;.;.;.' .:.:.:::::.:::::.:::::::;:::::::::::;::.:.:.:.:.;.;.;.:.=::::::::.: :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:. . .....

o cp 1.a.2 Actual/anticipated performances identified (quantitative/qualitative
list/description of behaviors/tasks/outcomes

8;:::::::;::.:::8:.:;:::;~::::::::::·::::::·:::::::::::::;::::::~!~:~:~~:;'::~~I::~::::~:~::;:t::·::::::::.~~:~:.~:~~~=cY·:'.': ::.::::::::~::.::::
Analyzing for Cause~_-----..
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IS PI HEADQUARTERS STAFF April
_ODD

8S-26 Mail surveys on Awards Process

Inputs • Awards Process Survey
• List of Stakeholders [ISPI Board members, ISPI members,

and participants in the Awards of Excellence Program
(Chairs, Subcommittee Chairs, evaluators, submitters,
nominees, etc.)]

• Input from Awards Chair

Process • Work with the Awards Chair to identify groups of people
(i.e., Awards process stakeholder markets) and select a
random sample from each group.

• Mail Awards Process Surveys to selected random samples.

Outputs • Awards Process Surveys mailed

Insights

Awards of ExcelJence HS-26
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF April
_ODD

Sample Awards Process Survey (to be developed)
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF April__ DO

8S-27

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

Send Awards Administrative Manual to new
Awards Chair & Deputy Chair

• ISPI President appoints a new Awards Chair
• ISPI President appoints a new Awards Deputy Chair

• Mail/ship revised version of Awards Administrative Manual
to new Awards Chair and Awards Deputy Chair.

• Awards Administrative Manual sent to new Awards Chair
and Deputy Chair

Awards of Excellence HS-27
September, 1995
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF July
--DO

HS-28 Send Awards Administrative Manual to
Awards Subcommittee Chairs

Inputs • New Awards Chair selects Subcommittee Chairs and informs
Headquarters

Process • Mail/ship revised version of Awards Administrative Manual
to new Subcommittee Chairs.

Outputs • Awards Administrative Manual mailed to new Subcommittee
Chairs

Insights

Awards of Excellence HS-28
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF July-_DO

Report results and recommend changes to
Awards Process

NOTE This is an input taskfor which the Awards Chair has primary
responsibility, but for which the Headquarters provides
significant input.

Inputs • Benchmark study results and recommended changes

Process • Discuss with the Awards Chair the Awards Process
Benchmark study results and recommended changes.

• Finalize a report of the Awards Process Benchmark study
results and recommended changes for the 1SP1 Board.

Outputs • A report for the 1SP1Board of the Awards Process results and
recommended changes

Insights

Awards of Excellence AC-15
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF August__ DD

HS-29 Receive and revise Awards Administrative
Manual

Inputs • Marked-up Awards Chair's Awards Administrative Manual
with revisions/edits for his/her [mal tasks

Process • Add your revisions to date to those of the Awards Chair and
revise the master for these portions of the manual.

Outputs • Revised portions of the Awards Administrative Manual

Insights • Note that these revisions will be included in the following
year's version of the manual. This year's new Awards Chair
and Subcommittee Chairs will not have these revisions.

• The past Awards Chair will provide his/her latest revisions to
the current, new Chair so that he/she will have this
information for his/her term.

Awards of Excellence HS-29
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF August__ DO

HS-30 Develop a change plan for the Awards
Process

Inputs • The report for the ISPI Board of the Awards Process results
and recommended changes

• Board's approval of Awards Process changes in principle

Process • Review the Board's approval of changes in principle, the
report on the Awards Process results and recommended
changes, and the existing process.

• Develop a detailed plan of activities to make changes in the
process and supporting documentation:

Awards Process Flow Diagram
Awards Administrative Manual (including Submission
Packets, Call for Nominations, marketing/publicity
activities, etc.)

Outputs • An Awards process change plan

Insights
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF August__ CJCJ

HS-31 Manage Awards Process changes

Inputs • Awards process change plan

Process • Complete your assigned change activities.
• Monitor progress and provide administrative support to the

Awards process change plan:
Ask people how they are progressing on their assigned
activities
Physically check and verify that actions have been taken

Outputs • Information about actual implemented Awards process
change plan activities vs. planned activities

• Awards process change plan progressing according to
schedule

Insights
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ISPI HEADQUARTERS STAFF August
00_0

HS-32 Prepare and recommend Awards budget

Inputs • Monthly financial reports
• Awards Process Change Plan, including Marketing Plan

Process • Review past financial reports, plans.
• Develop a budget.

Outputs • An Awards budget

Insights

Awards of Excellence HS-32
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AWARDS CHAIR & DEPUTY CHAIR

Responsibilities

Contents

IMPORTANT:
Awards
Administrative
Manual Continuous
Improvement

The Awards Chair and Deputy Chair, working closely with ISPI
Headquarters and Subcommittee Chairs, assume major
responsibility for the Awards of Excellence Process serving as
the administrators/process monitors of and/or input resources to
all Awards processes:
• Evaluator Selection • Screening & Evaluation

Presentation• Nomination
Governance • Marketing & Promotion

•
•

Some key areas of responsibility include:
• Selection of Subcommittee Chairs and monitoring their

progress
• Planning the events/activities for Awards marketing and

promotion at the annual ISPI Conference

• Acquiring process evaluation data (i.e., submitter, evaluator,
conference attendee, and award recipient) and conducting
benchmark studies of other awards processes

• Recommending changes to improve the Awards of
Excellence Process

The Awards Chair and Deputy Chair terms run from April of one
year to June of the following year. The Deputy Chair becomes
the newly appointed Awards Chair in April of the new year.

This Awards Chair & Deputy Chair section contains:
• A timeline depicting each Awards Chair and Deputy Chair

coded process task
[For a view of the entire Awards process, refer to the large, fold-out
process flow diagram in the introductory section of this manual. Notice
that the Awards Chair and Deputy Chair tasks start in April and are coded
(AC) and sequenced (I, 2, 3, etc.).]

• For each Awards Chair and Deputy Chair coded process task:
A page(s) depicting the timing (in the header) and
describing the task's inputs, process, and outputs, as well
as insights from past Awards Chairs and Deputy Chairs
As appropriate, samples of letters, forms, etc. that you
may find helpful as you perform each task

As you work with and use this Administrative Manual, please:
• Continuously update/improve the tasks' descriptions (inputs,

process, outputs, and insights) and samples referencing all
updates/improvements by task code.

• When you are done with the manual, return it to ISPI
Headquarters for revision.

Awards of Excellence Administrative ManualAC
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AWARDS CHAIR & DEPUTY CHAIR

Timeline
April May June July

Awards Chair & Deputy Chair Tasks

Input Tasks*

HS-32 Prepare and recommend Awards budget

LEGEND April May June July Au

D One full week

* Tasks for which others have primary responsibility. but for which the Awards Chair and Deputy Chair provide significant input.

Awards of Excellence AC
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AWARDS CHAm & DEPUTY CHAm ~ril
_DO

President Appoints Awards Deputy Chair

NOTE This is an input task/or which the ISP! President has primary
responsibility, but/or which the Awards Chair provides
significant input.

Inputs • Input from newly appointed Awards Chair

• Network of colleagues

Process • Gain input from the newly appointed Awards Chair and
review your combined network of colleagues to generate a
prioritized list of candidates for the Awards Deputy Chair
position.

• Jointly with the Awards Chair, contact candidates, describe
the roles and responsibilities of the Awards Deputy Chair,
and gain a commitment from an individual to serve in this
role.

• Contact headquarters and instruct them to send an Awards
Administrative Manual to the new Awards Deputy Chair.

Outputs • Awards Deputy Chair appointed

Insights • The Awards Deputy Chair assists the Awards Chair with
his/her responsibilities and assumes full Awards Chair status
the following year. This approach ensures that there is a
qualified Awards Chair successor each year.

• Candidates are individuals who served in previous years as an
Awards Subcommittee Chair.
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AWARDS CHAIR & DEPUTY CHAIR April0 __ 0

AC-l Review Awards Administrative Manual

Inputs • Your acceptance of the Awards Chair or Deputy Chair
position

• An Awards of Excellence Administrative Manual

• Insights from previous Awards Chairs, Deputy Chairs and/or
others knowledgeable about the Awards process

Process • Review the Administrative Manual.

• Discuss tasks/questions with previous Awards Chairs, Deputy
Chairs and/or others knowledgeable about the process.

• Schedule events and activities on personal calendar.

Outputs • Familiarity with Awards Process; key responsibilities, tasks,
and timing (Awards Chair, Deputy Chair and others); and
performance aids available

• Events and activities scheduled on personal calendar

Insights • With the exception of a few critical dates, the timing outlined
in this Administrative Manual is intended to represent an
approximate timing of events. Adjustments may be made
from year-to-year, depending on needs.

Awards of Excellence AC·l
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AWARDS CHAIR & DEPUTY CHAIR May I June____ 1 _

AC-2 Select Awards Subcommittee Chairs

Inputs • Current year's list of Awards of Excellence categories and sub
categories (see the Call for Nominations in the Appendix)

• List of previous years' Subcommittee Chairs and evaluators
• Subcommittee Chair selection criteria for each Award

category
• Awards Administrative Manual

Process • Review the Subcommittee Chair selection criteria for each
Award category and generate a list of candidates for
Subcommittee Chairs.

• Review Subcommittee Chair tasks and timing (see
Subcommittee Chair section of this manual).

• Contact appropriate candidates for each of the award's sub
categories; discuss roles/responsibilities, tasks, and timing;
and gain commitment.

• Inform Headquarters of selected Subcommittee Chairs and
request that Headquarters send an Awards Administrative
Manual to each Subcommittee Chair.

• Follow-up with a personal informational welcome letter to
each Subcommittee Chair.

Outputs • Subcommittee Chairs selected and sent Awards
Administrative Manuals

• ISPI Headquarters informed of selected Subcommittee Chairs

Insights • The number of Award Categories does not always dictate the
number of Award Subcommittee Chairs required:

Trends of increasing numbers of submissions may
indicate the need for more than one Subcommittee Chair
for an Award Category.
When criteria are the same/similar for Award Categories,
one individual may serve as the Subcommittee Chair in
this instance. The following lists those Award Categories
where criteria are same/similar:

Research and Student Research
-- Chapters of Excellence and Distinguished Chapters

Awards of Excellence AC-2
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AWARDS CHAIR & DEPUTY CHAIR
May I June____ 1 _

AC-2 Select Awards Subcommittee Chairs (contd.)

Insights (contd.) • Individuals who have an extensive network of colleagues can
easily develop a list of candidates to serve as evaluators.

• Information on previous year's lists of Subcommittee Chairs
and evaluators is often outdated. The ISPI Directory can be
quite helpful.

• Lists of previous years' evaluators is a good source to use to
identify potential candidates for Subcommittee Chairs.

Awards of Excellence AC-2
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AWARDS CHAIR & DEPUTY CHAIR May I June____ 1 _

Awards Subcommittee Chair Selection Criteria

Overall Selection Criteria:
• May not be submitting in the Award category for which they are serving as a

Subcommittee Chair

• Has served on an awards subcommittee since the awards were criterion referenced

• Has a reputation for:
Being objective
Having integrity
Being competent in instructional or performance technology

• Knows what "criterion referenced" means

• Is an international or chapter member of ISPI

Criteria by Award Category:
Communications
• TO BE DEVELOPED

Human Performance Intervention
• TO BE DEVELOPED

Performance Aid
• TO BE DEVELOPED

Instructional Product or Intervention
• TO BE DEVELOPED

New Systematic Application
• TO BE DEVELOPED

Chapter of Excellence
• TO BE DEVELOPED

Distinguished Chapter
• TO BE DEVELOPED

Chapter Communication
• TO BE DEVELOPED

Research
• TO BE DEVELOPED

Student Research
• TO BE DEVELOPED

Awards of Excellence AC-2
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AWARDS CHAIR & DEPUTY CHAIR May I June____ 1 _

1992/93 & 1993/94 Subcommittee Chairs*

Subcommittee Chairs
Subcommittee* 1992/93 1993/94
Instructional Bruce F. Stanton Joan Wackennan
Communication Performance Consultant J. Wackennan Associates, Inc.

117 North Fairfax Street 424 South Washington Street
Alexandra, VA 22314 Alexandra, VA 22314
703) 683-3227 (703) 683-4545

Human Performance Samuel Haskins Karolyn Smalley
System Federal Express Corporation, HRD Manger, HRD Amway Corporation

3035 Directors Row, Suite 501 7575 East Fulton Road, #78-2A
Memphis, 1N 38116 Ada, MI 49355-1001
(901) 922-4681 616) 676-5202

Performance Aid Amanda Scott Rosalynne Price
1500 Building 1 Director, Training Equifax
1500 RiverEdge Parkway 1600 Peachtree Street, NW
Mail Drop Office 18C28 Mail Drop 12
Atlanta, GA 30328 Atlanta, GA 30309
(404) 644-4555 (404) 888-2446

Instructional Product Ann Apking Anthony Brown
Triad Performance Technologies Arthur Anderson & Co., S.C.
30101 Northwestern Hwy, #330 1405 North Fifth Avenue
Farmington Hills, MI 48334 S1. Charles, IL 60174
(313) 737-3300 (708) 444-5282

New Systematic Elaine Rand Katherine Sink
Application Department of Education ATT-International Operations Div.

1320 21st Street, NW, #407 Human Resources Room N310
Washington, D.C. 20036-1515 412 M1. Kemble Ave. P.O. Box 1995
(202) 401-0510 Morristown, NJ 07962-1995

(201) 644-7074
Chapter Awards Carol Valen Carol Valen

Val en & Associates Val en & Associates
14619 Oakrdge Road P.O. Box 70 14619 Oakrdge Road P.O. Box 70
Penn Valley, CA 95946 Penn Valley, CA 95946
(916) 272-4090 (916) 272-4090

Student Research John Wedman Harold Sto1ovitch, Professeur Titulare
Assistant Professor Universite 'de Montreal
University of Missouri Faculte des Sciences d'Education
327 Townsend Hall c.r. 6128, Succ. A
Columbia, MO 65211 Motreal, Quebec H36 357 Canada
(314) 882-3828 (514) 343-7031

Article of the Year Mark M. Greene Gloria Pearlstein, Vice President
(P&I)** Mark M. Greene & Associates The Dyad Corporation

7150 S.W. Hampton Street, #214 734 Sonata Way
Tigard, OR 97223 Silver Spring, MD 20901
(503) 684-5144 (301) 593-4447

Article of the Year Emily F. & George H. Stevens Valirie Beer
(PIQ) * * Integrated Performance Designs Apple University

8 Ruddington Court 20525 Mariani Avenue MS 83-U
Reisterstown, MD 21136 Cupertino, CA 95014
(410) 526-4932 (408) 974-5965

Award categones, sub categones, and, subsequently, subcommittees may change over time.
** Article of the Year (both P&I and PIQ) is not an Award category forthe 95/96 awards.
*
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AWARDS CHAIR & DEPUTY CHAIR May I June----,----
1994195 Subcommittee Chairs & Evaluators

Subcommittee Chair Evaluators
Instructional Thiagi Sivasailam Trudy Krippen, EDS Others Not Available
Communication Workshops by Tiagi 5400 Legacy Drive

4423 E. Trailridge Road MS Al-2C-18
Blommington, IN 47408 Plano, TX 75024
o (812) 332-1478 o (214) 604-6972
F (812) 332-5701 F (214) 604-3982

Human Performance Diane Musha, EDS Kathy Herrod, EDS HPS Jim Dods
System 5400 Legacy Drive 5400 Legacy Drive US West

MS AI-3A-38 MS AI-3A-38 1600 7th Ave., Rm 2701
Plano, TX 75024 Plano, TX 75024 Seattle, WA 98191
o (214) 604-6695 o (214) 604-4010 o (206) 346-7689
F (214) 604-3982 F (214) 604-3982 F (206) 346-9010

Pam Stanton-Wyman Gloria Gery
Microsoft Corporation Gery Associates
One Microsoft Way, Bldg. 108 S. Trail, HC68,
#3 Box 150A
Redmond, WA 98052 The Tunxis Club Tolland,
o (206) 346-8536 MA01034
F (206) 936-7329 o (413) 258-4693

F (413) 258-4890
Performance Aid Lauren Wertheim Ann Parkman Jane Davis

Applied Science Assoc. Ctr. for Effective Perf. Applied Science Assoc.
8201 Corp. Dr. #900 4250 Perimeter Park, Suite 8201 Corp. Dr. #900
Landover, MD 20785 #131 Landover MD 20785
o (301)731-9200 Atlanta, GA 30341 o (301) 731-9200
F (301) 731-6918 o (770) 458-4080 F (301) 731-6917

F (770) 458-9109
Tony Livernois Judy McInturf
Livernois Consulting EDS
716 Nordic Court 9839 Timbers Dr~ve
Batvia, IL 60510 Cincinnati, OH 45242
o (708) 879-8764 o (614) 792-4677
F (708) 879-8782 F (614) 792-4074
Trena Griffith-Hawkins
615 Erwin Road
Durham, NC 27707
Day (919) 493-3931

Instructional Product Dennis Dressler Brent R. Jensen Chris Dionis
Training Strategies, Inc. The Dow Chemical Co. Marine Corp Institute
5985 W. Main Street 2040 Dow Center Marine Barracks
Kalamazoo, MI 49009 Midland, MI 48674 MCI Company
o (616) 375-0180 o (517) 636-6080 8th & I Street SE
F (616) 375-7397 F (517) 638-9281 Washington, DC 20390

o (202) 433-4424
F (202)433-2275

Mary Lou Cazers Deborah Sie
The Upjohn Company Kellogg Company
700 Portage Road One Kellogg Square
Kalmazoo, MI49002 Battle Creek, MI 49016
o (616) 329-8487 o (616) 961-6496
F (616) 329-8300 F (616) 961-3885
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AWARDS CHAIR & DEPUTY CHAIR May I June----,----
1994195 Subcommittee Chairs & Evaluators (contd.)

Subcommittee Chair Evaluators
New Systematic Lynda Schiff Carol Panza Judith Hale
Application LS Associates CMP Associates Hale Associates

67 Colony Road 66 Fanok Road 903 Burlington Ave., St 8
Wellesley Hills, MA Convent Station, NJ 07961 Western Springs, 1L 60558
02181 o (201) 455-0420 o (708) 246-7676
o (617) 237-1634 F (201) 455-7818 F (708) 246-7689
F (617) 235-9019 Jeff Bzdawka Maria Andresino

Regency Systems (Hyatt) The Dublin Group
Oakbrook Terrace Tower 455 Market St., Suite 840
1 Tower Lane, Suite 400 San Francisco, CA 94105
Oakbrook Terr., IL 60181 o (415) 277-4777
o (708) 990-6255 F (415) 277-4794
F (708) 990-6369

Chapters of Merit Dan Kuhn Karen Tracy Tim Maholm
Rochester Gas & Wendy' International, Inc. Ernst & Young
Electric 4288 W. Dublin- 1900 E. Ninth Street
47 Charrinton Road Grandville Road 2000 Nat'l City Ctr, 21st Fl
Rochester, NY 14609 Dublin, OH 43017 Cleveland, OH 44114
o (315) 524-4446 o (614) 764-3085 o (216) 861-5000

ext. 222 F (614) 766-3919 F (216) 861-2034
F (716) 724-8206 Chris Golding Jeanne Strayer, Century 21

Open Learning Agency 2601 SE Main St., 10th Fl
4355 Mathissi Place Irvine, CA 92713-9564
PO Box 82080 PO Box 19564
Burnaby, BC, V5G-4J8 Irvine, Ca 92714
o (604) 431-328 o (714) 553-2100
F (604) 431-3388 F (714) 553-2133
Linda Hurley Bill Worth
1109 Blue Quail Rd. NE Keller School of Mgmt.
Albuquerque, NM 87112 250 N. Arcadia Avenue
o (505) 844-9062 Decatur, GA 30030
F (505) 844-8030 o (404) 298-9444

F (404) 298-9439
Taylor Brown Gail Haverly
143 Crawford Street 990 Merrills Cove Road
Rochester, NY 14620 Ashville, NC 28802
o (716) 442-1928 Day (704) 298-7146
F (716) 442-1928
John Courtney Diane McKinnon
Georgia Quick Start Sisters of Providence HP
1800 Century Place 1235 NE 47th Ave., St 220
Atlanta, GA 30345 Portland, OR 97213
o (404) 679-2919 o (503) 280-7612
F (404) 679-2999 F (503) 280-7655
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1994195 Subcommittee Chairs & Evaluators (contd.)

Subcommittee Chair Evaluators
Student Research Bill Rothwell, Ph. D. Michael Cassidy Don Stepich

College of Education Marymount University Northestem Illinois
Vocational & Industrial 2807 N. Glebe Road University
Education School of Business 5500 N. St. Louis Avenue
Pennsylvania State U. Arlington, VA 22207 Chicago, IL 60625
104 Rackley Bldg. o (703) 284-5910 o (312) 794-6297
University Park, PA F (703) 527-3830 F (312) 794-6243
16802-3202 Tim Newby
o (814) 863-2581 Purdue University
F (814) 863-7532 1442 Mathew's Hall, #118

West Lafayette, IN 47907
o (317) 494-5672

PlQ Article of the Valorie Beer Molly Tyson Jay Zimmerman
Year Apple University Apple University Bank of Montreal

Apple Computer, Inc. Apple Computer, Inc. 3550 Pharmacy Road
1 Infinite Loop, MS 1 Infinite Loop, MS 75- Scaraborough, Ontario
305-1PU 6AU MIW3Z3
Cupertino, CA 95014 Cupertino, CA 95014 o (416) 490-4414
o (408) 974-5965 o (408) 974-6178 F (416) 490-4431
F (408) 974-0544 F (408) 974-4920

Gloria Perlstein Jim Fuller
The Dyad Corporation Hewlett-Packard
734 Sonata Way 1501 Page Mill Road
Silver Spring, MD 20901 Palo Alto, CA 94304
o (301) 593-4447 o (415) 857-6841
F (301) 593-4447 F (415) 857-8115

P & I Article of the Bill Sebers Chuck Schrier Barbara Dorsy
Year American Management Coast Guard Training Ctr. Training Alternatives

Systems Juliet Nicholos Bldg.,#122 12756 Quarterhorse Lane
12803 Weiss Street Petaluma, CA 94952 Woodbridge, VA 22192
Rockville, MD 20853 PO Box 6751 o (703) 670-7464
o (703) 267-8600 Santa Rosa, Ca 95408 F (703) 670-0715
F (301) 946-7866 o (707) 765-7508

F (707) 765-7080
Rosemary Moyer Karen Wolfe
DAE Corporation Xerox
2 Wisconsin Circle, #3300 4591 Inglewood Blvd. #4
Chevy Case, MD 20815 Culver City, CA 90230
o (301) 907-3300 o (310) 333-3166
F (301) 907-3301 F (310) 333-6437
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Sample informational welcome letter to Awards Subcommittee Chairs

Date

To

Thank You

Awards of
Excellence
Administrative
Manual

(Date)

Awards of Excellence Subcommittee Chairs

Thanks to each of you for volunteering your time and talents to
serve as an Awards Subcommittee Chair for the ISPI Awards of
Excellence Program. I am excited to be working with such an
outstanding group of professionals.

I have asked ISPI Headquarters to send each of you an Awards of
Excellence Administrative Manual. In it you will find a
Subcommittee Chair section which contains your tasks, timing,
and many helpful performance aids. One of the most valuable
tools is the large, fold-out process flow diagram which depicts
the entire process and each individual's role. Be sure to look this
over.

As you use this Manual, please mark-up your section, noting
improvements and including outputs so that next year's
committee can benefit from your experiences and insights.

The Administrative Manual contains timelines of your key tasks.
The following are critical deadlines:
• 10/15/95 - List of evaluators (names/addresses/phone

numbers) due to ISPI Headquarters and
Awards Chair -- the earlier the better

• 1/2/96 - Submissions sent to evaluators from ISPI
Headquarters

• 2/15/96 - Evaluation results reported to Awards Chair
and ISPI Headquarters

Attached is a list of this year's Subcommittee Chairs. If you find
addresses or numbers which should be corrected, please let me
know. Remember, delivery services (UPS, Fed. Ex., etc.) require
a physical address: they will not deliver to PO boxes.

Questions/Concerns If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to call. I
am looking forward to a successful and rewarding process for the
1995-96 Awards of Excellence Program.

Important
Deadlines

Awards
Subcommittee
Chair Members

Again, thank you,

(Your Name)
Chair, Awards of Excellence
End: (List of Awards Subcommittee Chairs)
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AWARDS CHAIR & DEPUTY CHAIR May I June____ 1 _

Sample informational welcome letter to Awards Subcommittee Chairs
(contd.)

Subcommitee 1993/94Subcommittee Chairs
Instructional Communication Joan Wackerman

J. Wackerman Associates, Inc.
424 South Washington Street
Alexandra, VA 22314
(703) 683-4545

Human Performance System Karolyn Smalley
Manger, HRD Amway Corporation
7575 East Fulton Road, #78-2A
Ada, MI 49355-1001
616) 676-5202

Performance Aid Rosalynne Price
Director, Training Equifax
1600 Peachtree Street, NW
Mail Drop 12
Atlanta, GA 30309
(404) 888-2446

Instructional Product Anthony Brown
Arthur Anderson & Co., S.C.
1405 North Fifth Avenue
St. Charles, IL 60174
(708) 444-5282

New Systematic Application Katherine Sink
ATT-Intemational Operations Div.
Human Resources Room N310
412 Mt. Kemble Ave. P.O. Box 1995
Morristown, NJ 07962-1995
(201) 644-7074

Chapter Awards Carol Valen
Valen & Associates
14619 OaJerdge Road P.O. Box 70
Penn Valley, CA 95946
(916) 272-4090

Student Research Harold Stolovitch, Professeur Titulare
Universite 'de Montreal
FacuILe des Sciences d'Education
C.P. 6128, Succ. A
Motreal, Quebec H36 357 Canada
(514) 343-7031
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AC-3 Input marketing/publicity ideas

Inputs • List and samples of current marketing/publicity activities (see
Appendix)

• Feedback from Awards evaluation process

Process • Review/edit/revise current marketing/publicity activities/
materials.

• Recommend new ideas.

Outputs • Ideas for revised/updated marketing/publicity activities/
materials

Insights
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AC-4 Submit edits of Call for Nominations and
Submission Packets

Inputs • Current ISPI Board approved changes in principle to the
Awards process

• Previous year's change plan

• Call for Nominations (see Appendix)

• Call for Evaluator Nominations (see Appendix)

• Submission Packets (see Appendix)

• Calendar of current year

Process • Review the ISPI Board's approved changes in principle and
the previous year's change plan.

• Edit/revise (mark-up) the current materials listed below to
reflect changes and current year's calendar dates:

Call for Nominations
Call for Evaluator Nominations
Submission Packets for each Award category

• Make a copy of your marked-up materials.

• Retain one copy for yourself (replace materials in Appendix).

• Send edits to Headquarters for revision and reproduction.

Outputs • Edits of Call for Nominations, Call for Evaluator
Nominations, and Submission Packets sent to Headquarters
for revision and reproduction

Insights • Be sure to change all dates to reflect the current calendar
year:

Call for Nominations:
Cover (and back)

-- page 2 (two places)
-- page 3 (one place)
Call for Evaluator Nominations
-- Cover
Submission Packets

Cover
Submission deadline date in the Submission
Procedures (one place)

Awards of Excellence AC-4
September, 1995
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Develop a change plan

NOTE This is an input taskfor which Headquarters has primary
responsibility, but for which the Awards Chair provides
significant input.

Inputs • Reported results and recommended changes to the Awards
Process from previous year's Award's Chair

• Approved changes in principle from the ISPI Board

Process • Discuss and finalize recommended changes to the Awards
Process with Headquarters Staff.

Outputs • A finalized plan for Awards Process changes

Insights

Awards of Excellence HS-30
September. 1995
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00_0

Prepare and recommend Awards budget

NOTE This is an input taskfor which Headquarters has primary
responsibility, butfor which the Awards Chair provides
significant input.

Inputs • Last year's Awards budget and actual expenditures
• Awards process statistics indicating trends

Process • Discuss and recommend the Awards Process budget with
Headquarters Staff.

Outputs • A recommended Awards Process budget

Insights

Awards of Excellence HS-32
September, 1995
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AC-5

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

Plan Conference Award events, inform
Headquarters of time/facility needs

• Conference Planning Events Timeline

• List of past years' Awards events/activities, timing, and
facility needs (see MarketinglPublicity Appendix)

• Review Conference Planning Events Timeline and past years'
activities, timing, and facility needs.

• Determine current year's Awards events/activities, timing,
and facility needs.

• Discuss and schedule needs with Headquarters and/or
Conference Chair.

• Conference Awards events/activities planned
• Conference Awards timing and facility needs scheduled

• It is critically important to remain in close contact with
Headquarters. As you progress through the Awards Process,
you may discover that your plans for this year's conference
may require some adjustments in terms of timing and/or
facility needs.

• Note the deadline of 9/15 for slotting Conference events.

Awards of Excellence Administrative ManualAC-5
September, 1995
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Timeline
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Conference Planning Events : : :
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I I
Write proposals to present at the Conference I I

I I

I I

Evaluate proposals to present

I I I I I

I I I I I

I I I I I

I I I I I

I I I I I
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Notification letters sent to proposal submitters

Slot all Conference sessions

Print preconference promotional booklet

Assemble Conference Program book

I I I I

I I I I

I I I I

I I I I

I I I I I

I I I I I

I I I I I

I I I I I

I I I I I

I I I I I

Ship Conference Program book to conference attendees

Manage Conference

LEGEND April May June July

D One full week

A wards of Excellence AC-5
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AC-6 Submit marketing/publicity article

Inputs • Awards Chair marketing/publicity article template (see
Appendix)

• List of Subcommittee Chairs

• News & Notes and/or P & I submission deadlines for
September through March.

Process • Use the Awards Chair marketing/publicity article template to
draft an article about this year's Awards of Excellence process
and submit your draft to Headquarters for publication.

• Contact three to five Subcommittee Chairs and ask them to
use the Subcommittee Chair templates (see Appendix) to
draft and submit articles for publication. (Schedule them for
monthly publication.)

• Note a follow-up time on your calendar to check
Subcommittee Chairs' progress.

Outputs • Awards Chair article submitted for publication

• Subcommittee Chairs' agreement to draft and submit articles
for publication

• Follow-up on Subcommittee Chairs' progress noted on
personal calendar

Insights • The templates should make drafting an article fairly simple.
You may wish to simply edit the template or develop an
article of a similar nature and length.

Awards of Excellence AC-6
September. 1995
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AC-7

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

Monitor Subcommittee Chairs' progress &
problems

• Communications with Awards Subcommittee Chairs

• Determine and use appropriate methods of communication
(i.e., formal progress reports, informal telephone
conversations, fax communications, etc.).

• Discuss and help resolve issues/problems.

• Awards Subcommittee Chairs' tasks accomplished on time
(i.e., evaluators selected, feedback given to evaluator
candidates, evaluators supplied with Submission Packets,
etc.)

• It is very important to keep in close contact with your
Subcommittee Chairs. Typical problems include:

To Be Developed

Awards of Excellence Administrative ManualAC-7
September, 1995
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AC-8 Monitor/resolve evaluation process problems

Inputs • Communications with Awards Subcommittee Chairs

Process • Determine and use appropriate methods of communication
(i.e., formal progress reports, informal telephone
conversations, fax communications, etc.).

• Discuss and help resolve issues/problems.

• Receive and compile Subcommittee Chairs' evaluation results
(i.e., a comprehensive list of award recipients by Award
category).

• Follow-up with a thank you letter to Subcommittee Chairs
and Evaluators.

Outputs • Awards Subcommittee Chairs' tasks accomplished (i.e.,
submissions evaluated, evaluation consensus gained, award
recipients identified, feedback sent to submitters,
Headquarters informed, etc.)

Insights • It is very important to keep in close contact with your
Subcommittee Chairs. Typical problems include:

To Be Developed

Awards of Excellence AC-8
September, ) 995
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Sample Thank You Letter to Awards Subcommittee Chairs and Evaluators

Awards of Excellence Subcommittee Chairs & Evaluators

Thank you for your help with this year's Awards of Excellence
Program. Your efforts resulted in a outstanding group of award
recipients and made my job easy!

I hope to see each of you at this year's annual ISPI Conference.
In addition to the exciting activities and events planned for our
Award Recipients, we plan to recognize your efforts with (enter
recognition as appropriate).

To ensure that we continuously improve the process, I will be
sending an evaluation assessment tool to a sample of this year's
Awards Subcommittee Chairs and Evaluators at a later date. If
you should receive one of these assessments, please complete it
and return it to me. If you do not receive an assessment and do
have valuable information, please be sure to contact me
personally.

Subcommittee Chairs, in early March, please remember to send
me your marked-up Administrative Manuals which should
include your evaluators' suggestions for improvement. I will be
making a comprehensive list of improvements to submit to ISPI
Headquarters for revisions/additions.

A Successful Year! Through your dedicated efforts, I found this year's Awards of
Excellence program a successful and rewarding experience. I
hope all of you felt the same and I look forward to working with
you again.

Date

To

Thank You

ISPI Conference

Your Input for
Process
Improvement

(Date)

Again, thank you,

(Your Name)
Chair, Awards of Excellence

Awards of Excellence AC-8
September, 1995
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AC-9 Acquire process evaluation data from
submitters

Inputs • TO BE DEVELOPED

Process •

Outputs • Submitter process evaluation data

Insights

Awards of Excellence AC-9
September, 1995
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NOTE

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

Verify Award Recipient attendance, send
Publicity Kit

This is an input taskfor which Headquarters has primary
responsibility, butfor which the Awards Chair provides
significant input.

• List of Award Recipients, by Award category
• Awards Chair's plan of Conference activities
• Award Recipient Publicity Kit (see Appendix 3,

MarketinglPu blicity)

• Coordinate with the Awards Chair and prepare a letter to
Award Recipients:

Informing them of the Conference activities/requirements
Requesting verification of Conference attendance
Providing the Publicity Kit along with the directions for
use

• Follow-up to verify Conference attendance.
• Follow-up on publicity activities as information is sent by

Award Recipients.

• Award Recipients informed of Conference activities/
req uiremen ts

• Award Recipient attendance verified
• Publicity Kit and directions for use sent

• Headquarters has primary responsibility for sending the
informational letter and Publicity Kit and gaining Award
Recipient attendance verification. As the Awards Chair, you
will most likely wish to draft the letter yourself. (See HS-22
for a sample letter.)

• Since the Publicity Kit is sent prior to the formal
announcement of Award Recipients at the Conference, it is
important to stress in your letter that Award Recipients
should use the Kit to plan publicity activities and prepare
marketing materials. However, they should not implement
activities or use prepared materials until after the Conference.

Awards of Excellence HS-22
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AC-IO

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

Acquire process evaluation data from
evaluators

• TO BE DEVELOPED

•

• Evaluator and Subcommittee Chair process evaluation data

Awards of Excellence AC-lO
September. 1995
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AC-ll Input improvements to date to Awards
Administrative Manual

Inputs • Marked-up pages from your copy of the Administrative
Manual

• Awards Chair's outputs (cross-referenced by task) to date (see
AC-2 through AC-lO)

• Marked-up Subcommittee Chairs' Administrative Manuals
and all Subcommittee Chairs' outputs to date (see
Subcommittee Chair section SC-2 through SC-ll)

Process • Prepare suggested Awards Chair's improvements:
Mark-up your copy of the manual-- make corrections/
revisions and include additional insights.
Copy the relevant marked-up portion of the manual used
to date (i.e., AC-2 - AC-lO).
Collect, cross-reference by task number, and copy your
outputs to date (i.e., AC-2 - AC-lO).

• Compile and prepare Subcommittee Chairs' improvements:
Select one(1) Subcommittee Chair's manual and use it to
compile all Subcommittee Chair's improvements,
including only those improvements and outputs which you
feel will improve the manual. (Be sure to note that this
manual contains the revisions.)

• Send copies of the Awards Chair's materials and all
Subcommittee Chairs' manuals to Headquarters for revision.

Outputs • Recommended improvements to date to the Awards
Administrative Manual and current year's outputs submitted
to Headquarters

Insights • Since the next year's Awards Chair is appointed in April, s/he
will need to have an updated version of this manual, as will
his/her Subcommittee Chairs.

• Keep and use your copy of the Awards Administrative
Manual until late July of the new Awards Chair's term. At
that time (AC-16), you will input final improvements to the
manual, sharing these with the new Awards Chair.

Awards of Excellence AC-ll
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AC-12

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

Acquire process evaluation data from
Conference attendees

• TO BE DEVELOPED

•

• Conference attendee process evaluation data

Awards of Excellence AC-12
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AC·13 Conduct Benchmark studies

Inputs • Awards Process evaluation data (submitter, evaluator,
Conference attendee, and award recipient)

• Administrative Manual with current statistics

Process • Determine what portions of the Awards of Excellence process
to Benchmark (Le., submitter, evaluator, Conference
attendee, and award recipient processes).

• Collect internal data (i.e., submitter, evaluator, Conference
attendee, and award recipient process evaluation data).

• Determine whom to Benchmark.

• Collect Benchmark data.

• Summarize findings from Benchmarking activities.

• Analyze and tie to ISPI Awards strategy, recommending
improvements.

Outputs • Recommended improvements to the Awards of Excellence
Process

• A summary of findings from Benchmarking activities

Insights • Since award recipient data cannot be collected until early
July, Benchmark studies are targeted to begin in 1997.

• Since there are many associations in the Washington, DC
area, enlist the help of ISPI Headquarters in identifying
candidate associations to Benchmark.

Awards of Excellence AC-I3
September, 1995
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AC-14

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

Acquire process evaluation data from Award
Recipients

• TO BE DEVELOPED

•

• Award Recipient process evaluation data

Awards of Excellence AC-14
September, 1995
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AC-15

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

Report results and recommend changes to
Awards Process

• Benchmark study results and recommended changes
• All process evaluation data (AC-9, AC-lO, AC-12, and AC-

14)

• Survey results from Stakeholders (SH-1)

• Discuss with Headquarters the Awards Process Benchmark
study results and recommended changes.

• Finalize a report of the Awards Process Benchmark study
results and recommended changes for the ISPI Board.

• A report for the ISPI Board of the Awards Process results and
recommended changes

Awards of Excellence AC-15
September, 1995
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AC-16

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

Return Awards Administrative Manual to
Headquarters

• Marked-up pages from the Awards Chair's Awards
Administrative Manual, including additional insights that
may be helpful for subsequent Awards Chairs (tasks AC-II -
AC-15)

• Awards Chair's outputs (cross-referenced by task number) to
date (AC-II - AC-15)

Review your copy of the Awards Administrative Manual and,
if you have not already done so, mark it up making
corrections/revisions and adding to the list of insights for
tasks AC-ll through AC-15.

• Collect, cross-reference by task number, and copy your
outputs to date (i.e., AC-ll - AC-IS).

• Send your marked-up Awards Administrative Manual and
copies of all materials to Headquarters for revision.

• Send a copy of all materials to the new Awards Chair.
• If you wish to be reimbursed for expenses, complete the ISPI

expense form and send it to Headquarters.

• Recommended improvements to date (AC-II - AC-IS) to the
Awards Administrative Manual and current outputs submitted
to Headquarters and the new Awards Chair

• By this time, the new Awards Chair will be familiar with this
manual. S/he may incorporate your information and insights
using whatever method s/he feels is best. The following
year's Awards Chair will have your materials/insights/
revisions for AC-ll - AC-15 incorporated into his/her
manual.

Awards of Excellence AC-16
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NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR PERFORMANCE AND INSTRUCTION
1300 L Street. N.W .• Suite #1250

Washington. D.C. 20005
(202) 408-7969

Expense Voucher
(Instructions on Back)

Name

Company

Street Address

City/State/Zip

Telephone Social Security Number

Purpose*

LINE DATE DESCRIPTION· AMOUNT#

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

*Provide additional descriptive in/ormation on reverse side. if A. Total (This Voucher)
necessary. B. Total (Attached Vouchers)

C. Total (A + B)

D. Cash Advance

E. Difference (C - D)
F. Due NSPI (£ is Negative)

G. Due Originator (£ is Positive)

OFFICE USE ONLY
I certify that I have incurred all of the above expenses in ACCT. "0. TITI.E AMOU!Irr.'T

connection with NSPI business.

(Signature of Originator) (Date)
TOTAL

I approve of the above expenses and authorize payment. Date Voucher Recd

Date Entered into ECHO by

Check No. Date Pd.

Notes:

(Signature 0/ NSPI Officer) (Date)



Instructions for Completing NSPI Expense Voucher

Instructions for Originator

J. Provide your name, complete mailing address, telephone number and social security number. The address you provide is the
address where your check will be sent.

2. Describe the purpose of the expense. Provide additional information below.

3. Enter the date of each expense, a description of the expense, and the amount expended. All entries should be in chronological
order. All expenses must be accompanied by receipts. No expense will be paid without a receipt. Additional information can be
provided below. Expenses of a similar nature (e.g., meals) can be combined on a daily basis provided the total expense is supported
by receipts. If paying the expenses of others, provide their names and relationship to this NSPI business.

4. You may require more than one voucher to describe all expenses. Be sure your name is on each voucher and the vouchers are
numbered (upper right corner).

5. Compute the amount of the voucher as follows:

Line A. Total all expenses of each voucher.

Line B. If more than one voucher is used, total all vouchers except the first (top) one.

Line C. Total first (top) voucher plus total of all other vouchers.

Line D. Enter any cash advance amount.

Line E. Subtract line 0 from line C.

Line F. If the result of step E is a negative amount, enter it here. This is the amount you owe NSPI. Attach a check to the
voucher.

Line G. If the result of step E is a positive amount, enter it here. This is the amount NSPI owes you.

6. Sign the voucher in the space provided.

7. For payment authorization, you must send the original voucher to the NSPI Officer who approved the expense. Make a copy for
your records. You will be paid from the NSPI National Office. Allow four weeks for processing.

Instructions for NSPI Officer

Sign the original voucher in the space provided and forward it to the National Office. Make a copy for your records.

Additional Descriptive Information from Front Side: (Cross reference to appropriate line number)

Nsnr: If you provide additional information here. be sure to attach a copy of this side of the form 10 your voucher.
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AC-17 Input marketing/publicity ideas

Inputs • List and samples of current marketing/publicity activities (see
Appendix)

• Feedback from Awards evaluation process (AC-9, AC-lO,
AC-12, and AC-14)

Process • Review/edit/revise current marketing/publicity activities/
materials.

• Recommend new ideas.

Outputs • Ideas for revised/updated marketing/publicity activities/
materials

Insights • Your experience as the Awards Chair will provide valued
input for marketing/publicity ideas for your successor and the
next year's process.

Awards of Excellence AC-17
September, 1995
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AWARDS SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIR

Responsibilities

Contents

IMPORTANT:
Awards
Administrative
Manual Continuous
Improvement

The Awards Subcommittee Chairs, working closely with the
Awards Chair(s), assume major responsibility for the submission
evaluation process for a specific Award category. Some key
areas of responsibility include:
• Screening and selecting evaluators and giving feedback to

those not selected
• Informing the evaluators of their key roles, responsibilities,

tasks and timing and monitoring progress

• Coordinating with Headquarters to ship/mail submissions to
evaluators

• Tallying evaluation results and gaining evaluator consensus
should an evaluation disparity exist

• Notifying award recipients of their status
• Providing feedback to submitters who do not meet the Award

category criteria

This Awards Subcommittee Chair section contains the following:
o A timeline depicting each Awards Subcommittee Chair's

coded process task
[For a view of the entire Awards process, refer to the large, fold-out
process flow diagram in the introductory section of this manual. Notice
that the Awards Subcommittee Chairs' tasks start in July and are coded
(SC) and sequenced (1, 2, 3, etc.).]

• For each Awards Subcommittee Chair coded process task:
A page(s) depicting the timing (in the header) and
describing the task's inputs, process, and outputs, as well
as insights from past Awards Subcommittee Chairs
As appropriate, samples of letters, forms, etc. that you
may find helpful as you perform each task

As you work with and use this Administrative Manual, please:
• Continuously update/improve the tasks' descriptions (inputs,

process, outputs, and insights) and samples referencing all
improvements by task code.

• When you are done with the manual, return it to your Awards
Chair who will compile all Awards Subcommittee Chairs'
improvements and submit them to ISPI Headquarters for
revision.

Awards of Excellence Administrative ManualSC
September, 1995
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Timeline
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I I I

July August September

Awards Subcommittee Chair Tasks

SC-2 Seek out evaluator candidates

I I I I I
SC-8 Determine if there is evaluation disparity I I I I I

I I I ..L I
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I I I ! I

SC-lO Notify Awards Chair, Headquarters, and Award Recipients I I I I I

SC-12 Return Awards Administrative Manual with ideas

Input Tasks*

AC-17 Input marketing/publicity ideas

LEGEND

D One full week
July August September October No

* Tasks for which others have primary responsibility, but for which the Awards Subcommittee Chairs provide significant input.
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SC-l

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

Review Awards of Excellence Administrative
Manual

• Your acceptance of a Subcommittee Chair position

• Awards Administrative Manual
• Insights from the Awards Chair, Subcommittee Chairs,

and/or others knowledgeable about the Awards process

• Review Administrative Manual.
• Read Submission Packet (see Appendix) for your Award

category.
• Discuss tasks/questions with Awards Chair and/or others

knowledgeable about the process.
• Schedule events and activities on your personal calendar.

• Familiarity with Awards Process; key responsibilities, tasks,
and timing (Awards Subcommittee Chair and others); and
performance aids available

• Events and activities scheduled on personal calendar

• With the exception of a few critical dates, the timing outlined
in this Administrative Manual is intended to represent an
approximate timing of events. Adjustments may be made
from year-to-year, depending on needs.

Awards of Excellence Administrative ManualSC-l
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SC-2 Seek out evaluator candidates

Inputs • Personal professional network of colleagues

• List of previous years' Subcommittee Chairs and evaluators
(see AC-2)

• Evaluator selection criteria for your Award category
• Awards Administrative Manual

Process • Review the evaluator selection criteria for your Award
category and generate a list of candidates for evaluators.

• Review Evaluator tasks and timing (see Evaluator section of
this Administrative Manual).

• Contact appropriate candidates; discuss roles/responsibilities,
tasks, and timing; evaluate eligibility; and assess individual
interest.

Outputs • A preliminary list of individuals who meet the evaluator
selection criteria and express an interest in serving as an
evaluator

Insights • In October, ISPI Headquarters will be compiling and sending
you a list of individuals who responded to the Call for
Evaluator Nominations. At that time you will screen and
select your final evaluation committee.

• Information on previous year's lists of Subcommittee Chairs
and evaluators is often outdated. The ISPI Directory can be
quite helpful.

Awards of Excellence SC-2
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Evaluator Selection Criteria (to be developed)

Overall Selection Criteria:
• May not be submitting in the Award category for which they are serving as an

Evaluator

• TO BE DEVELOPED

Criteria by Award Category:
Communications
• TO BE DEVELOPED

Human Performance Intervention
• TO BE DEVELOPED

Performance Aid
• TO BE DEVELOPED

Instructional Product or Intervention
• TO BE DEVELOPED

New Systematic Application
• TO BE DEVELOPED

Chapter of Excellence
• TO BE DEVELOPED

Distinguished Chapter
• TO BE DEVELOPED

Chapter Communication
TO BE DEVELOPED

Research
• TO BE DEVELOPED

Student Research
• TO BE DEVELOPED

Awards of Excellence SC-2
September, 1995
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SC-3 Screen Evaluator Nomination ap lications

Inputs • Completed Evaluator Nomination forms
Evaluator Nominations) for your Award

Evaluator selection criteria for your Aw
Awards Administrative Manual

om the Call for
ategory

category•
•

Process • Use the evaluator selection criteria for yo Award category
to assess the qualifications of each individual submitting an
Evaluator Nomination form.

• Add the names of those meeting the criteria to your
preliminary list of individuals who meet the evaluator
selection criteria.

Outputs • A final list of individuals who meet the evaluator selection
criteria and express an interest in serving as an evaluator

Insights

Awards of Excellence SC-3
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SC-4 Select Evaluators

Inputs • Your final list of individuals who meet the evaluator selection
criteria and express an interest in serving as an evaluator

• Information from ISPI Headquarters regarding the number of
submissions received to date and trends from past years

Process • Review your list of potential evaluators.
• Estimate the total number of evaluators you will need based

on ISPI Headquarters information and trends for your Awards
category.

• Contact evaluator candidates; discuss roles/ responsibilities,
tasks, and timing; and gain commitment.

• Inform the Awards Chair of selected evaluators.
• Inform ISPI Headquarters of selected evaluators and ask them

to send a Submission Packet for your Award category to each
evaluator on your evaluation committee.

Outputs • Selected evaluators

Insights • Each submitter is asked to send 5 copies of his/her
submission to Headquarters. Headquarters retains one copy
and sends the remaining 4 copies to your evaluation
committee members per your directions.

• You will need 3 - 4 individuals evaluating each submission.
It might be a good idea to assign some individuals as back-up
evaluators in the event that an Award category receives a
large number of submissions. This strategy will enable you
to distribute the work load among your evaluators.

• If you plan to assume the role of an evaluator, in addition to
your Subcommittee Chair role, it is a good idea to add your
name to the list of evaluators sent to ISPI Headquarters.

Awards of Excellence SC-4
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Sample Evaluator List

To

From

Awards Chair & ISPI Headquarters

(Your Name)
(Award category) Chairperson
(Telephone Number: Fax Number)

Below is the list of my evaluation committee members. Please:
• Send each member the (Award category) Submission Packet.

• As packages of submissions are received, use this list to send
copies of submissions directly to an evaluator:

Allocate the 4 copies to various evaluators, distributing
the workload (i.e., use the "Submissions Sent" column to
make sure no one individual is over-burdened).
Observe the "Notes" column to respect the proprietary
nature of submissions.

• When you have sent all submissions for this Award category,
send (fax) me a copy of:

This list indicating specific submissions sent to evaluators
A complete list of this Award category's entrants (names,
addresses, and phone numbers) and their submission titles

(Category)
Award Evaluation
Committee

Evaluator Notes Submissions Sent
(enter entrant name and submission title)

l. Name Title/Company (Enter special notes here. l.
Address (not PO Box) For example, if the 2.City, State Zip evaluator is a member of

Phone a company, you may 3.indicate that s/he should
not receive a submission 4.
from that company.)

2. Name Title/Company l.
Address (not PO Box) 2.City, State Zip
Phone 3.

4.
3. Name 1.

Title/Company 2.Address (not PO Box)
City, State Zip 3.
Phone 4.

4. Name 1.
Title/Company 2.Address (not PO Box)
City, State Zip 3.
Phone 4.

Etc.

Awards of Excellence SC-4
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SC-5

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

Prepare and give feedback to evaluator
applicants

• List of those evaluator applicants not selected for your
committee

• Evaluator criteria for your Award category

• Send a letter to each non-selected evaluator applicant,
expressing your thanks and providing feedback, as
appropriate, indicating why the individual was not selected.

• Feedback given to non-selected evaluator applicants

Awards of Excellence SC-5
September, 1995
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Sample feedback letter to non-selected evaluator applicants

(Date)

(Name & Address)

Dear (Name).

Thank you for your interest in serving on the Awards of Excellence (Award category)
Award Evaluation Committee. Only through the efforts of people, such as you, can ISPI
hope to remain a viable and valuable society for its members.

I regret to inform you that I will not be able to use your assistance on the (Award
category) Award Evaluation Committee this year. (Enter feedback here. Use the
evaluator selection criteria as a basis for your feedback. Examples might include one or
more of the bulleted items below.)

• I had to make a very difficult decision from a very large pool of evaluator applicants.
• With a more extensive experience in developing (Award category), you would have

been qualified to serve on this committee.
• Your valued experience in (area) made you a prime candidate to serve on the (Award

category) evaluation committee. I sent your application to that Subcommittee Chair.
• Your intent to enter a submission in this category made you ineligible to serve as an

evaluator for this Award category.

• Etc.

Please consider sending in an evaluator application for next year's Awards of Excellence
Program. ISPI needs and values the assistance of all its members.

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to call. I hope to see you at this
year's annual ISPI Conference and am looking forward to a successful and rewarding
process for the this year's Awards of Excellence Program.

Again, thank you,

(Your Name)
(Award Category) Award Chairperson
(Phone)

cc: Awards Chair

Awards of Excellence SC-5
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SC-6 Assign submissions to evaluators

Inputs • List of selected evaluators
• Awards Administrative Manual -- Evaluator section

Process • For each member of your evaluation committee, make a copy
of the Evaluator section of this manual (E-3 - E-7).

• Write a letter to selected evaluators welcoming them to your
evaluation committee and informing them of their key
tasks/timing. Include a copy of the Administrative Manual
Evaluator section with each letter.

Outputs • Informed evaluators

Insights

Awards of Excellence SC·6
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Sample informational welcome letter to evaluators

Date

To

Thank You

Submission
Packet

Enclosures

Questions!
Concerns

(Date)

Awards of Excellence (Award category) Award Evaluators

Thank you for volunteering your time and talents to serve as an
evaluator for the Awards of Excellence (Award category) Award. I am
excited to be working with such an outstanding group of professionals.

I have asked ISPI Headquarters to send each of you a (Award
category) Submission Packet. This packet contains directions for
submitters. In it you will find the criteria for the (Award category)
Award. Please read the entire packet.
In early January, ISPI Headquarters will be sending you submissions to
evaluate. For each submission you receive, copy the blank Evaluation
Form at the back of the Submission Packet and use it to evaluate the
submission against the defined criteria.
A submission must meet all criteria as specified in the Submission
Packet to receive an award. Since evaluation is criterion-based, there
may be multiple Award Recipients within an Award category. Should
evaluation disparities exist, I will schedule a (meeting/conference call)
to gain consensus of all those evaluating a submission. Evaluation
results must be completed by mid-February (specify date).

Enclosed are the following materials:
• A list of (Award category) Award evaluators -- Please let me know

if you find incorrect addresses or numbers. Remember, delivery
services (UPS, Fed. Ex., etc.) require a physical address: they will
not deliver to PO boxes.

• A timeline depicting your key tasks and timing, including
deadlines.

• A set of pages describing each evaluator key task, including
examples/samples as appropriate.

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to call. I am
looking forward to a successful and rewarding process for this year's
Awards of Excellence Program. .
Again, thank you,

(Your Name)
(Award category) Award Chairperson

encl: (evaluator list, copy of Evaluator Section E-3 - E-7 of this
manual)

cc: Awards Chair

Awards of Excellence SC·6
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SC-7

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

Submit marketing/publicity article

• Request from Awards Chair to submit a marketing/publicity
article for your Award category

• Subcommittee Chair marketing/publicity article template (see
Appendix)

• Use the Subcommittee Chair marketing/publicity article
template to draft an article about your Award category and
submit your draft to Headquarters for publication.

• Subcommittee Chair article submitted for publication

• The template should make drafting an article fairly simple.
You may wish to simply edit the template or develop an
article of a similar nature and length.

Awards of Excellence Administrative ManualSC·7
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Evaluate Submissions

NOTE This is an input task/or which Evaluators have primary
responsibility, butt/or which the Awards Subcommittee Chair
may participate as an evaluator.

Inputs • Submission Packets
• Entrants' submissions

Process • For each submission, copy one blank Evaluation Form at the
back of the Submission Packet.

• In turn, read each submission, evaluate whether or not a
criterion has been met, and mark the Evaluation Form
appropriately.

Outputs • Evaluated Submissions

Insights • In some cases, you may also assume the role of an evaluator
in addition to your Subcommittee Chair role.

• Subcommittee Chairs must be available to answer questions
and handle problems or concerns.
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SC-8 Determine if there is evaluation disparity

Inputs • Evaluation results (i.e., completed copies of the Submission
Packet Evaluation Form from each of your evaluators)

Process • Make several copies of the blank Evaluation Form from the
back of your Submission Packet to use as master tally forms
(one master for each entrant).

• As evaluation results are submitted:
Verify that 3 to 4 evaluators have evaluated each entrant's
submission
Tally the results on your master copies of the Evaluation
Form (one master for each entrant).

• Look over your completed tally and flag those criteria where
evaluation disparity exists.

• Use the decision table under "Insights" below, to determine if
evaluator consensus must be gained for a submission.

Outputs • Identified evaluation disparities for which consensus must be
gained

Insights • Use the decision table below to help you determine if a
consensus must be gained for a submission.

If Tally Reveals That ... Then Note

• Consensus exists that a • Consensus does • Submission does not
submission does not not need to be qualify to receive an award
meet a (one) criterion gained for other
required to receive an dispari ties
award

• Several disparities exist • Consensus • Since it is likely that this
and no overall must be gained submission will not qualify
consensus exists across to receive an award, to be
many criteria time efficient, it is best to

first gain consensus for
criteria where it is likely
that evaluators will agree
that a criterion is not met

• A few disparities exist • Consensus • This submission is a more
must be gained likely candidate to receive

an award
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Sample Tally on Master Evaluation Form

This sample depicts the tally of four evaluators' results for one entrant.

Entrant: Bob Mager Evaluators: Joe Harless Tom Gilbert
Peter Pipe Carol Valen

Evaluation Form (continued)

Disparity -
Criteriaone missing,-

~
0.a.1 0.a.2 0.a.3

Process Stages Process with steps and Tools/methods Relevant people were
~quence was used/followed were used involved

l. Identifying the Performance '(111) 1 1 1 1 I I 1 IGap

2. Analyzing for Cause 1 I I I I I I I I I I I
3.1 Analyzing the Audience I I I I I I I I I I I I
3.2 Selecting the Solutions I I I I I I I I I I I I
4. Designing & Developing I I I I I I I I I I I Ithe Solution

5. Implementing the Solution I I I I I I I I I I I I

6. Evaluating the Solution I I I I I I I I I I I I
ISP I Awards of Excellence 19 Performance Aid

Evaluation Form (continued)

N2 Evaluation Criteria
1. Identifying the Performance Gap

. . ···i:.it! .: D~~ir&;~ifo~~e~itlli~~~·fied(qu~mitaii~eiquail~~~i~·~iiSl1de~;ipli~~(::::···'
:'.:::.:::{:?:?::?J).tp'@#Jq§!i~$~I<::.::O.·:.·.::.·.iI:.·.·:.·.:~.·:c ..·:.·.·:.·.D:.·.·:.·.iTl:.·.:.· •..·.:.·:e.·:.·.·:s.·:.·.·:.:.;:,:.;:,:.::'\VX:),:':::':':"::::): ..... ::.: ... :::.: ::::: :.:::::.: :::<\::: ::::::::,::,:;::::::: :::::\::,::::r:;=::::::::::,::)

:.:.:.;.:.:.' , x '.:.:.:.:.:.;.:.:.;.;.:.:.: ;-:.;.;.;.;.;.:.:;:::::;:;:::::::::::;:;:;:::::;:;:;;:;:::::;:;:;:::;::.;:;:::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;.::;::-:.:::.;.;.:-::.: :::::::::::::::::

l.a.2 Actual/anticipated performances identified (quantitative/qualitative
list/description of behaviors/tasks/outcomes

~ 2. Analyzing for Cause,~ _
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SC-9

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

Gain consensus of evaluators on each
submission

• Identified evaluation disparities for which consensus must be
gained

• List of evaluators who evaluated submissions with disparities
for which consensus must be gained

• For each submission requiring a consensus to resolve
evaluation disparities, arrange for a meeting or conference
call with the appropriate evaluators.

• Open the meeting or conference call by:
Identifying the submission and criteria for which
consensus must be gained
Reminding evaluators of the definition of consensus (the
definition below is included in each Submission Packet):
Consensus is a view acceptable enough that all members can live
with and support this view. Consensus is not a unanimous or
majority vote, nor 100% agreement and total satisfaction. To
reach consensus, each member of the panel must fully participate in
the decision, discussing the issue thoroughly and seeking common
ground and agreement on differing points-of-view. All members
may not be completely satisfied with the decision, and some
members may have reservations, but everyone can live with and
support the decision (e.g., 100% commitment to the decision).

• In turn, discuss each criterion and gain evaluator consensus
(i.e., meets/does not meet criterion).

• When you have gained consensus for all identified evaluation
disparities, determine if the submission qualifies to receive an
Award of Excellence.

• Follow-up with a thank-you letter to evaluators.

• A list of Award Recipients

Awards of Excellence SC-9
September, 1995
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Sample thank you letter to Evaluators

Date (Date)

To Awards of Excellence (Award category) Award Evaluators

Thank you Thanks to each of you for your help in evaluating submissions for
the Awards of Excellence (Award category) Award. Only
through the efforts of people, such as you, can ISPI hope to
remain a viable and valuable society for its members.

Reminder Please remember to send all the submissions you evaluated to the
ISPI Headquarters address below:

International Society for Performance Improvement
Attention: Awards of Excellence Submission Return
1300 L Street, NW, Suite 1250
Washington, DC 20005

Also, if you wish to receive reimbursement for shipping
expenses, please complete the ISPI Expense Report Form (sent in
an earlier communication) and send it in a separate envelope to
the above address. Mark this envelope, "Attention: Awards of
Excellence Expense Reimbursement."

Your Input for
Process
Improvement

In early March, I will be sending the Awards Chair, (name), ideas
and recommendations for the Awards process improvement. I
look forward to hearing from each of you and learning of your
ideas for improvement.

A Successful Year! I hope to see each of you at this year's annual ISPI Conference
and feel that, through your efforts, this year's Awards of
Excellence Program has been a successful and rewarding
experience. I look forward to working with you again.

Again, thank you,

(Your name)
(Award category) Award Chairperson

cc : Awards Chair

Awards of Excellence SC-9
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SC-IO

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

Notify Awards Chair, Headquarters, and
Award Recipients

• List of award recipients

• Mail or fax a list of all Award Recipients and submission
titles to the Awards Chair and Headquarters.

• Send your tallies summarizing evaluation results for entrants
(i.e., master evaluation forms) to Headquarters.

• Prepare and send a letter notifying each award recipient of
his/her award status.

• Notified Awards Chair, Headquarters, and Award Recipients

Awards of Excellence SColD
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Sample list of Award Recipients for Awards Chair and Headquarters

Date

To

(Date)

Awards Chair & ISPI Headquarters

(Award category) Subcommittee Chair

(Award category) Award Recipients

From

Subject

Following are the award recipients and their submission titles for
the Awards of Excellence (Category) Award.

Award Recipient(s) Title of Submission

• Ann Parkman • Awards Chair Survival Kit
• Eileen Mager

• Guy Wallace • Marketing/Media Kit Template

• Randy James • "How To" Guide for Evaluation

• Carol Valen • How to Get and Keep Volunteers
-- Tips & Techniques

• Etc.

Awards of ExcelJence SC-IO
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Sample letter to Award Recipient

(Date)

(Name & Address)

Dear (Name),

Congratulations! It is my pleasure to inform you that your submission (title of
submission) has been selected to receive an award in the Awards of Excellence Program
for the International Society for Performance Improvement (ISPI).

As Chair of this (Award category) Committee, I can assure you that we read and
evaluated many excellent submissions. You can be proud to have qualified to receive an
award. Your accomplishment will be celebrated at the ISPI Annual Conference.

As the Conference time approaches, ISPI Headquarters will be sending you a letter
providing information on the actual presentation of the award, arrangements for
displaying your submission, as well as other activities and events in which you will have
the opportunity to participate.

I will be at the Conference and hope to be able to congratulate you in person.

Very truly yours,

(Your Name)
(Award category) Award Chairperson

cc: Awards Chair

Awards of Excellence SC-lO
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Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

Prepare and send feedback to submitters

• List of non-award recipients

• Prepare and send a letter notifying each non-award recipient
of his/her award status, providing feedback for improvement.

• Submitters notified of their non-award status, and feedback
given for improvement

Awards of Excellence Administrative ManualSC-ll
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Sample letter to Submitters (non-Award Recipients)

(Date)

(Name & Address)

Dear (Name),

I regret to inform you that your submission (title of submission) was not selected to
receive an award in the Awards of Excellence Program for the International Society for
Performance Improvement (ISPI).

Several areas of your submission represented key strengths. However, some areas were
in need of improvement. I have attached a summary of your submission evaluation,
noting (with a check mark) those areas which required improvement. In some cases
improvement may simply have required that you more adequately provide the
information requested to verify that a criterion was met. In other instances, the evaluation
panel agreed that the criterion was not met.

On behalf of the committee, I would like to thank you for submitting to ISPI for
consideration in the Awards of Excellence Program. If you requested that your
submission be returned, you should receive it within the next six weeks.

Very truly yours.

(Your Name)
(Award category) Award Chairperson

end: Evaluation Form
cc: Awards Chair
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Sample letter to Submitters (non-Award Recipients) - contd.

Evaluation Form (continued)

Criteria

0.a.1 0.a.2 0.a.3
Process Stages Process with steps and Tools/methods Relevant people. were

sequence was used/followed were used involved
1. Identifying the Performance

~Gap

2. Analyzing for Cause

3.1 Analyzing the Audience

3.2 Selecting the Solutions

4. Designing & Developing
the Solution

5. Implementing the Solution

6. Evaluating the Solution

ISPI Awards of Excellence 19 Performance Aid

Evaluation Form (continued)

fu No Evaluation Criteria

1. Identifying the Performance Gap

o 0 1.a.2 Actual/anticipated performances identified (quantitative/qualitative
list/description of behaviors/tasks/outcomes

Analyzing for Cause, _----_~
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SC-12

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

Return Awards Administrative Manual with
ideas

• Marked-up pages from your Awards Administrative Manual,
including outputs referenced by task code

• Evaluators' ideas for improvements (B-7)

• Prepare your improvements:
Mark-up your copy of the manual -- make corrections/
revisions and include additional insights.
Collect and cross-reference your outputs by task code

• Compile and prepare evaluator inputs for improvement
(noting only those suggestions which youfeel would improve
the process/manual):

Make a blank copy of the Evaluator section of this
manual and use it to document all Evaluator suggestions
Use a copy of the Submission Packet for your Award
category to input Evaluator suggestions for improvement

• Send your copy of the manual, outputs, and compiled
evaluator inputs for improvement to the Awards Chair.

• If you wish to be reimbursed for expenses, complete the ISPI
expense reimbursement form and send it to Headquarters.

• Recommended improvements submitted to Awards Chair
• Expenses submitted for reimbursement

Awards of Excellence SC-12
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NA TIONAL SOCIETY FOR PERFORMANCE AND INSTRUCTION
1300 L Street, N.W., Suite #1250

Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 408·7969

Expense Voucher
(Instructions on Back)

Name

Company

Street Address

City/State/Zip

Telephone Social Security Number

Purpose*

U~'E DATE DESCRIPTIOS'# AMOllNT
I.

2.

3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

'Provide additional descr ptive information on reverse side, if A. Total (This Voucher)
necessary. B. Total (Attached Vouchers)

C. Total (A + B)

D. Cash Advance

E. Difference (C - D)
F. Due NSPI (E is Negative)

G: Due Originator (E is Positive)

I certify that I have incurred all of the above expenses in
OFFICE VSE ONLY

ACCT. 1'0. rrn.e AMOL'~'T

connection with NSPI business.

(Signature of Originator) (Date)
TOTAL

I approve of the above expenses and authoriz.e payment. Dale Voucher Rec'd

Dale Entered in 10 ECHO by

Check No. Dale Pd.

NOles:

(Signature of NSP! Officer) (Date)



Instructions for Completing NSPI Expense Voucher

Instructions for Originator

I. Provide your name, complete mailing address, telephone number and social security number. The address you provide is the
address where your check will be sent.

2. Describe the purpose of the expense. Provide additional information below.

3. Enter the date of each expense, a description of the expense, and the amount expended. All entries should be in chronological
order. All expenses must be accompanied by receipts. No expense will be paid without a receipt. Additional information can be
provided below. Expenses of a similar nature (e.g., meals) can be combined on a daily basis provided the total expense is supported
by receipts. If paying the expenses of others, provide their names and relationship to this NSPI business.

4. You may require more than one voucher to describe all expenses. Be sure your name is on each voucher and the vouchers are
numbered (upper right corner).

5. Compute the amount of the voucher as follows:

Line A. Total all expenses of each voucher.

Line B. If more than one voucher is used, total all vouchers except the first (top) one.

Line C. Total first (top) voucher plus total of all other vouchers.

Line D. Enter any cash advance amount.

Line E. Subtract line D from line C.

Line F. If the result of step E is a negative amount, enter it here. This is the amount you owe NSPI. Attach a check to the
voucher.

Line G. If the result of step E is a positive amount, enter it here. This is the amount NSPI owes you.

6. Sign the voucher in the space provided.

7. For payment authorization, you must send the original voucher to the NSPI Officer who approved the expense. Make a copy for
your records. You will be paid from the NSPI National Office. Allow four weeks for processing.

Instructions for l','SPl Officer

Sign the original voucher in the space provided and forward it to the National Office. Make a copy for your records.

Additional Descriptive Information from Front Side: (Cross reference to appropriate line number)

-.

."'011': I( you "r('l\"idt ••ddi1ion a1 inrormoslion here. be sure 10 :.al1oschill copy of Ihis ~ide of The Icr m 10 your vovcher.
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Input marketing/publicity ideas

NOTE This is an input taskfor which the Awards Chair has primary
responsibility, butfor which the Awards Subcommittee Chair
provides significant input.

Inputs • List and samples of current marketing/publicity activities (see
Appendix)

• Insights gained from your experience as a Subcommittee
Chair

Process • Review the current marketing/publicity activities/materials.

• Recommend improvements.

Outputs • Recommended improvements for marketing/publicity
acti vities/materials

Insights

Awards of Excellence AC-17
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EVALUATOR
Responsibilities

Contents

IMPORTANT:
Awards
Administrative
Manual Continuous
Improvement

Evaluators, working closely with their Awards Subcommittee
Chair, assume major responsibility for the evaluation of
submissions in their Award category. Some key areas of
responsibility include:
• Reading the Award category Submission Packet and

becoming familiar with the criteria

• Individually evaluating submissions sent from ISPI
Headquarters

• Sending evaluation results to the Subcommittee Chair
• As required, participating in a discussion to gain consensus

for evaluation disparities

• Returning evaluated submissions to ISPI Headquarters and
submitting an expense report as desired

• Providing ideas to improve the evaluation process to the
Subcommittee Chair

This Evaluators section contains the following:
• A timeline depicting each Evaluator coded process task

[The entire Awards process is documented in the Awards Administrative
Manual. The manual contains a large, fold-out process flow diagram
which depicts the Evaluators' tasks starting in October. These tasks are
coded (E) and sequenced (1, 2, 3, etc.).]

• For each Evaluators coded process task, a page(s) depicting
the timing (in the header) and describing the task's inputs,
process, and outputs, as well as insights from past evaluators.

As you work with and use your copy of the Evaluator section of
the Awards Administrative Manual:
• Continuously update/improve the tasks' descriptions (inputs,

process, outputs, and insights) and samples referencing all
updates/improvements by task code.

• When you are done with this material, return it to your
Awards Subcommittee Chair who will compile all Evaluators'
recommended improvements and submit them to ISPI
Headquarters for revision.

Awards of Excellence Administrative ManualE
September, 1995



EVALUATOR
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E-2 Receive feedback

E-4 Evaluate submissions

E-6

* If evaluation disparities exist,
the Awards Subcommittee Chair will
ask you to participate in a discussion
to gain consensus

LEGEND

D One full week

October November December January February
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EVALUATOR October----
Complete an evaluator nomination form

Inputs • Call for Evaluator Nominations distributed by ISPI
Headquarters (see Appendix)

Process • Read the Call for Evaluator Nominations, complete the
Nomination Form, and send the form to ISPI Headquarters.

Outputs • Completed evaluator nomination form

Insights

Awards of Excellence E-l
September, 1995
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EVALUATOR November___ 0

Receive Feedback

Inputs • Letter from Awards Subcommittee Chair notifying you that
you are/are not a member of his/her Evaluation Committee

Process • If you are selected to be an evaluator:
The Subcommittee Chair will send a letter containing:

A list of his/her evaluation committee
Evaluator roles, responsibilities, and tasks/timing
(i.e., a copy of the Administrative Manual Evaluators
Section -- Cover, Timeline, E-3 through E-7).

ISPI Headquarters will send the Submission Packet for
the Award category

• If you are not selected to be an evaluator, the Subcommittee
Chair will send a letter notifying you that you are not
selected.

Outputs • Selected and informed Evaluators

• Notified non-selected evaluator candidates

Insights • Non-selected individuals should consider applying next year.

Awards of Excellence E-2
September, 1995
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EVALUATOR November I December00 __ 1__ 00

Read award Submission Packet and criteria

Inputs • Submission Packet sent from ISPI Headquarters

Process • Read the entire Submission Packet.
• Become familiar with the Submission Guide portion of the

packet which contains the directions for submitters/entrants to
document that their submission meets the award criteria.

• Look over the Evaluation Form (at the back of the packet)
which you will use to evaluate submissions.

Outputs • Evaluators who are familiar with the Award criteria and the
Evaluation Form used to evaluate submissions

Insights

Awards of Excellence E-3
September, 1995
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EVALUATOR January I February____ 1__ 00

Evaluate Submissions

Inputs • Submission Packets
• Entrants' submissions

Process • For each submission, copy one blank Evaluation Form at the
back of the Submission Packet.

• In turn, read each submission, evaluate whether or not a
criterion has been met, and mark the Evaluation Form
appropriately.

Outputs • Evaluated Submissions

Insights

Awards of Excellence E-4
September. 1995
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EVALUATOR January I February____ 1__ 00

Send evaluation results to Awards
Subcommittee Chair

Inputs • Your completed Evaluation Form for each submission

Process • Mail or fax your completed evaluation forms to the Awards
Subcommittee Chair.

• If evaluation disparities exist, the Subcommittee Chair will
arrange for a meeting or conference call to gain evaluator
consensus.

Outputs • Evaluation results sent to Awards Subcommittee Chair

Insights • Since some Evaluation Forms are several pages:
If you are faxing the form, it is a good idea to enter the
name of the entrant on each page
If you are mailing the form, staple each entrant's form
together

• Although the shaded areas on some Evaluation Forms may
result in a poor fax quality, the Subcommittee Chair should
be able to tally results based on the relative position of the
criteria on the page. Also, if there is a question, the
Subcommittee Chair can always follow-up with a phone call
to clarify uncertainties.

Awards of Excellence E-5
September, 1995
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EVALUATOR January I February____ 1__ 00

Send submissions and expense report to
Headquarters

Inputs • Evaluated submissions
• Letter from Awards Subcommittee Chair

Process • Package and send all evaluated submissions* to ISPI
Headquarters:

International Society for Performance Improvement
Attn: Awards of Excellence Submission Return
1300 L Street, NW, Suite 1250
Washington, DC 20005

* Important: Chapters of Merit submissions (Chapter of
Excellence, Distinguished Chapter, and Chapter
Communication) are not returned. If you are evaluating a
Chapter of Merit submission, please dispose of it (i.e., do
not return it to ISPI Headquarters).

• If you wish to have shipping expenses reimbursed, complete
the attached ISPI Expense Form and send it in a separate
envelope to:

International Society for Performance Improvement
Attn: Awards of Excellence Expense Reimbursement
1300 L Street, NW, Suite 1250
Washington, DC 20005

Outputs • Evaluated submissions returned to Headquarters
• Expenses for reimbursement submitted

Insights

Awards of Excellence E-6
September. 1995
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Page __ of __

NA TIONAL SOCIETY FOR PERFORMANCE AND INSTRUCTION
1300 L Street, N.W., Suite #1250

Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 408-7969

Expense Voucher
(Instructions on Back)

Name

Company

Street Address

City/State/Zip

Telephone Social Security Number

Purpose-

LINE DATE DESCRIPTION" AMOllNT,
I.

2.

3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

- Provide additional descriptive information on reverse side. if A. Total (This Voucher)
necessary. B. Total (Artached Vouchers)

C. Total (A + B)

D. Cash Advance

E. Difference (C - D)
F. Due NSPI (E is Negative)

G: Due Originator (E is Positive)
OFfiCE USE ONLY

I certify that I have incurred all of the above expenses in o\CCT. so. rrn.s AMOl!~Ir\riT

connection with NSPI business.

(Signature of Originator) (Dare)
TOTAL

1 approve of the above expenses and authoriz.e payment. Date Voucher Rec'd

Date Entered into ECHO by

Check No. Date Pd.

Notes:

(Signature of NSPI Officer) (Dare)



Instructions for Completing NSPI Expense Voucher

Instructions for Originator

I. Provide your name, complete mailing address, telephone number and social security number. The address you provide is the
address where your check will be sent.

2. Describe the purpose of the expense. Provide additional information below.

3. Enter the date of each expense, a description of the expense, and the amount expended. All entries should be in chronological
order. All expenses must be accompanied by receipts. No expense will be paid without a receipt. Additional information can be
provided below. Expenses of a similar nature (e.g., meals) can be combined on a daily basis provided the total expense is supported
by receipts. If paying the expenses of others, provide their names and relationship to this NSPI business.

4. You may require more than one voucher to describe all expenses. Be sure your name is on each voucher and the vouchers are
numbered (upper right corner).

5. Compute the amount of the voucher as follows:

Line A. Total all expenses of each voucher.

Line B. If more than one voucher is used, total all vouchers except the first (top) one.

Line C. Total first (top) voucher plus total of all other vouchers.

Line D. Enter any cash advance amount.

Line E. Subtract line D from line C.

Line F. If the result of step E is a negative amount, enter it here. This is the amount you owe NSPI. Attach a check to the
voucher.

Line G. If the result of step E is a positive amount, enter it here. This is the amount NSPI owes you.

6. Sign the voucher in the space provided.

7. For payment authorization, you must send the original voucher to the NSPI Officer who approved the expense. Make a copy for
your records. You will be paid from the NSPI National Office. Allow four weeks for processing.

Instructions for ,""SPI Officer

Sign the original voucher in the space provided and forward it to the National Office. Make a copy for your records.

Additional Descriptive Information from Front Side: (Cross reference to appropriate line number)

..

NfIIl'; If you provide addilion<!1 information here. he sure 10 anach a copy of this side of the form 10 your voucher.



EVALUATOR February00 __

Input ideas to improve the evaluation process

Inputs • Marked-up Evaluator pages of the Awards Administrative
Manual

• Marked-up pages from the Submission Packet
• Insights gained from your experience as an Evaluator

Process • If you have not already done so, mark-up these
Administrative Manual Evaluator pages, identifying
improvements and adding insights.

• Mark-up the Submission Packet, flagging
improvements/corrections.

• As appropriate, write a letter including your overall
recommendations to improve the process/materials.

Outputs • Evaluator recommendations to improve the Awards process
and evaluator materials

Insights

Awards of Excellence E-7
September. 1995
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NOMINEE/SUBMITTER .

Responsibilities The Nominees/Submitters assumes major responsibility for:
• Preparing, completing, and sending submissions
• Receiving feedback from Subcommittee Chairs (see Award

Recipient section for responsibilities of those nominees/
submitters who become Award Recipients)

Contents This Nominee/Submitter section contains the following:
• A timeline depicting each Nominee/Submitter coded process

task
[The entire Awards process is documented in the Awards Administrative
Manual. The manual contains a large, fold-out process flow diagram
which depicts the Nominee/Submitter tasks starting in September. These
tasks are coded (NS) and sequenced (1 and 2).]

• For each Nominee/Submitter coded process task, a page(s)
depicting the timing (in the header) and describing the task's
inputs, process, and outputs, as well as insights gained from
past experiences

Awards of Excellence NS
September, 1995
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NOMINEE/SUBMITTER

Timeline
September October November December February

Nominee/Submitter Awards Tasks
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LEGEND
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NOMINEE/SUBMITTER Sept. - Dec.
CJ ••....• CJ

NS-l Prepare, complete, and send submission

Inputs • A Submission Packet (see Appendix)

Process • Follow all direction contained in the Submission Packet to
prepare, complete, and send a submission.

Outputs • Submission prepared, completed, and sent

Insights • Submission Packet are specific for each Award category.
Complete and send the form at the end of the Call for
Nominations to receive the appropriate Submission Packet.

• Submissions consist of the following components:
Five (5) copies/samples of the entry itself (instructional
product or intervention, communication, performance aid,
etc.)
Five (5) copies of a Submission Guide Response (written
documentation supporting the entry)
One (1) copy of a Permission Affidavit Form
One (1) copy of a Submission Return Form
One (1) copy of an Award Specification Form

Awards of Excellence NS-l
September, 1995
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NOMINEE/SUBMITTER February
ODD.

NS-2 Receive Feedback

Inputs • A summary of evaluation results from the Subcommittee
Chair indicating that the submission did not qualify to receive
an award

Process • Receive and review the summary of evaluation results.

Outputs • Feedback received

Insights • Those Nominees/Submitters whose submissions qualify to
receive an award become Award Recipients (see Award
Recipient section).

• A summary of evaluation results is generated using the
Evaluation Form contained in the back of a Submission
Packet. Specific areas for improvement/more specific
documentation are identified.

Awards of Excellence NS-2
September,1995
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NOMINATOR

Responsibilities Key areas of responsibility for Nominators include completing
and sending:
• Call for Nomination Forms
• Call for Evaluator Nomination Forms

Contents This Nominator section contains the following:
• A timeline depicting each Nominator coded process task

[The entire Awards process is documented in the Awards Administrative
Manual. The manual contains a large, fold-out process flow diagram
which depicts the Nominator tasks starting in September. These tasks are
coded (N) and sequenced (1, 2, 3).]

• For each Nominator coded process task, a page(s) depicting
the timing (in the header) and describing the task's inputs,
process, and outputs, as well as insights from past
experiences

Awards of Excellence N
September, 1995
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NOMINATOR

Timeline
September October November December:

Nominator Awards Tasks I
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N-2 Complete an evaluator nomination form

LEGEND

D One full week
September October November
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NOMINATOR Sept. - Dec.0"'''0

Complete preliminary nomination forms

Inputs • Call for Nominations distributed by ISPI Headquarters (see
Appendix 1 Calls)

Process • Read the Call for Nominations, complete the Nomination
Form, and send the form to ISPI Headquarters. (Send one
form for each Award category.)

Outputs • Completed Call for Nominations

Insights • If you are nominating yourself, Headquarters will send a
Submission Packet for the Award category in which you wish
to submit.

• If you are nominating another individual, Headquarters will
contact that individual to learn of the individual's willingness
to submit. If he/she is willing, Headquarters will send
him/her a Submission Packet. If he/she is not willing,
Headquarters will notify you of the decision not to submit.

Awards of Excellence N-l
September, 1995
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NOMINATOR October__ DD

Complete an evaluator nomination form

Inputs • Call for Evaluator Nominations distributed by ISPI
Headquarters (see Appendix 1 Calls)

Process • Read the Call for Evaluator Nominations, complete the
Nomination Form, and send the form to ISPI Headquarters.

Outputs • Completed evaluator nomination form

Insights

Awards of Excellence N-2
September. 1995
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NOMINATOR
Sept.· Dec.

CJ ••...•••

Receive Feedback

Inputs • Letter from Awards Subcommittee Chair notifying you that
you are/are not a member of his/her Evaluation Committee

Process • If you are selected to be an evaluator:
The Subcommittee Chair will send a letter containing:

A list of his/her evaluation committee
Evaluator roles, responsibilities, and tasks/timing
(i.e., a copy of the Administrative Manual Evaluators
Section -- Cover, Timeline, E-3 through E-7).

ISPI Headquarters will send the Submission Packet for
the Award category

• If you are not selected to be an evaluator, the Subcommittee
Chair will send a letter notifying you that you are not
selected.

Outputs • Selected and informed Evaluators
• Notified non-selected evaluator candidates

Insights • Non-selected individuals should consider applying next year.

Awards of Excellence N·3
September. 1995
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AWARD RECIPIENT

Responsibilities Award Recipients, under the guidance of the Awards Chair,
assume major responsibility for:
• Attending Conference display and recognition events
• Receiving an award and participating in a publicity event

• Writing and submitting an article to the P & I Journal

Contents This Award Recipient section contains the following:
• A timeline depicting each Award Recipient coded process

task
[The entire Awards process is documented in the Awards Administrative
Manual. The manual contains a large, fold-out process flow diagram
which depicts the Award Recipient tasks starting in February. These tasks
are coded (AR) and sequenced (I, 2, 3).]

• For each Award Recipient coded process task, a page(s)
depicting the timing (in the header) and describing the task's
inputs, process, and outputs, as well as insights gained from
past experiences

Awards of Excellence AR
September, 1995
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AWARD RECIPIENT

Timeline
February March April

Award Recipient Tasks

AR-2 Attend display and recognition events

AR-4 Write & submit article to P&! Journal

LEGEND

D One full week February March April

Awards of Excellence AR
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AWARD RECIPIENT February
00_0

AR-l Award Recipients notified

Inputs • Subcommittee Chair notification of Award Recipient status

Process • Receive and read a letter from the Subcommittee Chair
notifying you that you are an Award Recipient.

Outputs • Award Recipients notified

Insights • Congratulations! Attaining Award Recipient status is a
significant accomplishment requiring a great deal of
dedicated effort. Enjoy your rewards and recognition and
please provide input for improvement to the Awards of
Excellence Process.

Awards of Excellence AR-l
September,1995
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AWARD RECIPIENT March I April
ODD_i_ODD

AR-2 Attend Conference display and recognition
events

Inputs • Letter from Headquarters describing Conference Awards
events/requirements and containing the Award Recipient
Publicity Kit

Process • Read the letter and follow all direction:
Notify designated individual(s) of your plans to attend/not
attend the Conference
Identify individual accepting the award
Supply photographs as requested
Schedule times on your personal calendar and attend
Conference events
Follow the direction in the Award Recipient Publicity Kit
Etc.

Outputs • Participation in Conference display and recognition events

• Publicity activities planned and Marketing materials prepared

Insights • With the exception of the information required by ISPI
Headquarters, publicity/marketing activities/materials are not
to be implemented until after formal announcement of the
Award Recipients at the Annual Conference.

Awards of Excellence AR-2
September, 1995
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AWARD RECIPIENT March I April
ODD_i_ODD

AR·3 Receive award, be in publicity event

Inputs • Letter from Headquarters describing Conference Awards
events and requirements

• Awards Ceremony

Process • Attend the Awards Ceremony and follow the direction in the
letter from Headquarters to receive the award and participate
in the publicity event.

• Following formal announcement at the Annual Conference of
your Award Recipient status, implement publicity/marketing
activities/materials.

Outputs • Award received
• Participation in publicity event
• Publicity/marketing activities/materials implemented

Insights

Awards of Excellence AR-3
September. 1995
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AWARD RECIPIENT Feb .. - April
CJ ••.....••

AR-4 Write and submit article to P & I Journal

Inputs • Marketing/publicity activities (see Appendix 3) describing
Award Recipient requirements to submit an article to the
P & I Journal and sample article template

Process • Use the Award Recipient requirements to submit an article to
the P & I Journal to write and submit your article.

Outputs • Article submitted to the P & I Journal

Insights • The timing for completion of your article extends past the last
week in April. As appropriate, Award Recipient articles will
be published throughout the year.

Awards of Excellence AR-4
September. 1995
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STAKEHOLDER . .
Responsibilities A stakeholder may be any individual who has an interest in the

Awards of Excellence Program. Stakeholders assume
responsibility for:
• Completing and returning an Awards Process Survey

• Originating change requests to the Awards process

Contents This Stakeholder section contains the following:
• A timeline depicting each Stakeholder coded process task

[The entire Awards process is documented in the Awards Administrative
Manual. The manual contains a large, fold-out process flow diagram
which depicts the Stakeholder tasks starting in April. These tasks are
coded (SH) and sequenced (1 and 2).]

• For each Stakeholder coded process task, a page(s) depicting
the timing (in the header) and describing the task's inputs,
proce~s, and outputs, as well as insights gained from past
expenences

Awards of Excellence SH
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STAKEHOLDER

Timeline
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STAKEHOLDER April----
S8-1 Com plete Awards Process Survey and return

Inputs • Awards Process Survey sent by Headquarters

Process • Complete and return Awards Process Survey.

Outputs • Survey completed and returned

Insights • Awards Process Surveys are sent to a sample of ISPI
Stakeholders.

Awards of Excellence SH-l
September, 1995
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STAKEHOLDER Anytime----
SH-2

Inputs

Process

Outputs

Insights

Originate change requests to process
(anytime)

• Personal and professional ideas and experiences based on
participation in/familiarity with the Awards of Excellence
Process or other award processes

• Provide your ideas (formally in writing, informally through
conversation, etc.) for change to the Awards process to
Headquarters, the Awards Chair, or ISPI Board members.

• Changes requested to the Awards process

Awards of Excellence SH-2
September, 1995
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ApPENDIX 1. CALLS

Contents • Call for Nominations

• Call for Evaluator Nominations (To Be Developed)

Awards of Excellence Appendix 1
September. 1995
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ApPENDIX 2. SUBMISSION PACKETS

Contents ISPI Awards of Excellence Submission Packets are used by
submitters/entrants to prepare and send submissions and by
evaluators to evaluate submissions. The following is a list of the
Submission Packets contained in this appendix.

• Communication

• Human Performance Intervention

• Performance Aid

• Instructional Product or Intervention

• New Systematic Application

• Chapters of Merit

• Research and Student Research

Awards of Excellence Appendix 2
September. 1995
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Item Description Page

Submission Procedures How to submit your entry 2

Submission Guide How to document and support your entry 4

Request for Feedback (Optional) Request for feedback and input to 13
improve the Submission Guide for future awards

Permission - Affidavit Form Agreement to ISPI Awards Program terms and 14
conditions

Submission Return Form Options for having your submission materials 15
returned

Award Specification Form How award recipients should be specified on the 16
award

Evaluation Form Criteria used by the Evaluation Panel to 17
objectively evaluate your submission
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Submission Procedures (continuedl _

How to Package Use the table below to determine the appropriate number of copies to
and Send Your provide for each submission component required. Compile all copies in one
Submission package and send your package to:

International Society for Performance Improvement
Attention: Awards of Excellence Submission
1300 L Street, NW, Suite 1250
Washington, D. C. 20005

Submission Components Required # Copies to Send

• Sample/copy of the entry you are submitting 5

• Submission Guide Response 5

• Permission Affidavit Form 1

• Submission Return Form 1

• Award Specification Form 1

ISPI Awards of Excellence 3 Communicaiion



Submission Guide (continuedl _

Submission
Guide
Directions
(contd.)

Resource
Information

ISP I Awards of Excellence

Below and on the following page are the ISPI Mission, Guiding Principles,
and Statement of Values which serve as resource information for your
responses to a portion of Section ITI.Content, Results, & Organization.

ISPI MISSION

ISPI helps its members improve the performance of individuals and organizations through
the application of Human Performance Technology (HPT) by:

Championing HPT as an effective method of improving human performance

Providing information on HPT techniques, successful applications, and emerging
areas of application

Supporting the professional development of HPT practitioners

Supporting research that expands the HPT field

Demonstrating effective HPT practices in the operation of the Society

Adhering to the Society's professional values

ISPI GUIDING PRINCIPLES

The guiding principles represent a set of criteria that the Board of Directors and other
Society leaders and decision-makers can use to test plans for accomplishing goals and test
approaches to conducting the on-going activities of the Society. The order does not imply
priorities as priority may change over time. ISPI will strive to conduct its affairs and meet
its mission in ways that

Model applications of performance technology
ISPI will use the methods and principles of performance technology in its activities and
decision-making.

Support the professional development of HPT practitioners
ISPI will conduct on-going activities in ways that support practitioners of performance
technology -- both in the development of their skills and in the application of them.

Advance the field of HPT
ISPI will strive to consolidate and expand the knowledge base of performance
technology. Additionally, ISPI supports the use or applications of HPT; that is, all
presentations, published communications, and award submissions must
involve/demonstrate/support HPT.

Provide value to members in light of their needs and interests
ISPI will maximize the value of products and services for all segments of the
membership.

Develop networks among human performance technologists
Through its activities, ISPI will help members build links among individual
practitioners and organizations.

Maintain a viable organization
Develop a solid, fmancial foundation which supports society's strategic business
objectives and ensures long-term financial stability.

Promote the visibility and credibility of the field

5 Communication



Submission Guide (continuedl _

I. Cover Sheet Qualifying Criteria

Before submitting, respond to the questions below. If you check "No" to
any question below, do not submit in the Communication Award category.
However, your entry may be eligible for submission in another award
category. Please refer to criteria for other awards.

Yes No Qualifying Criteria
o 0 1. Are you or at least one member of your submitting

organization/team a member of ISPI (either at the
International or Chapter level)?

0 0 2. Was the entry developed and substantially produced by you
and/or your submitting organization/team?

0 0 3. Will you grant ISPI permission to display your entry at this
year's annual conference?

0 0 4. Was the entry developed and implemented within the three
(3) year period preceding the nomination deadline? If yes,
enter the implementation date

0 0 5. Is the communication available to the general public?

Entrant Information:
Enter the information requested below.

Entrant

Title of Entry

Contact Telephone Number

Address

ISPI Awards of Excellence 7 Communication



Submission Guide (continuedl _

llL Content,
Results, &
Organization

1. 'How do the objectives of the communication correspond to the ISPI
Mission and Guiding Principles?

What to Include Example
a Describe how the objectives of the . .. In addition to supporting the Mission

communication align with and/or and Guiding Principles discussed above, my
support one or more of the items communication supports the last Mission
listed in ISPI's Mission and/or item, "adhering to the Society's professional
Guiding Principles values." The communication fosters a

professional dialogue focusing on obtaining
results (an ISPI value) through simple,
effective methods ...

2. How does the communication contribute to the field of performance
technology and/or address a topic of current significance/interest?

What to Include Examples
a Evidence that the communication My communication represents a topic of

addresses an area of concern or interest (i.e., Networking which is a major
relevance to a significant number of track at the ISPI annual conference) to
ISPI members training managers who represent 35% of the

and/or ISPI membership ...

A description/explanation of the
current significance of and/or interest My communication addresses the use of
in the topic evaluation methods in cultures outside the

United States. The "International" in our
Society's name (ISPI), indicates that such a
topic would be very significant to this
field ...

b. Description/directions for application The checklist on page 2 of my
or implementation communication provides specific actions

training managers can take to apply the
concepts I present ...

3. Are there easily identifiable objectives?

What to Include Example
a List of objectives and where located The objectives are located on the first page

of each chapter of my communication ...

ISPI Awards of Excellence 9 Communication



Submission Guide (continuedl _

v. Delivery,
Distribution, &
Availability

IV. Originality,
Innovation, or
Creativity

ISPJ Awards of Excellence

7. What is the current or intended delivery/distribution system(s) for
the communication?

What to Include Examples

a Describe the current or intended My communication can best by distributed
delivery/distribution system(s) through a publishing company that markets

specifically to human performance
technologists and related fields such as ...

b. Describe how the delivery/distribu- Since the content is extensive. my
tion system is appropriate for the communication requires a book format A
content and the target audience publisher specializing in ...

8. How will/has the target audience become aware of the
communication and its availability?

What to Include Examples

a State how people will learn (or have I plan to present at the ISPI annual
learned) about the product conference ...

b. State how the product can be (or will The communication is available for purchase
be) obtained by the target audience. through ISPI bookstore. college bookstores.
ISPI members. and others ...

9. What characteristics/features make your communication original,
innovative, or creative?

What to Include Examples

a Describe how your communication is Examples of originality. innovation. or
original. innovative. and/or creative creativity include. but are not limited to the

following:
• A new concept. theory. or idea
• Information that is applied/explained in a

new way/point-of-view
• A format, theme. etc. representing a

creative approach to the communication

11



~uest for Feedback

Overview Although this section of the Submission Package is optional, the ISPI
Awards Committee would appreciate and value your thoughts and ideas for
improving the process and/or the criteria in the Submission Guide portion of
this packet for future awards. Any feedback you provide will be confidential
and will not be seen by your evaluation panel.

Your feedback is not a part of your submission and should not be packaged
and sent with your submission. Instead, send your feedback in a separate
envelope/package to ISPI at the address below.

Feedback Please make a brief, but specific statement about the following:

1. What criteria should be included/changed and why?
(What is missing/wrong?)

2. What criteria should be omitted and why?

3. Comments/suggestions/recommendations that would improve the
Submission Guide or the submission process.

Where to Send Please send your feedback to:
Feedback

International Society for Performance Improvement
Attention: Awards of Excellence Feedback
1300 L Street, NW, Suite 1250
Washington, D.C. 20005

ISPl Awards of Excelleru:e /3 Communication



Submission Return Form

Direction Your submission will be returned only if you are willing to provide pre-paid
billing information. Complete the form below.

Request for
Return of
Submission

Title of Entry:

Check one:

o I DO NOT want my submission returned.

Signature: _

Date:

o I 00 want my submission returned.

Submission
Return
Information

To have your materials returned, the information below MUST be completed.

Name:

Address:
(not P.O. Box)

Telephone #:

Carrier:
(e.g., Federal Express, Airborne, etc.)

Your Acct. #:

I authorize charging the account above to return my submission.

Signature:

Date:

ISPI Awards of Excellence 15 Communication



Evaluation Form

Overview

Entrant!
Evaluator
Information

Qualifying
Criteria
Direction

ISPI Awards of Excellence

This Evaluation Form is included for your information only. You don't need
to fill it out. It is a tool used by each member of the evaluation panel to
evaluate submissions (one form for each submission). However, entrants
may wish to use this form as a checklist to ensure that all criteria have been
addressed.

Entrant:

Title of
Entry:

Evaluator:

Date:

Before evaluating a submission, verify that the entrant has checked "Yes" to
all of the qualifying criteria listed below. If even one answer is checked
"No," do not continue with your evaluation.

Yes No Qualifying Criteria
o 0 1. Are you or at least one member of your submitting

organization/team a member of ISPI (either at the
International or Chapter level)?

0 0 2. Was the entry developed and substantially produced by you
and/or your submitting organization/team?

0 0 3. Will you grant ISPI permission to display your entry at this
year's annual conference?

0 0 4. Was the entry developed and implemented within the three
(3) year period preceding the nomination deadline? If yes,
enter the implementation date

0 0 5. Is the communication available to the general public?

17 Communication
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Submission Procedures (continuedl _

r>. How to Package Use the table below to determine the appropriate number of copies to
and Send Your provide for each submission component required. Compile all copies in one
Submission package and send your package to:

International Society for Performance Improvement
Attention: Awards of Excellence Submission
1300 L Street, NW, Suite 1250
Washington, D. C. 20005

Submission Components Required # Copies to Send

• Sample/copy of the entry you are submitting 5

• Submission Guide Response 5
• Permission Affidavit Form 1

• Submission Return Form 1

• Award Specification Form 1

ISPI Awards of Excellence 3 H wnan Performance Intervention



Submission Guide (continuedl _

Submission
Guide
Directions
(contd.)

Complete Sections ITI. and N. by responding to the questions and the
criteria listed in tables under each question (e.g., What to Include). Your
responses to these questions are evaluated on a meets/does not meet
(exists/does not exist) basis against the criteria listed in the tables. You may
find the "short-hand" version of the criteria on the Evaluation Form (see
pages 20 and 21) helpful as you prepare your responses.

RESPOND TO ALL CRITERIA even if the development of your entry did not
require extensive or formal documentation of a criterion listed. For
example, if the customer asked you to develop an intervention (stage #4),
you should still provide information about the analysis (stages #1 through
#3), whether you (on an informal basis) or others performed it. In this
instance, your entry receives an award if all criteria are met. (See Evaluation
Criteria Direction on the Evaluation Form page 20).

ISP/ Awards of Excellence 5 Human Performance Intervention



Submission Guide (continuedl _

n, Overview Before proceeding, write an overview to provide the evaluators with a
context for evaluating your entry. Your overview will not be evaluated. It
should be a brief summary (not more than 2 pages) describing your entry.
Some areas you may wish to include in your overview are listed below. For
clarity, please reference each overview area you address with the appropriate
title listed in the table below (e.g., Subject/Content/Situation, Target
Audience, Administrative System, etc.).

Suggested Overview Areas Example Information to Include

Subject/content/situation What is the subject/content/situation the
intervention addresses?

Target audience/users/performers For whom was it designed/intended?

Administrative system Who is responsible for implementing!
maintaining the human performance
intervention?

Location What is the setting where the interven-
tion was developed and/or is used?

Date/time period Over what dates or time period was the
intervention developed?

Materials What materials are included in the
human performance intervention?
Which of these items are included in
your submission?

Additional information What additional information will help
orient evaluators to your submission
entry?

ISPI Awards of Excellence 7 Human Performance Intervention



Submission Guide (continuedl _

IV. Output,
Value & O·,::t:::··6·····2
Process 5 3
Detail 4

1. Identifying the Performance Gap

a. What was the actual or anticipated performance gapes)?

What to Include Examples - List/description of ...
1. Desired Performances Behaviors, tasks, and/or outcomes

2 Actual/anticipated performances Behaviors, tasks, and/or outcomes

b. Why was it important to resolve the performance gapes)?

What to Include Examples
1. List/description of actual/potential Cost, accuracy, timeliness, safety,

quantitative and/or qualitative organizational values/vision/culture!
measure of the deficiency (e.g., strategies/goals/objectives/initiatives/ etc.,
gap between actual/anticipated and external requirements (government
desired performances) regulations, etc.), etc.

Analyzing for Cause

What was the actual or anticipated cause(s) of the performance
gapes)?

What to Include Examples
1. List/identification of the Lack of information, lack of feedback,

actual/anticipated root cause(s) lack of incentives, etc.

b. Provide additional cause analysis process detail for each item listed
below under" What to Include."

What to Include Comments
1. Identification/description of steps Refer to and describe specific process

demonstrating that quantitative/ steps
qualitative data were collected to
identify and verify the cause(s)

2 If the cause was not obvious, Refer to and describe specific process
identification/description of steps steps
demonstrating that multiple causes

If cause was obvious, please explainwere considered

3. If the cause was not obvious, Refer to and describe specific process
identification/description of steps steps
demonstrating that a methodology
was used for prioritizing and If cause was obvious, please explain
identifying the most significant
cause(s)

ISPI Awards of Excellence 9 H wnan Performance Intervention



Submission Guide (continuedl _

IV. Output, 3.2 Selecting the Solutions

~:~::~
Detail ~ a What was the selected solution(s)?
(contd.)

What to Include Examples
1. List/description of the selected Performance appraisal system, feedback

solution(s) system, incentive program, product
redesign, software, user interface, etc. If
the intervention is comprosed of multiple
interventions, solutions may include
training, performance aid, and new
systematic application

b. Why was the solution(s) selected?

What to Include Examples/Comments
1. List/description of the estimated Cost effectiveness (return on investment),

quantitative and/or qualitative increased accuracy, increased timeliness,
measure of the solutions' impact increased safety, meeting organizational
(expected results) in treating the values/vision/culture/strategies/goals/
performance gap objectives/initiatives/etc., meeting external

requirements (government regulations,
etc.), etc.

2 Description of how the solution(s) Customer constraints and requirements
met customer constraints/require- such as timing, fmancial issues, etc.
ments

3. Description of how the solution(s) Customer resources such as existing
made good or effective use of events, existing committees, facilities,
customer resources or how work practices, company capabilities, etc.
effective use of customer resources
was considered

4. Description of how the solution(s) Describe relevant relationships only
related to the performance itself,
the cause of the gap, and/or
relevant audience and work
environment characteristics

c. Provide additional solution selection process detail for the item
listed below under" What to Include."

What to Include Comment
1. Identification/description of steps Refer to and describe process steps

demonstrating that alternate
solutions were considered

ISPI Awards of Excellence 11 Human Performance Intervention



Submission Guide (continuedl _

IV. Output, 5.

~:~:~~
Detail ~
(contd.)

Implementing the Solution: Human Performance Intervention

a Provide additional implementation process detail for each item listed
below under "What to Include."

What to Include Examples/Comment
1. Description of activities that Refer to and describe specific process

included a plan for evaluation, steps
maintenance, and revision of the
human performance intervention

2 A description of activities (other Supporting letters/materials/etc. from
interventions/actions/items) that management, videos, informational
supported (enabled) the use and meetings, etc.
effectiveness of the human
performance intervention

~ 6. Evaluating the Solution: Human Performance Intervention

~ a What were the results of implementing the human performance
intervention?

ISPI Awards of Excellence

What to Include Examplesltlomments
1. Evidence of audience Provide data or describe reactions by

reaction/acceptance participants, administrators, participants'
supervisors, and others affected or
involved

2 Evidence of on-the-job application Provide data or other evidence (e.g.,
of the intervention observation, completed samples, etc.) that

the intervention was used on the job

3. Evidence of attainment of (or Provide data or other evidence of:
exceeding) the desired • Accomplishment of the desired
performance and/or the benefit of performance and/or
closing the performance gap • The attainment of a measured benefit

[e.g., cost effectiveness, increased
accuracy/timeliness/safety, meeting
organizational values/vision/culture/
strategies/goals/objectives/ initiatives!
etc., meeting external requirements
(government regulations, etc.), etc.]

b. Provide additional evaluation process detail for the item listed below
under "What to Include."

What to Include Comment
1. Identification/description of steps Refer to and describe process steps which

demonstrating that actual results compare actual results (see 6.a.3 above) to
were compared to expected results expected results (1.a.2 and/or 3.2.b.l)

13 Human Performance Iniervention



~uest for Feedback

Overview Although this section of the Submission Package is optional, the ISPI
Awards Committee would appreciate and value your thoughts and ideas for
improving the process and/or the criteria in the Submission Guide portion of
this packet for future awards. Any feedback you provide will be confidential
and will not be seen by your evaluation panel.

Your feedback is not a part of your submission and should not be packaged
and sent with your submission. Instead, send your feedback in a separate
envelope/package to ISPI at the address below.

Feedback Please make a brief, but specific statement about the following:

1. What criteria should be included/changed and why?
(What is missing/wrong?)

2. What criteria should be omitted and why?

3. Comments/suggestions/recommendations that would improve the
Submission Guide or the submission process.

Where to Send Please send your feedback to:
Feedback

International Society for Performance Improvement
Attention: Awards of Excellence Feedback
1300 L Street, NW, Suite 1250
Washington, D.C. 20005

ISPI Awards of Excellence 15 H uman Performance Intervention



Submission Return Form

Direction

Request for
Return of
Submission

Submission
Return
Information

ISPI Awards of Excellence

Your submission will be returned only if you are willing to provide pre-paid
billing information. Complete the form below.

Title of Entry:

Check one:

o I DO NOT want my submission returned.

Signature: _

Date:

o I DO want my submission returned.

To have your materials returned, the information below MUST be completed.

Name:

Address:
(not P.O. Box)

Telephone #:

Carrier:
(e.g., Federal Express, Airborne, etc.)

Your Acct. #:

I authorize charging the account above to return my submission.

Signature:

Date:

17 Human Performance Intervention



Evaluation Form

Overview

Entrant!
Evaluator
Information

Qualifying
Criteria
Direction

ISP I Awards of Excellence

This Evaluation Form is included for your information only. You don't need
to fill it out It is a tool used by each member of the evaluation panel to
evaluate submissions (one form for each submission). However, entrants
may wish to use this form as a checklist to ensure that all criteria have been
addressed.

Entrant:

Title of
Entry:

Evaluator:

Date:

Before evaluating a submission, verify that the entrant has checked "Yes" to
all of the qualifying criteria listed below. If even one answer is checked
"No," do not continue with your evaluation.

Yes No Qualifying Criteria
D·0 1. Are you or at least one member of your submitting

organization/team a member of ISPI (either at the
International or Chapter level)?

o 0 2. Was the entry designed and substantially produced by you
and/or your submitting organization/team?

o 0 3. Will you grant ISPI permission to display your entry
materials (or a "mock-up"/alternative if confidentiality is a
concern) at this year's annual conference?

o 0 4. Was the entry implemented and were the outcomes measured
within the three (3) year period preceding the nomination
deadline? If yes, enter the outcome measurement date

o 0 5. Does your entry enable or improve human performance and
qualify for the Human Performance Intervention Award
Category as described in the table below?
Award Category Description

Performance Aid Reduces dependence on memory by storing
information, processes, or perspectives which
influence/guide job behavior

Instructional Product Provides instruction, practice, and feedback to
or Intervention enable or improve job task performance

New Systematic A process, method, or technique new to the
Application Performance Technology Field

Human Performance Other of which any of the above may be a
Intervention component if comprised of multiple interventions

(i.e., incentive/appraisal/feedback program/
system, EPSS, product redesign, etc.)

19 Human Performance Intervention



Evaluation Form (continuedl _
..

Output, Value, & Process Detail Direction: Check "yes" cr "no" for each criterion listed below.

ISPI Awards of Excellence 21 Human Performance Intervention
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Table of Contents
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Item Description Page

Submission Procedures How to submit your entry 2

Submission Guide How to document and support your entry 4

Request for Feedback (Optional) Request for feedback and input to 14
improve the Submission Guide for future awards

Permission - Affidavit Form Agreement to ISPI Awards Program terms and 15
conditions

Submission Return Form Options for having your submission materials 16
returned

Award Specification Form How award recipients should be specified on the 17
award

Evaluation Form Criteria used by the Evaluation Panel to 18
objectively evaluate your submission
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Submission Procedures (continued) _

How to Package Use the table below to determine the appropriate number of copies to
and Send Your provide for each submission component required. Compile all copies in one
Submission package and send your package to:

International Society for Performance Improvement
Attention: Awards of Excellence Submission
1300 L Street, NW, Suite 1250
Washington, D. C. 20005

Submission Components Required # Copies to Send

• Sample/copy of the entry you are submitting 5

• Submission Guide Response 5
• Permission Affidavit Form 1

• Submission Return Form 1

• Award Specification Form 1

ISP/ Awards of Excellence 3 Performance Aid



Submission Guide (continuedl _

Submission
Guide
Directions
(contd.)

Complete Sections ill. and N. by responding to the questions and the
criteria listed in tables under each question (e.g., What to Include). Your
responses to these questions are evaluated on a meets/does not meet
(exists/does not exist) basis against the criteria listed in the tables. You may
find the "short-hand" version of the criteria on the Evaluation Form (see
pages 19 and 20) helpful as you prepare your responses.

RESPOND TO ALL CRITERIA even if the development of your entry did not
require extensive or formal documentation of a criterion listed. For
example, if the customer asked you to develop a performance aid (stage #4),
you should still provide information about the analysis (stages #1 through
#3), whether you (on an informal basis) or others performed it. In this
instance, your entry receives an award if all criteria are met. (See Evaluation
Criteria Direction on the Evaluation Form page 19).

ISPI Awards of Excellence 5 Performance Aid



Submission Guide (continued) _

II. Overview Before proceeding, write an overview to provide the evaluators with a
context for evaluating your entry. Your overview will not be evaluated. It
should be a brief summary (not more than 2 pages) describing your entry.
Some areas you may wish to include in your overview are listed below. For
clarity, please reference each overview area you address with the appropriate
title listed in the table below (e.g., Purpose, Target Audience, Subject
Matter/Components, Situation, etc.).

Suggested Overview Areas Example Information to Include

Purpose of the performance aid What does it help people do?

Target audience/users/performers For whom was it designed?

Subject matter/components What is the subject/topic/area/etc.?

Situation Under what circumstances is it used on
the job?

Instruction What training is needed before using the
performance aid? Did the performance
aid replace memory storage or training?

Location Where is it used?

Administrative system Who is responsible for implementing!
maintaining the performance aid?

Materials What materials are included in the
performance aid and which of these
items are included in your submission?

Additional information What additional information will help
orient evaluators to your submission
entry? Is your entry a part of or a
supplement to a larger program?

ISPI Awards of Excellence 7 Performance Aid



Submission Guide (continued) _

IV. Output, 1. Identifying the Performance Gap
Value & ~.::t:::..

6· 2
Process s 3
Detail 4

~

...: 2.
6 .:::t·...

S 4 3

ISP I Awards of Excellence

a. What was the actual or anticipated performance gapes)?

What to Include Examples - List/description of ...
1. Desired Performances Behaviors, tasks, and/or outcomes

2 Actual/anticipated performances Behaviors, tasks, and/or outcomes

b. Why was it important to resolve the performance gapes)?

What to Include Examples
1. List/description of actual/potential Cost, accuracy, timeliness, safety,

quantitative and/or qualitative organizational values/vision/culture!
measure of the deficiency (e.g., strategies/goals/objectives/initiatives/ etc.,
gap between actual/anticipated and external requirements (government
desired performances) regulations, etc.), etc.

Analyzing for Cause

a. What was the actual or anticipated cause(s) of the performance
gapes)?

What to Include Examples
1. List/identification of the New performance, lack of information,

actual/anticipated root cause(s) poor product design, etc.

b. Provide additional cause analysis process detail for each item listed
below under" What to Include."

What to Include Comments
1. Identification/description of steps Refer to and describe specific process

demonstrating that quantitative/ steps
qualitative data were collected to
identify and verify the cause(s)

2 If the cause was not obvious, Refer to and describe specific process
identification/description of steps steps
demonstrating that multiple causes
were considered If cause was obvious, please explain

3. If the cause was not obvious, Refer to and describe specific process
identification/description of steps steps
demonstrating that a methodology
was used for prioritizing and If cause was obvious, please explain
identifying the most significant
cause(s)

9 Performance Aid



Submission 'Guide (continuedl _

IV. Output, 3.2
Value& ~

~~:f.SSWfjJJ
(contd.)

ISPI Awards of Excellence

Selecting the Solutions

a What was the selected solution(s)?

What to Include Examples
1. List/description of the selected Performance aid and any additional

solution(s) solutions selected such as reward/
recognition program, product redesign,
etc.

b. Why was the solution(s) selected?

What to Include Examples/Comments
1. List/description of the estimated Cost effectiveness (return on investment).

quantitative and/or qualitative increased accuracy, increased timeliness.
measure of the solutions' impact increased safety, meeting organizational
(expected results) in treating the values/vision/culture/strategies/goals/
performance gap objectives/initiatives/etc., meeting external

requirements (government regulations,
etc.), etc.

2 Description of how the solution(s) Customer constraints and requirements
met customer constraints/require- such as timing, fmancial issues, etc.
ments

3. Description of how the solution(s) Customer resources such as existing
made good or effective use of events, existing committees, facilities,
customer resources or how work practices, company capabilities, etc.
effective use of customer resources
was considered

4. Description of how the solution(s) Describe relevant relationships only
related to the performance itself,
the cause of the gap, and/or
relevant audience and work
environment characteristics

c. Provide additional solution selection process detail for the item
listed below under" What to Inc/ude."

What to Include Comment
1. Identification/description of steps Refer to and describe process steps

demonstrating that alternate
solutions were considered

11 Performance Aid



Submission Guide CcontinuedJ. _

IV. Output, 6. Evaluating the Solution: Performance Aid
Value & ~:ii1 2
Process ·5· 3

Detail 4 a. What were the results of implementing the performance aid?
(contd.)

Submission
Guide Checklist

ISPI Awards of Excellence

What to Include Examples
1. Evidence of audience

reaction/acceptance
2 Evidence of use of the

performance aid on the job
3. Evidence of attainment of (or Accomplishment of desired performance

exceeding) the desired and/or cost effectiveness, increased
performance and/or the benefit of accuracy, increased timeliness, increased
closing the performance gap safety, meeting organizational values!

vision/culture/strategies/goals/objectives/
initiatives/etc., meeting external require-
ments (government regulations, etc.), etc.

b. Provide additional evaluation process detail for the item listed below
under "What to Include."

What to Include Comment
1. Identification/description of steps Refer to and describe process steps which

demonstrating that actual results compare actual results (see 6.a.3 above) to
were compared to expected results expected results (1.a.2 and/or 3.2.b.l)

Congratulations! You have completed the Submission Guide portion of
your submission. Of course, along with your response to the Submission
Guide, you will want to make sure that you complete, package, and send in
all required forms as outlined in the Submission Procedures (see pages 2 and
3). And, as is its practice, ISPI asks you to provide some feedback (see next
page). For now, you may wish to use the checklist below to ensure that you
have met all requirements for the Submission Guide. This checklist is for
your personal use only. You do not need to include it with your submission.

o All appropriate sections of the Submission Guide completed/prepared:
1 Cover Sheet
Il Overview
ill. Process
IV. Output, Value, & Process Detail

o Responses referenced according to the Submission Guide outline:
1 Cover Sheet -- Qualifying Criteria and Entrant Information
Il Overview -- Purpose, Target Audience, etc.
ill. Process -- O.a.l, O.a.2, O.a.3
IV. Output, Value, & Process Detail-- l.a.l, l.a.2, l.b.l, etc.

o Attachments (e.g., supporting materials) clearly labeled and cross-
referenced

/3 Performance Aid



Permission - Affidavit Form

Direction

Permission to
Display
Materials

Certification of
Authorship

Acknowledge-
ment of Possible
Fees

ISP/ Awards of Excellence

Enter the title of your entry in the space below, sign this form in three (3)
places, and return it with your submission package.

Title of Entry:

I hereby grant ISPI permission to display materials included in this
submission at this year's annual ISPI Conference. If confidentiality is a
concern, I will supply a "mock-up"/alternate for display. I understand that
failure to comply with this requirement will cause my entry to be
disqualified.

Signature: _ Date: -----

Title:

I hereby certify that this submitted program, product, process, project, tool,
or publication was conceived, written, and substantially produced by me/the
staff or this (these) institution(s)/school(s)!company(s). Only technical or
laboratory assistance was provided by outside companies/people not
included in the submission. I understand that failure to comply with this
requirement will cause my entry to be disqualified.

Signature: _ Date: _

Title:

Institution/School/Company: _
(Organization)

I hereby acknowledge that limy organization may be required to pay for
shipping, special equipment, or translation needed for evaluation. I
understand that failure to comply with a request for payment may disqualify
my submission.

Signature: _ Date: _

Title:
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Award Specification Form

Direction

Award
Specification

Additional
Plaques
Order Form

Recognition is a critical element in the ISPI Awards of Excellence program.
Each award recipient receives an engraved plaque. Please specify below
how your award should read if your entry is selected for recognition and, if
appropriate, order additional plaques.

If my entry is selected, the award should read:

Award Recipient: _
(enter your name)

Title of Entry:

~-~~-----------------

In some cases, e.g., collaborative entries, more than one plaque may be
desired. ISPI will provide additional plaques at cost. If this applies to your
submission, please complete the information below:

I hereby agree to reimburse ISPI, at cost, for additional plaques.

Quantity: _

I Signature: _

Date:

(enter number desired)

The additional award(s) should read (enter names):

Award Recipient:

Award Recipient:

Award Recipient:

Award Recipient:

Award Recipient:

No changes or additions can be made to this list, so make certain that it is
complete and accurate now. If you require more than five (5) additional
plaques, copy this page and enter additional names.
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Evaluation Form (continuedl _

Evaluation
Criteria
Direction

Follow the specific directions below and on the following page for each of
the two (2) sections of the Submission Guide which are to be evaluated:
III. Process and IV. Output, Value, & Process Detail

As you evaluate the entrant's responses against the criteria, remember that
meeting a criterion may not have required extensive or formal action. For
example, when identifying the performance gap, the entrant may have been
informed that the required performance was not being exhibited by the target
audience. There may have been many causes: new performance, lack of
information, lack of incentives, lack of direction, etc. The performance gap
and its causes may have been determined by others or by the entrant using
informal interviews with relevant people. Keep in mind that the entrant,
depending on the circumstances, may have been able to "scale the process"
(e.g., performing all steps and meeting all criteria in a very short period of
time because the gap, its causes, and solutions were obvious). However, it is
important that all criteria were met.

Consensus Following individual evaluation, the panel of evaluators discuss criteria
which have not been met and reach a consensus* for each of these criteria.

* Consensus is a view acceptable enough that all members can live with and support this
view. Consensus is not a unanimous or majority vote, nor 100% agreement and total
satisfaction. To reach consensus, each member of the panel must fully participate in
the decision, discussing the issue thoroughly and seeking common ground and
agreement on differing points-of-view. All members may not be completely satisfied
with the decision, and some members may have reservations, but everyone can live
with and support the decision (e.g., 100% commitment to the decision).

Process Direction: In the matrix below, check (\1) appropriate cells for which evidence exists
that criteria have been met. For example, if evidence exists that the entrant used a process with
steps and sequence to identify the performance gap, you should check the top cell in the first
column under O.a.I. An empty cell indicates that a criterion has not been met.

Criteria
0.a.1 0.a.2 0.a.3

Process Stages Process with steps and Tools/methods Relevant people were
sequence was used/followed were used involved

1. Identifying the Performance
Gap

2. Analyzing for Cause

3.1 Analyzing the Audience

3.2 Selecting the Solution(s)

4. Designing & Developing
the Solution

5 Implementing the Solution

6. Evaluating the Solution
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Submission Procedures (continuedl _

How to Package Use the table below to determine the appropriate number of copies to
and Send Your provide for each submission component required. Compile all copies in one
Submission package and send your package to:

International Society for Performance Improvement
Attention: Awards of Excellence Submission
1300 L Street, NW, Suite 1250
Washington, D. C. 20005

Submission Components Required # Copies to Send

• Sample/copy of the entry you are submitting 5

• Submission Guide Response 5

• Permission Affidavit Form 1

• Submission Return Fonn 1

• Award Specification Form 1

ISP I Awards of Excellence 3 Instructional Product or Intervention



Submission Guide (continuedl _

Submission
Guide
Directions
(contd.)

Complete Sections ITI.and N. by responding to the questions and the
criteria listed in tables under each question (e.g., What to Include). Your
responses to these questions are evaluated on a meets/does not meet
(exists/does not exist) basis against the criteria listed in the tables. You may
find the "short-hand" version of the criteria on the Evaluation Form (see
pages 20 and 21) helpful as you prepare your responses.

RESPOND TO ALL CRITERIA even if the development of your entry did not
require extensive or formal documentation of a criterion listed. For
example, if the customer asked you to develop an instructional product
(stage #4), you should still provide information about the analysis (stages #1
through #3), whether you (on an informal basis) or others performed it In
this instance, your entry receives an award if all criteria are met. (See
Evaluation Criteria Direction on the Evaluation Form page 20).

ISPI Awards of Excellence 5 Instructional Product or Inierveniion



Submission Guide (continuedl _

II. Overview Before proceeding, write an overview to provide the evaluators with a
context for evaluating your entry. Your overview will not be evaluated. It
should be a brief summary (not more than 2 pages) describing your entry.
Some areas you may wish to include in your overview are listed below. For
clarity, please reference each overview area you address with the appropriate
title listed in the table below (e.g., Subject Matter/Content/Topics, Target
Audience, Administrative System, etc.).

Suggested Overview Areas Example Information to Include

Subject matter/content/topics What is the subject/topic/area/etc.?

Target audience/users/performers For whom was it designed?

Administrative system Who is responsible for implementing!
maintaining the instructional product or
intervention?

Location What is the setting in which the
instruction is delivered?

Date/time period Over what dates or time period was the
product developed?

Materials What materials are included in the
instructional product or intervention?
Which of these items are included in
your submission?

Additional information What additional information will help
orient evaluators to your submission
entry?

ISPI Awards of Excellence 7 Instructional Product or lnierveniion



Submission Guide (continuedl _

IV. Output, 1. Identifying the Performance Gap
Value & ~.::'t'::..6/2
Process 5 3Detail 4 a What was the actual or anticipated performance gapes)?

What to Include Examples - List/description of ...
1. Desired Performances Behaviors, tasks, and/or outcomes

2 Actual/anticipated performances Behaviors, tasks, and/or outcomes

b. Why was it important to resolve the performance gapes)?

What to Include Examples

1. List/description of actual/potential Cost, accuracy, timeliness, safety,
quantitative and/or qualitative organizational values/vision/culture!
measure of the deficiency (e.g., strategies/goals/objectives/initiatives/etc.,
gap between actual/anticipated and external requirements (government
desired performances) regulations, etc.), etc.

@ 2.

: 4~' a.

Analyzing for Cause

What was the actual or anticipated cause(s) of the performance
gapes)?

What to Include Examples
1. List/identification of the Causes must include a lack or skill or

actual/anticipated root cause(s) knowledge and a description of the
general nature of the skill or knowledge
deficiencies
Additional causes may include lack of
information, poor product design, etc.

b. Provide additional cause analysis process detail for each item listed
below under "What to Include."

What to Include Comments
1. Identification/description of steps Refer to and describe specific process

demonstrating that quantitative/ steps
qualitative data were collected to
identify and verify the cause(s)

2 If the cause was not obvious, Refer to and describe specific process
identification/description of steps steps
demonstrating that multiple causes

If cause was obvious, please explainwere considered

3. If the cause was not obvious, Refer to and describe specific process
identification/description of steps steps
demonstrating that a methodology
was used for prioritizing and If cause was obvious, please explain
identifying the most significant
cause(s)

ISPI Awards of Excellence 9 Instructional Product or Intervention



Submission Guide (continuedl _

IV. Output, 3.2 Selecting the Solutions~~::~
Detail ~ a What was the selected solution(s)?
(contd.)

What to Include Examples
1. List/description of the selected Instructional product or intervention and

solution(s) any additional solutions selected such as
reward/recognition program, product
redesign, etc.

b. Why was the solution(s) selected?

What to Include Examples/Comments
1. List/description of the estimated Cost effectiveness (return on investment),

quantitative and/or qualitative increased accuracy, increased timeliness,
measure of the solutions' impact increased safety, meeting organizational
(expected results) in treating the values/vision/culture/strategies/goals/
performance gap objectives/initiatives/etc., meeting external

requirements (government regulations,
etc.), etc.

2 Description of how the solution(s) Customer constraints and requirements
met customer constraints/require- such as timing, fmancial issues, etc.
ments

3. Description of how the solution(s) Customer resources such as existing
made good or effective use of events, existing committees, facilities,
customer resources or how work practices, company capabilities, etc.
effective use of customer resources
was considered

4. Description of how the solution(s) Describe relevant relationships only
related to the performance itself,
the cause of the gap, and/or
relevant audience and work
environment characteristics

c. Provide additional solution selection process detail for the item
listed below under "What to Include."

What to Include Comment
1. Identification/description of steps Refer to and describe process steps

demonstrating that alternate
solutions were considered

ISP I Awards of Excellence /I Instructional Product or Intervention



Submission Guide (continuedl _

IV. Output,
Value &:~~

s. Implementing the Solution: Instructional Product or Intervention

a Provide additional implementation process detail for each item listed
below under" What to Include."

What to Include Examples/Comment
1. Description of activities that Refer to and describe specific process

included a plan for evaluation, steps
inaintenance, and revision of the
instructional product or
intervention

2 A description of activities (other Feedback on the job, reward system, etc.
interventions/actions/items) that
reinforced and/or improved the
learner skills acquired

~41 ~ 6. aE.valuatingthe Solution: Instructional Product or Intervention
'W What were the results of implementing the Instructional Product or

Intervention?

What to Include Examples/Comments
1. Evidence of audience Provide data or describe reactions by

reaction/acceptance learners, instructors/administrators,
learners' supervisors, and others affected
or involved

2 Evidence of achievement of Provide data or other evidence (e.g., sign-
performance objectives off forms, etc.) that learners achieved the

performance objectives during instruction

3. Evidence of application of Provide data or other evidence (e.g., post-
acquired skills on the job instructional questionnaires, observation,

etc.) that learners used the acquired skills
on thejob

4. Evidence of attainment of (or Provide data or other evidence of:
exceeding) the desired • Learner accomplishment of the desired
performance and/or the benefit of performance and/or
closing the performance gap • The attainment of a measured benefit

[e.g., cost effectiveness, increased
accuracy/timeliness/safety, meeting
organizational values/vision/culture/
strategies/goals/objectives! initiatives!
etc., meeting external requirements
(government regulations, etc.), etc.]

b. Provide additional evaluation process detail for the item listed below
under "What to Include."

What to Include Comment
1. Identification/description of steps Refer to and describe process steps which

demonstrating that actual results compare actual results (see 6.a.3 above) to
were compared to expected results expected results (l.a.2 and/or 3.2.b.l)
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~uest for Feedback

Overview Although this section of the Submission Package is optional, the ISPI
Awards Committee would appreciate and value your thoughts and ideas for
improving the process and/or the criteria in the Submission Guide portion of
this packet for future awards. Any feedback you provide will be confidential
and will not be seen by your evaluation panel.

Your feedback is not a part of your submission and should not be packaged
and sent with your submission. Instead, send your feedback in a separate
envelope/package to ISPI at the address below.

Feedback Please make a brief, but specific statement about the following:

1. What criteria should be included/changed and why?
(What is missing/wrong?)

2. What criteria should be omitted and why?

3. Comments/suggestions/recommendations that would improve the
Submission Guide or the submission process.

Where to Send Please send your feedback to:
Feedback

International Society for Performance Improvement
Attention: Awards of Excellence Feedback
1300 L Street, NW, Suite 1250
Washington, D.C. 20005

ISPI Awards of Excellence 15 Instructional Product or Intervention



Submission Return Form

Direction

Request for
Return of
Submission

Submission
Return
Information

ISPI Awards of Excellence

Your submission will be returned only if you are willing to provide pre-paid
billing information. Complete the form below.

Title of Entry:

Check one:

o I DO NOT want my submission returned.

Signature: _

Date:

o I 00 want my submission returned.

To have your materials returned, the information below MUST be completed.

Name:

Address:
(not P.O. Box)

Telephone #:

Carrier:
(e.g., Federal Express, Airborne, etc.)

Your Acct. #:

I authorize charging the account above to return my submission.

Signature:

Date:

17 Instructional Product or Intervention



Evaluation Form

Overview

Entrant!
Evaluator
Information

Qualifying
Criteria
Direction

ISPI Awards of Excellence

This Evaluation Form is included for your information only. You don't need
to fill it out It is a tool used by each member of the evaluation panel to
evaluate submissions (one form for each submission). However, entrants
may wish to use this form as a checklist to ensure that all criteria have been
addressed.

Entrant:

Title of
Entry:

Evaluator:

Date:

Before evaluating a submission, verify that the entrant has checked "Yes" to
all of the qualifying criteria listed below. If even one answer is checked
"No," do not continue with your evaluation.

Yes No Qualifying Criteriao 0 1. Are you or at least one member of your submitting
organization/team a member of ISPI (either at the
International or Chapter level)?

o 0 2. Was the entry designed and substantially produced by you
and/or your submitting organization/team?

o 0 3. Will you grant ISPI permission to display your entry
materials (or a "mock-up"/alternative if confidentiality is a
concern) at this year's annual conference?

o 0 4. Was the entry implemented and were the outcomes measured
within the three (3) year period preceding the nomination
deadline? If yes, enter the outcome measurement date

o 0 5. Does your entry meet the basic criteria for an instructional
product or intervention (i.e., provides instruction, practice,
and feedback to enable or improve job task performance)?

19 Instructional Product or Intervention



Evaluation Form (continuedl _

Output, Value, & Process Detail Direction: Check "yes" cr "no" for each criterion listed below.

ISPI Awards of Excellence 21 Instructional Product or Intervention
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Submission Procedures (continuedl _

How to Package Use the table below to determine the appropriate number of copies to
and Send Your provide for each submission component required. Compile all copies in one
Submission package and send your package to:

International Society for Performance Improvement
Attention: Awards of Excellence Submission
1300 L Street, NW, Suite 1250
Washington, D. C. 20005

Submission Components Required # Copies to Send

• Sample/copy of the entry you are submitting 5

• Submission Guide Response 5

• Permission Affidavit Form 1

• Submission Return Form 1

• Award Specification Form 1

ISPI Awards of Excellence 3 New Systematic Application



Submission Guide (continuedl _

I. Cover Sheet

ISPI Awards of Excellence

Qualifying Criteria
Before submitting, respond to the questions below. Jfyou check "No" to
any question below, do not submit in the New Systematic Application
Award category. However, your entry may be eligible for submission in
another award category. Please refer to criteria for other awards.
Yes No Qualifying Criteria
o 0 1. Are you or at least one member of your submitting

organization/team a member of ISPI (either at the
International or Chapter level)?

o 0 2. Was the entry designed and substantially produced by you
and/or your submitting organization/team?

o 0 3. Will you grant ISPI permission to display your entry
materials at this year's annual conference?
Note: While the actual process/method/technique must be displayed, a
"mock-up"/alternative of any confidential content/result is acceptable.

o 0 4. Will you agree to share your entry by preparing a journal
communication for the P &1 and/or PIQ?

o 0 5. Was the entry implemented and validated within the three (3)
year period preceding the nomination deadline? If yes, enter
the validation date

o 0 6. Can you demonstrate that the systematic application is new to
the Performance Technology Field? Examples that represent
"new" may include, but are not limited to, a process/method!
technique that is:

Borrowed from another field (e.g., Anthropology, Interior Design,
Rocket Science, etc.), or
A modification of an existing Performance Technology application
(e.g., features/characteristics have been added/deleted/modified
and/or applications have been combined/integrated), or
Applied in a different or new way (e.g., other than conventional), or
Not documented in Performance Technology literature

Entrant Information: Enter the information requested below.
Entrant

Title of Entry

Contact Telephone Number

Address

5 New Systematic Application



Submission Guide (continuedJ _

ID. Value &
Process

1. In what way is your systematic application "new" to the
Performance Technology Field?

What to Include Examples
a Description and evidence of the As you describe how your application is new

"newness" of the application to the or unique, include evidence of its "newness"
Performance Technology Field. such as:
Examples that represent "new" may
include, but are not limited to, a
process/method/technique that is:

• Borrowed -- from another field - Articles, publications, expert testimony.
(e.g .• Anthropology. Interior etc. explaining the borrowed process/
Design, Rocket Science. etc.) method/technique and how it is applied in

the Performance Technology Field

• Modified -- a modification of an - Articles. publications. expert testimony.
existing Performance Technology etc. explaining the existing process/
process/method/technique (e.g .• method/technique and how it has been
features/characteristics have been modified
added/deleted/modified and/or
applications have been combined/
integrated)

• Applied in a different or new way - Articles. publications. expert testimony.
(e.g .• other than conventional) etc. explaining how the application of the

process/method/technique is different or
new

• Not in Literature -- not - Literature search information used to
documented in Performance determine if the application was docu-
Technology literature mented (e.g .• data bases searched. key

words used. date(s) of search) and articles.
publications. etc. describing the closest
approximation to your new systematic
application

• Other - Describe how it is "new" and provide
appropriate evidence (e.g .• literature
search information. articles. publications.
etc.)

2. What made it necessary to develop a new systematic application
instead of using an existing one?

What to Include Examples

a List/description of the current/ Current interview techniques introduced
anticipated state (limitations) of the bias. needs assessment cycle-time too long.
process/method/technique etc.

b. List description of the desired state Interview techniques that minimize bias.
of the process/method/technique needs assessment cycle-time of two weeks

maximum. etc.
c. List/description of actual/potential Cost, accuracy. timeliness. organizational

quantitative and/or qualitative values/vision/culture/strategies/goals/
measure of the deficiency (e.g .• gap objectives/initiatives/ etc .• external require-
between current and desired states) ments (government regulations. etc.), etc.

ISPI Awards of Excellence 7 New Systematic Application



Submission Guide (continuedl _

m. Value & 6. How did you implement your systematic application?
Process (contd.)

What to Include Examples

a Description of activities that Project plan, flow chart, outline of steps and
included a plan for testing, sequence, etc.
implementing, evaluating,
maintaining, and revising the new
systematic application

b. A description of activities (other Supporting letters/materials/etc. from
interventions/actions/items) that management, training, informational
supported (enabled) the use and meetings, etc.
effectiveness of the new systematic
application

7. What were the results of implementing your systematic application?

What to Include Examples
a Evidence of attainment of (or Provide data or other evidence of:

exceeding) the desired state and/or • Accomplishment of the desired state
the benefit of closing the gap and/or
between the current and desired state • The attainment of a measured benefit

[e.g., cost effectiveness, increased
accuracy/timeliness, meeting organiza-
tional values/vision/culture/strategies/
goals/objectives/initiatives/etc., meeting
customer constraints/requirernents,
meeting external requirements
(government regulations, etc.), etc.]

b. Evidence that greater benefits were A comparison of the results of your
derived by using this systematic application to a previous application (or
application vs. others close approximation) indicating how your

application was more effective/efficient or
how it resulted in increased capacity/
capability, etc.
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Submission Guide (continuedJ _

Submission
Guide Checklist

ISPI A wards of Excellence

Congratulations! You have completed the Submission Guide portion of
your submission. Of course, along with your response to the Submission
Guide, you will want to make sure that you complete, package, and send in
all required forms as outlined in the Submission Procedures (see pages 2 and
3). And, as is its practice, ISPI asks you to provide some feedback (see next
page). For now, you may wish to use the checklist below to ensure that you
have met all requirements for the Submission Guide. This checklist is for
your personal use only. You do not need to include it with your submission.

o All appropriate sections of the Submission Guide completed/prepared:
1 Cover Sheet
II Overview
III. Value & Process
IV. Validity & Applicability

o Responses referenced according to the Submission Guide outline:
1 Cover Sheet -- Qualifying Criteria and Entrant Information
II Overview -- Purpose, Target Audience, etc.
III. Value & Process -- l.a, 2.a, 2.b, 2.c, etc.
IV. Validity & Applicability -- 8.a, 8.b, 9.a, 9.b, etc.

o Attachments (e.g., supporting materials) clearly labeled and cross-
referenced

II New Systematic Application



Permission - Affidavit Form

Direction

Permission to
Display
Materials

Certification of
Authorship

Acknowledge-
ment of Possible
Fees

ISPI Awards of Excellence

Enter the title of your entry in the space below, sign this form in three (3)
places, and return it with your submission package.

Title of Entry:

I hereby grant ISPI permission to display materials included in this
submission at this year's annual ISPI Conference. Although the actual
process/method/technique must be displayed, I will supply a "mock-up"/
alternative of the content/results if confidentiality is a concern. I understand
that failure to comply with this requirement will cause my entry to be
disqualified.

Signature: _ Date: _

Title:

I hereby certify that this submitted program, product, process, project, tool,
or publication was conceived, written, and substantially produced by me/the
staff or this (these) institution(s)/school(s)/company(s). Only technical or
laboratory assistance was provided by outside companies/people not
included in the submission. I understand that failure to comply with this
requirement will cause my entry to be disqualified.

Signature: _ Date: _

Title:

Institution/School/Company: _
(Organization)

I hereby acknowledge that limy organization may be required to pay for
shipping, special equipment, or translation needed for evaluation. I
understand that failure to comply with a request for payment may disqualify
my submission.

Signature: _ Date: _

Title:

13 New Systematic Application



Award Specification Form

Direction

Award
Specification

Additional
Plaques
Order Form

ISPI Awards of Excellence

Recognition is a critical element in the ISPI Awards of Excellence program.
Each award recipient receives an engraved plaque. Please specify below
how your award should read if your entry is selected for recognition and, if
appropriate, order additional plaques.

If my entry is selected, the award should read:

Award Recipient: _
(enter your name)

Title of Entry:

In some cases, e.g., collaborative entries, more than one plaque may be
desired. ISPI will provide additional plaques at cost. If this applies to your
submission, please complete the information below:

I hereby agree to reimburse ISPI, at cost, for additional plaques.

Quantity: _ (enter number desired)

Signature: _

Date:

The additional award(s) should read (enter names):

Award Recipient:

Award Recipient:

Award Recipient:

Award Recipient:

Award Recipient:

No changes or additions can be made to this list, so make certain that it is
complete and accurate now. If you require more than five (5) additional
plaques, copy this page and enter additional names.
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Evaluation Form (continuedl _

Evaluation
Criteria
Direction

Use the checklist on the following page and check "yes" or "no" for each
criterion listed.

As you evaluate the entrant's responses against the criteria, remember that
meeting a criterion may not have required extensive or formal action. For
example, when identifying the gap between the current and desired state, the
entrant may have been informed that a gap existed. The gap, its causes, and
the selected solution (the new systematic application) may have been
determined by others or by the entrant using informal interviews with
relevant people. Keep in mind that the entrant, depending on the
circumstances, may have been able to "scale the process" (e.g., performing
all steps and meeting all criteria in a very short period of time because the
gap, its causes, and solutions were obvious). However, it is important that
all criteria were met.

Consensus Following individual evaluation, the panel of evaluators discuss criteria
which have not been met and reach a consensus* for each of these criteria.

* Consensus is a view acceptable enough that all members can live with and support this
view. Consensus is not a unanimous or majority vote, nor 100% agreement and total
satisfaction. To reach consensus, each member of the panel must fully participate in
the decision, discussing the issue thoroughly and seeking common ground and
agreement on differing points-of-view. All members may not be completely satisfied
with the decision, and some members may have reservations, but everyone can live
with and support the decision (e.g., 100% commitment to the decision).
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National Society for Performance and Instruction

Introduction (cont.)

Evaluative Criteria

Elsewhere in this submission packet you will find criteria for the two levels of chapter
achievement and criteria for the Outstanding Communication Products.

Time Period

The awards will be based on performance over a one year period, January through December,
1994. Chapters receiving a minimum of four awards during a five-year period will be further
recognized.
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National Society for Performance and Instruction

Submission Guide

The Chapter is applying for the

following award(s):

Chapter of Excellence

Distinguished Chapter

Outstanding Communication Products

Contacts -------------------------------------------
Telephone No. _

Address _

Qualifying Criteria

1. Was the chapter chartered by the NSPI Board of Directors for the entire two-year period
preceding the nomination deadline?

yes _ No _ Date _

2. Does the chapter meet the chapter criteria standards, as stated in the NSPI Constitution?

yes _ No _ Date _

Submission Standards

1. Submission packages A and B must be received (regardless of how they are shipped) by
December 20, 1994.

2. Submissions must contain the signature of the submitter.

3. Submissions must be typewritten.

4. All of the materials must be submitted at the same time.
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National Society for Performance and Instruction

Chapters of Excellence and Distinguished Chapters

Suggested Fonnat

Chapters of Excellence Supporting Documentation

1. The President of the Chapter is a member Item # _
of the international organization.

Criteria and Documentation

The specific criteria for the chapter awards are shown elsewhere in this document. You must
submit documentation that supports the criteria. Recommended documentation is listed with
the criteria. The documentation must provide the Awards Committee with concrete evidence that
you clearly met the criteria. Cross-reference the documentation to the criteria. Documentation
can include, but is not limited to:

Chapter Constitution
Minutes of officer meetings
Minutes of chapter meetings
Newsletters
Brochures
Meeting announcements
Meeting evaluations
Leadership development
Leadership succession planning
Member recognition

Chapter by-laws
Financial records
Strategic Plan
Membership Directory
Publications
Election procedures
Workshops and seminars
Outreach activities
Corporate sponsorship
Chapter awards programs

The Chapter Profile (beginning on the next page) is an essential piece of documentation for your
submission.
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National Society for Performance and Instruction

The Chapter Profile (cont.)

Item: Description:

Chapter Finances 0 List the membership categories and dues for each.

0 Give the amount charged for meetings, including information
on whether meals or refreshments are included.

0 List the cost of guests and any other charges to members.

0 List the sources of revenue and approximate percentage from
each.

0 Attach a copy of the chapter's budget or financial statement.

Chapter Publications 0 List the chapter publications (newsletter, membership
directory, etc.).

- .
0 List the scheduled issue date and actual issue date for the

newsletters, membership directory, and other publications.

Honors and Awards 0 List how members were recognized by the chapter during the

- year.

0 List any awards or recognitions the chapter received.

Chapter Programs and 0 List by month the programs and special events.
Special Events

0 Indicate if the presenter was a chapter member or a guest.

0 Indicate if the presentation was evaluated.

0 State the number of attendees-members and guests.

0 If appropriate, state the profit realized from the special event.
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National Society for Performance and Instruction

The Chapter Profile (cont.)

Item: Description:

Our Greatest Challenges and Self-explanatory .
How We Overcame Them

You are welcome to add to your profile other information that you would find useful in managing
your chapter (e.g., issues to be watched, lessons learned, etc.) However, the additional
information need not be submitted as part of the awards package.
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National Society for Performance and Instruction

Criteria for Chapter Awards (cont.)

Chapters of Excellence: Distinzuished Chapters: Recommended Documentation:
6. There is a documented There is a documented leadership By-laws/constitution referenced

leadership succession plan succession plan that covers a two by article and/or page number.
that covers a two year time year period. The plan contains:
period. The plan contains:
• An explicit nomination • An explicit nomination

process. process.
• A formal transition • A formal transition period

period for all elected for all elected officers.
officers. • The position of president-

elect.

7. Finances: Finances: Financial Statement
a) The annual budget is a) The annual budget is Budget

reviewed at least reviewed at least quarterly Minutes of Board Meeting, if
quarterly and adjusted as and adjusted as required. appropriate.
required. b) Average monthly revenue

b) Average monthly reserves are sufficient to
revenue reserves are operate the chapter for six
sufficient to operate the months.
chapter for three
months.

Financial records are posted
Financial records are posted monthly.
monthly. Financial statement.

There is a plan in operation for
Nongeographic chapters: Budget developing revenue that does not
is reviewed annually. rely solely on membership dues. Copy of the plan or budget

showing other sources of
Nongeographic chapters: Budget revenue.
is reviewed semi-annually.
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National Society for Performance and Instruction

Criteria for Chapter Awards (cont.)

Chapters of Excellence: Distinguished Chapters: Recommended Documentation:
9. The percentage of chapter The percentage of chapter List number of members

members actively involved in members actively involved in involved in each qualifying area.
supporting and running the supporting and running the
chapter is as follows: chapter is as follows: Chapter Profile.

Up to 100 members 30%
101-200 members 25% Up to 100 members 30%
201-500 members 20% 101-200 members 25%
501 and up 15% 201-500 members 20%

501 and up 15%
Receipt of chapter publications
is passive involvement and does Receipt of chapter publications
not qualify for this item. is passive involvement and does

not qualify for this item.
Actions which qualify include,
but are not limited to, the Actions which qualify include,
following: but are not limited to, the

following:

· Serving as an officer,
• Serving as a conunittee chair · Serving as an officer,

or conunittee member, · Serving as a conunittee chair
• Writing an article for the or conunittee member,

newsletter • Writing an article for the

· Presenting a program newsletter
• Hosting/sponsoring a • Presenting a program

meeting • Hosting/sponsoring a
• Attending a chapter meeting

conference or development • Attending a chapter
workshop conference or development

workshop
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National Society for Performance and Instruction

Criteria for Chapter Awards (cont.)

Chapters of Excellence: Distinzuished Chapters: Recommended Documentation:
12. Meeting programs are Meeting programs are published Newsletters or other vehicle for

published at least three at least six months in advance. communicating the information.
months in advance.

Nongeographic chapters:
Nongeographic chapters: Meetings are published at lest
Meetings are published at least three months in advance.
three months in advance.

13. Efforts to maintain Efforts to maintain membership, · Assessment tool(s)
membership, at least five of at least seven of the eight: • Chapter brochure
the eight: • Needs assessment for · Telephone committee and
• Needs assessment for programs. how used

programs. • Benefits of membership are • Orientation packet and
• Benefits of membership publicized. schedule

are publicized. • Use of a telephone • Information on special
• Use of a telephone committee to ensure interest groups

committee to ensure attendance. · Job placement information
attendance. • Follow-up on nonrenewing • Other appropriate

• Follow-up on members. documentation
nonrenewing members. • At least one social event per • Chapter Profile

• At least one social event year.
per year. • New member orientation or

• New member orientation welcome event.
or welcome event. · Sponsor special interest

• Sponsor special interest groups.
groups. • Job placement service.

• Job placement service.

At least 65 percent of the chapter
members are retained.

At least 75 percent of the chapter Chapter Profile
members are retained.
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National Society for Performance and Instruction

Criteria for Chapter Awards (cont.)

Chapters of Excellence: Distinguished Chapters: Recommended Documentation:
16. A current strategic plan that A current strategic plan that Strategic Plan with each element

includes the following includes the following planning referenced by page.
planning elements: elements:

• Assessment of chapter
strengths and • Assessment of chapter
weaknesses. strengths and weaknesses.

• Assessment of future · Assessment of future trends.
trends. · Assessment of opportunities.

• Assessment of · Identification of chapter
opportunities. values or establishment of

• Identification of chapter mission statement.
values or establishment · Establishment of two to five
of mission statement. year goals.

• Establishment of annual · Establishment of strategies
goals. to achieve goals.

• Establishment of · Establishment of annual
strategies to achieve objectives.
goals. · Establishment of action

• Establishment of annual plans to achieve objectives.
objectives.

• Establishment of action
plans to achieve
objectives.
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Criteria for Chapter Awards (cont.)

Chapters of Excellence: Distinguished Chapters: Recommended Documentation:
19. The application of The application of performance Describe the applications, and

performance technology in technology in the management of when appropriate, include
the management of the the chapter (e.g., written job docwnentation.
chapter (e.g., writtenjob descriptions, needs assessments,
descriptions, needs evaluation, awards/recognition,
assessments, evaluation, coaching, etc.). Provide at least
awards/recognition, six examples.
coaching, etc.}. Provide at
least four examples.

20. The application of The application of performance Describe the applications, and
performance technology to technology to overcome chapter when appropriate, include
overcome chapter challenges. Provide at least two docwnentation.
challenges. Provide at least examples.
one example.
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National Society for Performance and Instruction

Criteria for Outstanding Communication Products

Newsletter Criteria

Criteria: Recommended
Chapter Profile (See #18 on page 20.) Documentation:

l. The newsletter supports the chapter's strategic plan and/or objectives Strategic plan or copy of
and goals. Give at least three examples. goals and objectives

(referenced by page or item
number).

2. The newsletter was: Copies of all newsletters
for the year.

a) Issued six times or more per year.
b) Issued as scheduled List scheduled issued

date/actual issue date.

3. The newsletter was distributed to: Enter requested
information.

Required:
Chapter members
Regional consultant
V.P. Chapters & Membership
Other chapters (please list by name)

Recommended:
(Enter range or average number distributed.)
International members who are not chapter members.
Non-NSPI members/organizations

4. Readability

a) Publication is well written (free of typos and grammatical
errors).

b) There is an orderly presentation of information (logical
sequence, headings).

c) There is consistency of:

1) Typeface,
2) Format, and
3) Positioning of logo, name, etc. within each issue and from

issue to issue.
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Criteria for Outstanding Communication Products (cont.)

Membership Directory Criteria

Criteria: Recommended
Documentation:

l. The membership directory supports the chapter's strategic plan Membership directory and
and/or objectives and goals. Give at least two examples. strategic plan (referenced)

or goals and objectives.

2. The membership directory is: Give scheduled issue
date/actual issue date.

a) Issued annually.
b) Issued as scheduled

3. Readability

a) Publication is well written (free of typos).
b) There is consistency of typeface and format.

4. The directory contains useful information beyond member name,
address and telephone number including at least two of the four
below:

• Members areas of expertise
• Officers and committee chairs.
• Who to contact regarding questions or concerns.

· Constitution and/or by-laws.

5. There is a vehicle for communicating changes (e.g., address, Reference by page number
telephone, employer, etc.): or attach supporting

documentation.
a) To update the directory, and
b) To notify the membership (between publications of the

directory).

6. The membership is notified of changes at least every two months. Attach copies of the
notifications and/or
reference.
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National Society for Performance and Instruction

Award Specification Form

Recognition is a critical element in the NSPI Awards of Excellence program. Each winning
chapter receives an engraved plaque. Please specify below how your award should read if your
entry is selected for recognition.

Title of Submission:

If my entry is a Finalist or Winner, the award should read:

Name ofFinalistfWinner: --------------------------1

Signature:

Date: _
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Back2round Information (continued) _

Categories of
Research

Basic or
Applied

Applied
Research
Categorized
by Purpose

ISPI A wards of Excellence

ISPI wishes to recognize excellence in HPT research, whatever form that
research may take. This section describes the major categories of research
which have or could lead to advances in HPT. The intention is not to
endorse one method over another, but rather to open the awards process to a
variety of research techniques. Evaluators are asked to evaluate award
applications in light of the questions asked and the applicability of the
research methodology to the question. The material in this section is
intended to serve as a reminder to evaluators that there are many avenues to
rigor, generalizability, and high impact research.

Research in HPT may come in many forms, have one or more of several
purposes, and derive from different conceptual models of the research
process. This complexity alone would make the awards procedures
unmanageable without the establishment of some categories within which
individual entries can be assigned and criteria developed. These categories
are arbitrary in the sense that the boundaries between classes are fuzzy (a
given entry may, ideally will, overlap two or more categories) and are not
exhaustive of all possibilities. They are not arbitrary in the sense of being
random choices. They are based on informed judgment and historical
patterns in the conduct of research.

The first distinction in types of research lies in whether the intent of the
researchers is to be doing basic or applied work. Basic research is pursued
to answer some question of importance to the investigators, but without
regard to whether the information gleaned from the study(s) will have
practical application. Since HPT is a technology, and meant to be applied,
there is not much basic research performed by human performance
technologists, per se. Basic research's primary value to the HPT community
is as a source of ideas upon which applied work may be based.

Applied research may be categorized by its purpose; there are three of these.
• Issue-oriented research is performed to determine the effects of some

independent variabletsj ' on human behavior or performance.' For
example, a researcher may examine the effects of various forms of
feedback on task performance. In this case the researcher expects the
results to be of value to other researchers and practitioners in a variety of
settings.

• A second type of applied research is Evaluation-oriented. The target of
evaluation research may be a program or a family of programs. The
usual purpose of evaluation is to enhance decision making (Geis &
Smith, 1992; Rossi & Freeman, 1993). Following the feedback study
example, an evaluation might examine whether a training program based
on the feedback principles enhanced performance.
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Back2round Information (continuedJ _

Categories of
Research
(continued)

Applied
Research
Categorized
by Nature of
Data (cont'd)

ISPI Awards of Excellence

Quantitative Research Methods (continued)
• Modeling. Mathematical modeling is used to study the implications of

complex theories about very complex processes. The researcher
identifies the variables he or she believes are the most important in
affecting the dependent variable in question, describes the mathematical
functions which relate these variables to each other or to the dependent
variable, and uses a computer to run several simulations to determine the
likely outcomes of various initial conditions. The researcher then
compares these results with real world outcomes in an attempt to verify
the model. Ultimately the researcher hopes that the model will be shown
to be sufficiently accurate to allow for its practical application.
Modeling has not been widely used in HPT or its immediate cousins, but
it has been widely used in the hard sciences (particularly meteorology),
and is becoming more common in the social and management sciences.
It is included in this taxonomy because it can be expected to enter the
tool kit of HPT researchers at any time. References to modeling
procedures and findings to management include Meadows, et al, (1974)
and Roberts (1974).

Qualitative Research Methods
Qualitative research methods rely upon the explicit interpretation of the data
by the investigators and make no attempt to explicate the mathematical
relationships between variables. The emphasis is on understanding or
interpreting the bases for behavior, attitudes, or opinions. Although there
has been a division between quantitative and qualitative oriented researchers
for many years, recently both sides have come to recognize the
complementarity of each approach (Reichart & Rallis, 1994).
• Case Studies. The classic form of qualitative research is the case study.

The case study has its value in "detailed, descriptive data in deepening
our understanding of individual variation" (Patton, 1990) and is most
valuable in examining cases of extreme success or failure. Case studies
may be of individuals, groups, or organizations, and may contrast the
experiences of two or more or these (Yin, 1994).

• Foeus Groups. A focus group consists of a small group of people
(usually 7 to 12) with certain characteristics in common which relate to
the purposes of the group. The group is conducted by a skilled
interviewer through a carefully planned discussion designed to elicit
perceptions on a defined area of interest. For example, an investigation
may examine perceptions of recent training program graduates of what
they found useful or not useful from the program. The answers of the
participants are recorded and analyzed for common themes. Typically
three or more focus groups are run in a given study. Focus groups do not
provide precise information (e.g., percentage of graduates who found the
program useful), but they do provide excellent information on why
participants like or dislike, approve or disapprove, believe or disbelieve,
want or don't want, particular features or aspects of programs, products,
or services.
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Back,2round Information (continuedl _

Categories of
Research
(continued)

Applied
Research
Categorized
by Nature of
Data (cont'd)

ISPI Awards of Excellence

Usability Studies/Rapid Prototyping
These are studies conducted to determine if the configuration or format of a
new technology are usable by the people most apt to use them. Rapid
prototyping differs only in that the new feature is not yet fully developed and
successive rounds of study lead to refinements. For example, a
manufacturer of a software system may ask a few typical users to attempt to
use a feature of a new product. In a small number of cases the designers can
get an indication of whether the feature can be appropriately and easily used.
Such studies do not examine whether the feature contributes to final
performance, only whether the feature can be used. Presumably the feature

•will not contribute to performance if users cannot figure out how to use it.
Usability studies are apt to characterize award winning research on the
development of new technological methods of delivering training, job aids,
or other HPT interventions.

Single Subject Research Designs
These are studies in which the behavior of a single individual or small group
of people is tracked over time and over differing conditions. For example,
the presence or absence of an incentive or with and without a performance
feedback mechanism. There are various designs for these studies, but
typically they compare behavior prior to an intervention, during the
intervention, and again when the intervention is removed. Quite often
multiple baselines are employed (c.f. Komaki, 1977). An HPT study, for
instance, could examine performance with and without a job aid. Single
subject designs have been common in behavioral psychology and are the
major designs reported in the Journal 0/ Applied Behavior Analysis, the
Journal of Organizational Behavior Management and occasionally
Performance Improvement Quarterly. They are quite appropriate for use in
HPT (Binder, 1995).

Phenomenological Research
Phenomenology and naturalistic inquiry represent alternative methods for
examining the "inner self," most particularly the effects of an individual's
experience. Both require a high degree of rigor and both use the researcher
as a data collection instrument. Researchers who are not trained in these
forms of observation often discount them, perhaps because they do not
understand the rigor involved. Nonetheless, these types of observation are a
rich source of data about what really happens "outside the laboratory."
Phenomenologists learn to describe what they experience as both object and
subject. They learn careful techniques for observing their inner events.
These techniques include reliance on description, suspension of belief in the
object observed, and incorporating one's intents as part of the observation.
For example, one experiences chocolate cake much differently if one
especially likes chocolate and is hungry than if one is indifferent to
chocolate and has just eaten a large meal. One's description of tasting a
piece of chocolate cake would be quite different, depending on the
circumstances. Phenomenologists include themselves and their states as part
of their descriptions of phenomena. Phenomenologists also use intuition and
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Submission Procedures

Requirements

How to Prepare
and Package
Your Entry and
Supporting
Materials

ISP I A wards of Excellence

• Your submission must include the following:
A sample/copy of the entry (full-length copies of the research and
development effort) you are submitting.

Written documentation and support of your entry following the
information and direction provided in the Submission Guide (e.g., a
response to the Submission Guide)

The following completed forms contained in this Submission Packet:
- Permission Affidavit Form
- Submission Return Form
- Award Specification Form

• The submission must be shipped no later than December 20, 1995 with
either a postmark or carrier shipping receipt.

• All submission forms must contain the signature of the entrant where
indicated.

• Submissions must be typewritten.

Please use the Submission Guide and follow the guidelines below to help
you prepare and package your entry and supporting materials (project
development documentation).
• Provide as complete a sample of your entry as is practical:

For a large, multi-component entry, include a sample of each of the
various types of materials to comprehensively represent your entry.
Do not send duplicates of identical components.
Samples of audiovisual and other technology-based products
necessary for the research should be included.

• Provide only supporting materials necessary to document specific
criteria requested in the Submission Guide. Do not provide all project
development documentation materials.

• Clearly label all materials with the following information:
Name of entrant
Title of entry (research)
Title of supporting material (e.g., Task Analysis Report, Interview
Transcripts, etc.)
Submission Guide outline number for cross-referenced items
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Submission Guide

Submission
Guide
Directions

This Submission Guide contains the directions for documenting and
supporting your entry. The evaluation of each entry's supporting
documentation is criterion-based. Therefore, each entry that meets the
criteria will receive an award. Evaluators will first individually evaluate
each entry using a set of predetermined criteria. Through consensus, the
evaluation panel will determine each entry's final results.

Prepare a typewritten response for each of the three (3) sections of this guide
outlined below. For clarity, use this guide's outline and reference your
responses with sections, titles, and numbers corresponding to those that
follow in this guide:
I Cover Sheet -- Qualifying Criteria and Entrant Information

II. Overview -- Problem Statement, Category of Research, etc.

ill. Phases -- Phase 1: Identify the Question/Issue/ Hypothesis 1.1, 1.2, 1.3;
Phase 2: Plan!Design an Appropriate Study to Answer the Question
2.1, 2.2, 2.3; etc.

Complete Sections I. and II. by following the directions within each of these
sections. Please verify that you meet all qualifying criteria in Section I.
before proceeding to the following sections. Section II. is not evaluated. It
provides a context for evaluating your entry.

Complete Section III. by preparing a response (and/or referencing specific
items/areas of your research) demonstrating the existence of (or justification
for the absence of) each criterion listed (i.e., Phase 1: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3; Phase 2:
2.2,2.2,2.3, etc.). Note that each listed criterion is classified as "essential"
or "desirable." Unless you have an acceptable justification for the absence
of a criterion, your entry and supporting documentation must meet:
• 100% of all essential criteria
• 67% of the desirable criteria for Phases 1 through 6
• One (1) of the five (5) desirable criteria for Phase 7

Please note that the criteria are applicable to both the Research and Student
Research Awards. While all students who achieve the above standards will
receive an Award of Excellence, the student who significantly exceeds these
standards will receive a cash award and an expense-paid trip to the site of the
annual ISPI Conference to present their research.
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Submission Guide (continuedl _

n. Overview Before proceeding, write an overview to provide the evaluators with a
context for evaluating your entry. Your overview will not be evaluated. It
should be a brief summary (not more than 2 pages) describing your entry.
Some areas you may wish to include in your overview are listed below. For
clarity, please reference each overview area you address with the appropriate
title listed in the table below (e.g., Problem Statement, Category of
Research, Relevance to the Field, etc.).

Suggested Overview Areas Example Information to Include

Problem Statement What was the question/issue/hypothesis?

Category of Research What was the nature of the research (i.e.,
qualitative, quantitative, etc.)?

Relevance to the Field How did the research (or how can it)
improve human performance theory or
practice?

Timing Over what dates or time period was the
research conducted?

Additional information What additional information will help
orient evaluators to your submission?
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Submission Guide (continuedl _

m. Phases
(contd.)

Phase 3: Collect and Code Data (continued)

Criteria Classification
3.2 Data Collection and Coding

3.2.1 A plan existed prior to data analysis (preferably before Desirable
data collection) for coding the independent and dependent
variables.

3.2.2 A check was made on the reliability of measurement. Essential

3.2.3 Lower acceptable bounds on reliability of measurement Desirable
were established prior to analysis.

3.2.4 Multiple observers/raters were employed Desirable
(Essential in
qualitative
research)

3.2.5 Observers were kept blind to the hypotheses. Desirable
(Essential in
qualitative
research)

3.2.6 The accuracy of data entry was checked. Essential

3.2.7 Multiple methods of measuring variables were used Desirable

3.2.8 Observers and investigators made their personal values, Desirable
beliefs, and hypotheses explicit (Stiles, 1993). (Essential in

qualitative
research)

3.2.9 The relationship of the dependent variables as measured to Essential
the phenomena thought to be under study was made
explicit by the investigator (i.e., what was measured is a
reasonable surrogate for what was intended to be
measured).

3.2.10 For qualitative studies, transcripts were maintained and Essential
used as documentation (c.f., Green, Doughty, Marquart,
Ray, & Roberts, 1988).
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Submission Guide (continuedl _

m. Phases
(contd.)

Phase 6: Communicate the Results

Criteria Classification

6.1 The analysis was presented in an understandable manner. Essential

6.2 The study's methodology were clear and can be replicated by Essential
others.

6.3 For quantitative studies, any graphic presentations were designed Essential
to enhance understanding, but not mislead the reader (e.g.,
reasonable scaling on graphs, no usage of 3-D graphs for 2
variables, clear demarcations of discontinuities in scales; c.f.
Huff, 1954).

6.4 Implications of the results for theory and future research were Desirable
described.

6.5 For quantitative studies, the results of the analysis were presented Essential
in a manner which is usable by secondary analysts (e.g., effect
sizes).

6.6 The data from the study were maintained and made available to Essential
other researchers.

6.7 Communication of the results respected the desired confidentiality Essential
of the research participants, the participant's organization, and the
sponsor.

Phase 7: Use the Results to Improve Human Performance Practice or
Theory

C' .9 Classificationntena
7.1 The researcher described, explicitly and in detail, practical Desirable

applications of the results in the research reports.

7.2 The researcher described, explicitly and in detail, practical Desirable
applications of the results in the award submission response.

7.3 The researcher included verifiable evidence of the application of Desirable
the results (e.g., statements from practitioners) in the award
submission response.

7.4 The researcher included verifiable evidence (e.g., citation list or Desirable
statements from independent workers) of the influence of the
research on later research or theory.

7.5 The researcher clearly explained how the results may be applied Desirable
in practice or research.
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~uest for Feedback

Overview Although this section of the Submission Package is optional, the ISPI
Awards Committee would appreciate and value your thoughts and ideas for
improving the process and/or the criteria in the Submission Guide portion of
this packet for future awards. Any feedback you provide will be confidential
and will not be seen by your evaluation panel.

Your feedback is not a part of your submission and should not be packaged
and sent with your submission. Instead, send your feedback in a separate
envelope/package to ISPI at the address below.

Feedback Please make a brief, but specific statement about the following:

1. What criteria should be included/changed and why?
(What is missing/wrong?)

2. What criteria should be omitted and why?

3. Comments/suggestions/recommendations that would improve the
Submission Guide or the submission process.

Where to Send Please send your feedback to:
Feedback

International Society for Performance Improvement
Attention: Awards of Excellence Feedback
1300 L Street, NW, Suite 1250
Washington, D.C. 20005
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Submission Return Form

Direction Your submission will be returned only if you are willing to provide pre-paid
billing information. Complete the form below.

Request for
Return of
Submission

Title of Entry:

Check one:

o I DO NOT want my submission returned.

Signature: _

Date:

o I DO want my submission returned.

Submission
Return
Information

To have your materials returned, the information below MUST be completed.

Name:

Address:
(not P.O. Box)

Telephone #:

Carrier:
(e.g., Federal Express, Airborne, etc.)

Your Acct. #:

I authorize charging the account above to return my submission.

Signature:

Date:
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Evaluation Form

Overview

EntrantJ
Evaluator
Information

Qualifying
Criteria
Direction

ISPI Awards of Excellence

This Evaluation Form is included for your information only. You don't need
to fill it out It is a tool used by each member of the evaluation panel to
evaluate submissions (one form for each submission). However, entrants
may wish to use this form as a checklist to ensure that all criteria have been
addressed.

Entrant:

Title of
Entry:

Evaluator:

Date:

Before evaluating a submission, verify that the entrant has checked "Yes" to
all of the qualifying criteria listed below. If even one answer is checked
"No," do not continue with your evaluation.

No Qualifying Criteria
o 1. Are you or at least one member of your submitting

organization/team a member of ISPI (either at the
International or Chapter level)?

o 2. Was the research substantially conducted by you and/or your
submitting organization/team? If yes and you are a graduate
student, attach a letter from a faculty member attesting to
your primary role in conducting the research.

o 3. Will you grant ISPI permission to display your entry
materials at this year's annual conference?

o 4. Was the entry completed within the three (3) year period
preceding the nomination deadline? If yes, enter the
completion date and attach documentation of
this fact.

o 0 5. Does your research possess all of the characteristics (phases)
of excellent research as described below?

Identify the questions/issue/hypothesis
Plan/design an appropriate study to answer the question
Collect and code data
Analyze data
Draw conclusions
Communicate the results
Use the results to improve human performance theory or practice

Yes

o

o

o
o
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Evaluation Form (continuedl _

Evaluation
Criteria
Direction
(continued)

Consensus

ISPI Awards of Excellence

The second dimension, the extent to which the findings are generalizable to
populations or new settings, or advance the methodology, primarily involve
the guidelines from Phase 3.1. The evaluator will also consider aspects of
the conclusions phase (Phase 5), and communication methods (Phase 6)
which allow for adequate generalization. The second element of this
dimension, the extent to which the methods are generalizable to new
settings, reflects the fact that some studies are important not for their
findings, but for their advances in methodology. The evaluator evaluates
whether the new techniques used in the research are such that they constitute
an advance which could be employed in other HPT related research. A
study would be evaluated on only one of these dimensions, generalizability
to new settings or advance in methodology.

The third dimension, the impact the work has had on the field of Human
Performance Technology, involves guidelines from Phases 6
(Communication) and 7 (Application to theory or practice). The evaluators
determine whether the research has had, or is likely to have, an important
impact on the field, either in terms of spawning additional theory, research,
or, especially, application.

Applicants are encouraged to submit multiple studies on the same topic for
an award. An award winning series would include studies on the same issue.
Although no single study would necessarily meet the criteria for an award,
taken as a whole the series would meet all of the standards. In the case of a
series of studies, evaluators are to apply the criteria for each dimension to
the whole package, not to individual studies.

The final evaluation of the award application is made based on the decisions
of the evaluators. The marks on each dimension must contain all "Essential"
components, unless excused by a majority of the evaluators. In case of
unreliability of decisions, e.g. one evaluator differs from all the others, the
coordinator for the research awards will have the option of asking for
additional reviews or making a consensus decision based on discussion with
the evaluators.

* Consensus is a view acceptable enough that all members can live with and support this
view. Consensus is not a unanimous or majority vote, nor 100% agreement and total
satisfaction. To reach consensus, each member of the panel must fully participate in
the decision, discussing the issue thoroughly and seeking common ground and
agreement on differing points-of-view. All members may not be completely satisfied
with the decision, and some members may have reservations, but everyone can live
with and support the decision (e.g., 100% commitment to the decision).
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Evaluation Form (continuedl _

Checklist for Evaluating Research (continued)

Criterion Dimen- Status Checkoff Comments
sion Essential Desirable ..J = presence

x=absence
o = justified

absence
Phase 3: Collect and Code Data (continued)
3.1 Sample and Sampling (contd.)

3.1.4 If research participants General- ..J

were potentially izability
impacted by the
research, applicable
ethical guidelines were
followed and informed
consent was obtained.

3.2 Data Collection and Coding

3.2.1 A plan existed prior to Internal ..J

data analysis rigor
(preferably before data
collection) for coding
the independent and
dependent variables.

3.2.2 A check was made on Internal ..J

the reliability of rigor
measurement

3.2.3 Lower acceptable Internal v
bounds on reliability of rigor
measurement were
established prior to
analysis.

3.2.4 Multiple observers/ Internal ..J ..J

raters were employed. rigor qualitative
research

cnIy

3.2.5 Observers were kept Internal ..J ..J

blind to the hypotheses. rigor qualitative
research

cnIy

3.2.6 The accuracy of data Internal ..J

entry was checked. rigor

3.2.7 Multiple methods of Internal ..J

measuring variables rigor
were used.

3.2.8 Observers and Internal ..J ..J

investigators made rigor qualitative
research

their personal values, rnly
beliefs, and hypotheses
explicit
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Evaluation Form (continuedl _

Checklist for Evaluating Research (continued)

Criterion Dimen- Status Checkoff Comments
sion Essential Desirable " = presence

X= absence
o = justified

absence
Phase 6: Communicate the Results

6.1 The analysis was presented in General- "an understandable manner. izability

6.2 The study's methodology Internal "were clear and can be rigor
replicated by others.

6.3 For quantitative studies, any General- v
graphic presentations were izability quantitative

research
designed to enhance ooly
understanding, but not
mislead the reader.

6.4 Implications of the results for General- v
theory and future research izability
were described.

6.5 For quantitative studies, the General- v
results of the analysis were izability quantitative

research
presented in a manner which ooly
is usable by secondary
analysts.

6.6 The data from the study were General- v
maintained and made izability
available to other researchers.

6.7 Communication of the results General- v
respects the desired izability
confidentiality of the research
participants, the participant's
organization, and the sponsor.

Phase 7: Use the Results to Improve Human Performance Practice or Theory

7.1 The researcher explicitly Implica- v
described possible or actual tions
practical applications of the
results in the research report.

7.2 The researcher explicitly Implica- v
described possible or actual tions
practical applications of the
results in the award
submission response.

7.3 The researcher included Implica- "verifiable evidence of the tions
application of the results in
the award submission
response.
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ApPENDIX 3. MARKETING/PUBLICITY '~~" ~
", "

Contents -
To Be Developed

Draft list of marketing/publicity materials To Be Developed

Pre-Conference
• Call for Nominations (see Appendix 1. Calls) published in

ISPI's News & Notes

• Press release announcing the ISPI's Call for Nominations for
the Awards of Excellence (for use by all other relevant
professional societies and organizations)

• Awards Chair "template" article for News & Notes

• Awards Subcommittee Chairs "template" articles (one for
each Award category) for News & Notes (one article to be
published monthly up to the Annual Conference)

• Posters for display at local ISPI chapter meetings

Conference
e List of Conference activities/events and materials inventory

Post-Conference
• Press release announcing Award Recipients (to be published

in selected national and international newspapers, journals,
and/or all other relevant professional societies and
organizations)

• Award Recipient Publicity Kit

Template letter to the Award Recipient's executives (one
for each Award category to be completed by Award
Recipient and sent back to ISPI Headquarters for
production and distribution)

Template article to the Award Recipient's internal news
organ (one for each Award category to be completed by
Award Recipient and sent back to ISPI Headquarters for
production and distribution)

Template press release for the Award Recipient's local
newspaper (one for each Award category to be completed
by Award Recipient and sent back to ISPI Headquarters
for production and distribution)

Template article for ISPI's P & I Journal (one for each
Award category to be completed by Award Recipient and
sent back to P & I lournal for production and
distribution)

Template press release for Award Recipient's current and
prospective clients (one for each Award category to be
completed, produced, and distributed by Award Recipient
following formal announcement of Award Recipient
status at the Annual Conference)

Awards of Excellence Appendix 3
September, 1995

Administrative Manual
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